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ABSTRACT 

At 11:30 a.m. on January 4, 1986, a Model 48Y UF 6 cylinder filled with uranium 
hexafluoride (UF6 ) ruptured while it was being heated in a steam chest at the 
Sequoyah Fuels Conversion Facility near Gore, Oklahoma. One worker died 
because he inhaled hydrogen fluoride fumes, a reaction product of UF 6 and 
airborne moisture. Several other workers were injured by the fumes, but none 
seriously. Much of the facility complex and some offsite areas to the south 
were contaminated with hydrogen fluoride and a second reaction product, uranyl 
fluoride. The interval of release was approximately 40 minutes. 

The cylinder, which had been overfilled, ruptured while it was being heated 
because of the expansion of UF 6 as it changed from the solid to the liquid 
phase. The maximum safe capacity for the cylinder is 27,560 pounds of product. 
Evidence indicates that it was filled with an amount exceeding this limit. 
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PREFACE 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Augmented Investigation Team, which 
conducted the investigation of the accident at the Sequoyah Fuels Conversion 
Facility, consisted of the following members: 

R. Dale Smith, Leader 
Charles Cain 
Ross Chappell 

Serving as special advisors were: 

J. O. Dodson, Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
Martin Schwartz, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Otto Warnlof, National Bureau of Standards 
Jackie Bess, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region IV 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Accident Summary 
.( :. 

At 11:30 a.m. on January 4, 1986, a Model 48Y UFs cylinde~ filled ~ith uranium 
hexafluoride (UFs ) ruptured while it was being heated in a steam chest at the 
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation's Sequoyah Facility near Gore, Oklahoma. One worker . 
di ed, because he i nhal ed hydrogen fl uori de fumes;, a reaction product of UFs and 
airborne moisture ... ' Several other workers were injur'ed by the fumes, but none 
serious ly. Much of thefaci1 i ty complex and some offs i teo areas to the south 
werecontami nated 'wi th . hydrogen .fluori de and a second react i on product, ,uranyl 
fluoride (U02 F2 ). The interval of release was approXimately 40 minutes;' 

Thety1inder, whiCh had been overfilled,ruptured. while it was beingheate:d 
because of the expansi on of UFs as it" changed from the solid to, the .1 i quid' , 
phase. The maximum safe capacity for the cylinder ;527,560 poundS"iof product. 
Evidence indicates that,;t was filled with anamount'exce~djng thi's lim;t:.~ 

Conduct of' the O~~ite Inv~stigation :. ":', "r ". 

:,1. 

An AUgmented Investigation Team (AIT) ,was formed by U. S. N~c1earR~gula'tory 
Commission (NRC) Region'IV to conduct an investigation into the-facts ' .. ' 
surrounding the incident. The objectives of the AIT'~ investigation were to 
determi ne the facts surroundi ng theinci dent:; to identify; any generic and '. 
specific safetycoi'lcerns related to theincidentand,todoctJment·ltsfind-ings 
and conclusions.' The team consisted of personnel from Region IV,and NRC Office 
of Nl;lc1ear Material Safety and.Safeguards and.was supplemented by,.technlcal 
experts from Oak Ri dgeGaseous Diffus; on P1 ant.~ Lawrence Livermo·re' Natibna'l 
Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards, and NRC. ; The first team, members were 
on site the evening of January 4, the day of the incident. The AIT beg~h 
interviews' with key employees of' Sequoyah Fuel,s Corporation,' on, January 6.", 
Theseinterviews~which were transcribed, provide much of the basis for the 
findings of the investigation andthe'conclGsions drawn. 

In addition, the AIT conducted or participated in several special studies that 
contributed to its findings. Samples ~ere taken of· the residual contents of 
the cylinder for analysis. These samples showed that no unusual materials were 
present. An exami nat i on of the process,.i nstrumentation was conducted., Process 
instrumentation' failure was nota contributing factor~ An examination and test 
was made of the scales used for filling cylinders and the scales used for final 
weighing of the product. No abnormalities were found and the scales were 
judged: to perform, wi thi nexpected to 1 erantes. A detailed metall urgi cal 
examination of the failed cylihderis under way_ >Results of'this examination' 
will be issued at a later date. A draindown of the process equipment is 
planned· to pravi de im independent estimate,' on a by-difference bas is, ·of the' 
amount of material that was in the cylinder that failed. 



Facts Surroundi ng the Inci dent 

Tne Sequoyah facility is one of two facilities in the United States that 
conve~t uranium oxide concentrates' rece;~~d'from mining and milling operations 
to uranium hexafluoride (UFe). The UFe product is shipped to enrichment· 
facilities located in the United States and abroad. The plant is located' in 
eastern Oklahoma, approximately 25 miles south o.f Muskogee. 

The UFe is created at a high temperature as a gas;' . The gas is collected in' 
cold; traps where the r.educed: temperature causes theinater; al to con ectas:a 
·solid.: When a sufficient amount of solid is collected, the·trapsare:.heated: 
and the 1 i quefi ed. UF e .is dra; ned.bygrav.i ty i ntd . cylinders that serve as ,'.;.' ." 
storage,. shipping,and process .containers.The amount ofmater.ial introdute~:.~.: 
into':a cylinder i's I measured by observi ng. thewe.i ght, ga,i n of 'the! cylinder 'whil e 

.. ' it is on·a set of scales· during the filling process .. ,., '. '" ,'i·i'·:.·' .••. 

It has been' determi ned, .' throughi nterviews andobservati ons t .'. tha~' the;.cYlindet· 
that ultimately ruptiJredwas: not prope.rTy .. · pl aced on the>'scales',duri ngits ':1:':'" 
filling. Thi s was due , ; n 1 arge',measure ~ tothefactlthat;'the>;14r,toncyHnde~. 
being fi 11 edwas: longer' than the 10-ton'cyli Flder,for .'whi eh.: the:equi'pment., 'was:'~ .. 
originally deSigned. This caused the cart on which the cylinder rested to be . 
positioned very close to the edge of the scaleplatformr .Becaus.~o.f'th.~, ..... '.:' 
mi sal i gnment of the cyl i nderand the. cart, one wheel of the cart supporti ng the 
affected cylinder was off. the platform.and:was .resting: on,;:the",f100r;' . Th;,:s:' 
caused erroneously low readings on the scale during f111.ing .. ' . "" " 

" " 

When theoperatprnoted:.that he was; unabl e to add ,more· UFe to· the" cylinder,'he 
investigated and.discovered ~.that' the: wheel was off: the:plat,form. ·After the 
cart and eyl i n'di:mwe.re· repos i"t,i oned"the' scale ;.was unabl e,to recordthe'actual 
wei ght'ofthe cy1 tnder,' because, the .we.ight: exceeded, tbadi a1 ,; ndi cator.range. 
The cy1 inderat th·i s~po;,nt we.; ghedm6re than 2~, SOQ'pounds, the ,limit' of. the 

• dial .,indicator.' Later estimaU's 'p.lace the' weight in.excess oF31.,00Q'pounds •• 
The fill speci fieat i 00 forth i scyl :i nde.r is 27, 560 pounds; . The· openator. 
adjusted. thetare~compensating mechimi sR):o,n the scal e 'to.permit 6bservati on of 
weight 10ss·whi·le he attempted.to;;evac.uate the excess mateY'ial .by vacuum back 
into the cold traps. This.vacuation~attemptis in accb~danc~ with procedures 
and accepted practice. 

\ ') .I 

On the subsequent shift, the next operator concluded that the material .was no 
longerbeing.evacuated, presumably because.the contents'9f the cylinder had 
cooled ands.oTidified. Theoperato,r.and the assistant shift supervisor moved 
the cyl i nde.r .. toa .steam chest for. the pl,lrpose. of heating the cy,li ndel' to', 
n quefy the contents and taeil i tate later , evacuation., The weight of the 
contents at this pOint is not known, but the cylinder definitely contained more 
than the fi 11 specifi cati on of 27,560 pounds. I n any Case, the cyl i nder was 
definitely overfilled. 'Sequoyah FuelslCorporation operating procedures 
prohibit the heat i ngof an overfi 11 ed cy1 i nder . Placing the overfi 11 ed 
cylinder in the steam chest for heating was clearly a violation of these 
procedures. 

Approximately 2 hours after heatfng began, the cylinder ruptured in the steam 
chest. A 4-foot lengthwise rupture occurred along the top of the cylinder. 
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The force of the.ex.plosion damaged 'the steam chest enclosure. The escapingUFs 
rapidly reacted.with moisture in the air to form uranyl Jluoride and 
hydrofluoric acid .. The resulting vapor'cloud of these materials was carried 
south by southeast by a wind gusting to 25 mph. The cloud enveloped the . 
process bu.; 1 di ng, and the aci di c vapor caused the death'of'an operator who was 
working approximately 70 feet from the cylinder. The vapor was drawn into the 
plant ventilation system. Approximately 40 workers in the building evacuated 
to an upwind location on site, SOl11e .passing through the .cloud. 

Notification of NRC and civil authorities is estimated to.have begun within 10 
minutes. The ir;l1uredworkers W,8,re transporte~ byfellow<workers_to nea·rby·· ." 
hospitals for' treatment. The general population downwind was contacted':and 
advised to evacuate and report to'hospitals for examination .. A physician '. 
arrived on .site:,sh.ort1y .after ;the;acc,identand ,exami'nedand released site . 

-·workers .. Various local, state, and federal offitialswe·r.e ,notified by the 
licensee from the corporate office in Oklahoma City. Residents downwind of the 
site were contacted by licensee .emp10yees and advised .to proceed to a local 
hospital. The general public was notified, by localrad,io .•. 

Meanwhile, at the site of the ruptured cylinder, p;]iant personnel manrted water 
hoses with fog nozzles in an attempt- tosuppres,sfurthe.r;airborne .re-1eas'e ()f 
material. '. 

Within an hour and a half, radi ~;togi cal surveys beg~nb~'ttlon and offth.e·sit.e .. 
State, federal, and company officials arrived at the site during the ensuing 
hours, and recovery operations began. ' '., 

As a result of its preliminary investigation at the site immediately after the· 
incident, the Augmented Investigation Team concluded that the cylinder·was not 
defective but failed because of stress caused by hydraulic pressure that 
resulted from the~xpansion of theUFs in the cylinder when it was heated. The 
U~s ~ndergoes a~increa~e in ~o'lume of about 36% wh~nit changes from solid to 
llqUld form at lts me1tlng pOlnt of 147F. It contlnues t,oexpand further .' 
("'0.1% per oF) when heated above its melting point. Large internal pressures 
can be produced hydraulically when liquid contents expand to a volume greater 
than the volume of the vessel in which they are contained. 

Factors Contributing to the Cause of the Accident 

The following factors were identified as the primary contributors to the 
accident. They are arranged chronologically, in the order in which they 
occurred. No attempt has been made to rank them according to importance~ 

(1) The cylinder was overfilled because it was not placed fully on the scales. 

The fill bay and associated equipment were not designed to prevent 
improper positioning of cylinders in the bay so that the cylinder would 
not be on the scales. 

The fi 11 bay was not des i gned to accommodate 14-ton cyl i nders. 
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(.2) The 'time 'required· for filling the cylinder was long enough to aH()w 
partial sOlidification of the UFs which i~hibited product ~emov~l from the 
cyli nder. .• . . 

(3) The preci s'e "wei ght of the cyli nder was not readily determi nabl e after ft 
was. overfilled. 

(4.) There was no seCOi1dary~r" a 1 ternatewayto ni~asur.e thequant ity'of 
material in a cylinder being filled. 

(5) Employees violated company pro'tedures when th~y heated an<"overfilled 
cylinder. '. . . .... . 

Workers ,',incl udi ngl ine management personnel, hactnotbee'rftrai nec.firi."" . 
regard to' company procedures. : . . '; " . ",", 

. ~ " 

Procedural controls such as chec.klists,orapprovalpoilitswere not an:: .' , 
integral part of ,p1ant'operatiQlis. ....:. ',< .... "l" 

(6) Equipment for monitoring or automatically vE!nting cylinde~sthat :are being 
-treated was.·' not prov·ided,for'j)y the plant design ... ' '; ,.", 

"-).' ': ", 

In summary, the factors can be aggregated into the fo 11 owi ng causes of the 
accident: '. . . . .... . . " 

',' . 

• The physical equipment- and facilities used for filling arid'weighihg UFs 
cylinders were inappropriate for safe use with 14-ton cylin~ers. 

'.,' ..... : ... :.-
." . 

• ' ,Thetrai ni ng of workers in operati ng'procedures and ensuri n9 the 
implementation of ,these procedures were not carried out ~ffectively. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This investigation was conducted in accordance with the draft Procedure for 
Augmented Investigation Team (All) Response to Operational Events. 
Acco~dingly,·the objectives of the investigation were 

• to conduct an onsite fact-finding investigation of the January 4, 1986, 
accident .. . . . 

• to determine the facts surrounding the event investigated 

• to identify and communicate any generic and specific safety concerns 
related to this event 

• to document the findings and conclusions of the onsiteinvestigation 

Furthermore, the scope of this. investigation did not include 

• ·an examination of proposed licensee (Sequoyah Fuels Corporation) actions 
to correct the cause of the event . 

• licens~e actions taken or ~lanned to be taken before resumption (or 
continuation) of plant operation 

• recommendations for enforcement actions by the NRC 

• evaluation of the adequacy of the NRC·s or other Federal agency·s response 
to the i nci dent 

Actions continue concerning this accident. This AIT Report, when combined 
with repo~ts of other actions, will present a more complete view of the causes 
of the accidents ,. its consequences, and corrective actions necessary. 
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2 CONDUCT OF, THE ONSITEINVESTIGATION 

2.1 Personal 'Interviews 
, : c • • • • 

Over a 3-dayperiod shortly 'following the accident (January6-8~ ,1986),members 
of,t~eAuginented Investigation Team conducted<pe~sonal interviews with Sequoyah 
Fuel sCorporaHonemp16yees'whd had first-hand knowledge' of the events leading 
upto,duririg,~rtd immediately following the incident. Fifteen employees were 
interviewed: du'ri'flgthis':peri'od .. :: In'a second series Of interviewS:, hEnd·on ' 
January 27 and 28, questions focllsed on the employeies'state 'of: training"the 
program for training employees" the general knowledge and use of wrjtten ," 
procedures, and the extent of hE;!atingoverfH1ed:1 containers.' Over the course 
of the'investigation,33 in'terv;'ews';'were conduct.!dan(J'invo1Ved Y '24'elrip1oyeesv.';:-

. . '.., . " , ,~' (' ; ." . 

All of the':interviews were'recorded"bya' steiiogr'aphe'tan!d transc:ripts;iwere: 
prepared .. ·A c()py of' the transcripts'" is beingpla;cedin thePDR>:: ;": " 

; .. : ;:~ .• "' .," .<;. '." .' . :;.' ... , ' "~:.l..;' . 1 
. ." . 

The resul ts of the interviews are not reported separately; r-ather' , 'theY' :form' 
much of the basis for the observations and descriptions contained in. the· 
investigationtearn's report.· " , " .. ,... .. 

'i ,: i.. ~ 

2.2, Cy1inder Contents 
•••• , > •••• '.' '." 

On Friday, JanLiary 10, a crew of Seq~oyah Fuels! Corp'orationemplbyees re~oved a 
temporary plug, of rags, fro!JI the. ruptured cylinder so, that the residual contents 
could be examiriedahd th'e cylinder 'prep'aredfor'safe'storage'pending'; 
meta ll~ rg ica 1 t~s,ting . " 

:,~ .", 

The crew found a small amount of yellowish, sludge-like resi.due:iil the cylinder. 
Samples :were taken of this rnaterial;' , When wate.r wa:s'·aprHied·tot'he·,;:nte·r'i-or of·' 
the cylinder to wash out the residue~ whitish vapors were generated, presumably 
hydrogen fl uoride. These'vapors were' suppressed' by means of .. fite' hoses 'with: 
fog nozzles spraying large amounts of water over the cylinder. : The rinse water 
from the cylinder was sampled during the cleaning process. In all, six samples 
of sludge and ri rise: wa ter were co 11 ected. 

,'~ ';: ' , ., : ' ,.;".'. 

Each of the samples \'Ias split; half was retained by Sequoyah Fuels Corpo'ration 
and half was being given to the NRC staff. The NRC samples were sent to Oak . 
Ridge National Laboratory where they were 'analyzed at the K-2S'1aboratories. 
The results of these analyses do not indicate' 'any <significa'nt: presEmce of . 
carbon. Only hydrogen fluoride and uranium compounds were reported. Carbon 
resipueswoiJldindiCate the presence of some organIc or carbonaceoOs material ,. 
that might have contributed to the rupture. Since less than 0.1% carbon was 
measured in the residue,one Can' concl'udethat such a foreign' material was' not 
present. . ." . 
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2.3 Scale Testing 

On January 28 and 29, an examination was made of the south 'scale of the two in 
the UF 6 drain st~tion andth(stalein the final product weigh station, 

The Sequoyah Fuels Company submitted a preliminary plan for testing to the NRC 
staff for approval. After some minor adjustments to the plan, the NRC staff 
gave its approval and the teiting was scheduled. Participating in the testing 
were the National Service Manager for Streeter-Richardson'cthe scale.. . 
manufacturer; a representative of the Nat i ona 1 Bureau of Standards, who acted 
as· technical"observer for the NRC; four repres~ntatives Q(,:theOklaholl\a· .. ; .. ' .... 
Oi vi s·ionofWeights andMeasure~·wflo. furnished known we;ghtsforthete~t.;.two. 
technicians·,;from·the Oklahoma:.Scple,C:ompany, Wh? ~ere:·.pv,a.i;1able to.make)lI'lY·:~i.:~;'·; 
needed rep.a·, rs:'; the Manager of the. Sequoyah faclllty;.,whq:represent~dSequoyah': ';' 
Fuel s torporati.~m; . and the . Di rector p.t. the Uranl um· .. ~~cciVery Fi eld Offic;~·,;.i~~C·~':·;<" 
who represented the Augmented.Investigation Team for· the NRC. . "':i ,:";" 

, , . '. I .. ,,' '\'. 

The south drainstationscale"(the 'oneinvoived inthe·i.~cident)was te§~e.\d'6~":, 
applyingknown.weight:s increRlentallyto different area?()f the. sc;ale,pl~tfo'r~: ... ' 
Because the scale has an uncalibrated tare-compensBti~~ bea~, th~ ze~ci sittfAg~" 
for the beam· \>las: fi rst dete·rmi.ned .. thrO,ugh the ... use:. ()'f~kn,ow!1 Weights.,·. ~W~~~. thi~ ;:' 
zero setting wasdetermined,additionaLweights wer~Ladde~;and' the dial'>.:".:;'.:, ; 
i ndi catorreadi ngs were observed,' Wei ghts wereaddedunt'il the capaCi ty"or't;he 
dia 1 indicator \'iasexceeded. : i ;.c.· ' .. ':-: · '· ..• '1.;.,... .... .:( 

As a part'ot'th'e testing, the:scale'inechanism wasinspect~d, and its .'.;,.-;: 

functioning was observed during the weighings. . 

In addition, the tare-compensating beam weight was placed at several post~fon~ 
to determine th&calibration of the beam. 

The co~ciusi'~!~'s:~f.the testing of,the':~o.uth .drajn,'statlQ,n, scale' were'" . '." '. 

(1) The scale was in good mechani~al condition, although a nu~ber of items ; ..... 
wer~' Jdenti(j ed· for correcti:on:: at i the next rout; ne mainterlance. There .•... 
were,nomCiJfunctions that woulds,ign}iicantly affect the accuracyof·the 
scale. Small weighing errors (30'':60' pounds) could' result from the fill 
line being connected during weighing or if the cylinder is touching 
adjacent piping. 

(2) The environmental and maintenance conditions not~d could result in 
weighing errors. The weighing errors would probably range from 

. 0-100 pounds, '.' : 

(3 ) Th'eta're bea~hp~,~ 1 ineBr response~o the" mov~meht; 'of t,h~, tare poi s~, 
with each i ncho,fdiSPlacement being equal to approximately. 491 pounds, 

: ..... .. 

(4) In the conduct of the scale testing and calibration, the invest1gators 
noted that the cart used to move cylinders on and off the. scale platform 
apparently had been damaged in the past, As a result, the wheels at the 
east end of the cart were at an angle, confirming observations that only 
one of the wheels had hung up. 
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Because no mechanical abnormalities were observed at the south scale, no tests 
were performed on the matching north scaJe: . 

To verify·the "accu.r~cy of final,.·product measurement~,. a' series of test': . 
weighings was performed on:the)beam balance scale in,the final product weigh 
station .. " This· scale is referred to"as<the :"ControlSc~le"in Appendix A. The 
representatives of Streeter7~Richardson: and Oklahoma .Scale Company did not 
participate' in these 'tests., . '. 

The fi rst'~eri es . of'· test wei ghj ngs'·was . performed, on ,the: scale in.: its .. as,;.found. 
condi ticn. The. space between the scale platform and the. floor contai ned 'debri s .' 
that the observers ,felt. might ,have, $omeeff~cton . scal e,performance,. i.oAt. tne:. 
conclusion of the first sedesof weighings, the platform was cleaned to remove 
the debris and a second seri esof wei gh:i.ngs: was made'; . After, the; wei ghi ngs of 
known weights were completed, test weighings weremadeofSequoyah's check 
weights. These were se'a 1 ed, UF scy 1 ;l,nders: w,~ose,we ights 'had, previ ous,}.y; b,een, 
estab 1 ished by the National Bureau of Sta'nda,rds. . . , "" 

The results of' the tests on the final product sca] e were~,' , ":'-,~'~' .. ;"~- ~~~';: 

(1) The scale was,';n good operating conditiol'1,'with' only m~nor!mech~niC:~h' 
deficiencies noted, none ofwhtch.h,ad~:si;g!1ifi:cant effecton.Jhe.~cale' s 
perf6rmance. '.. .. . 

; ,.,.- 'J."' 

(2) The scale responded accurately over the range ofweigh,tsobser:vecL, .:; 

(3)- Thedebds: observed around the scale pJiatform :had, no, effect,9n\the ,s,cale ' s 
performance. . ;. 

(4) The weight of. the test cyHnders used by t,he licensee for testingth,e;,. 
scales were within~O.05 percent of their individual we'igtits .. '" ',; . 

The detailed report of the tests is appended 8S" Appendix A.; . 

2.4 Process Instrumentation 

The cold traps and steam chests were inspected to verifyif'a failUre in a 
process control or ,instrumentation system was a contributing, factor, in the 
accident ... 

• I " 

It 'appears that no instrumentation is u~ed to monitor UFsin the cold traPs., .' 
The instrumentation which is supplied with the system (loadcells),is not used. 
Filling of.cold trapsi,s controlled' on ,a time, bas';s that isbas,ed on, 
calculations of production rates. . 

.", : . 

There is no process control or i nstr;~mentat'i on system associated with the steam 
chests., ' The 'UFs ,:cyltndersare heated·i.ns·ide the. steam,; ct)ests by manual control 
of steam essentially at atmospheric pressure;' . 

A more detaileddiscussioh of the NRC inv~stigation of process and 
instrumentation control is appended asAppendixB..;" " 
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2.5 Detailed Metallurgical Examination of,--Cylinder 

Sequoyah Fuels Corporati_on selected, with NRC approval, the Battelle Columbus 
Laboratory to conduct detailed metaJlurgical-examinationsOf the'damaged -" " 
cylinder.' The principal 'investigator for Battelle inetwith Sequoyal) personnel,. 
NRC: personnel, ar'ldNRC's consultant- on-January 31 to discuss the general scope 
and sequence of tests t-o:be pe,rformed. Battelleprepared.a detailed pl an; for. 
testing which Sequoyah Fuels Corporation submitted to the-NRCf(or'appro.val. " 
The plan involved field measurements of the damaged cylinder at. its location at 
the", Sequoyah f acll i ty .'; These'fie 1 d ", measurements were made -'on -February-14 -and;: "_ 
15· ... Fo Howi lig,th:is, a section, of the cyl i nder that :encompasses::t!:ie - rupturewas\ 
reinovedand sent to Battelle for more detailed examination in the lab6ratory;<"'" ' 
The,'NRCts ·representedduri ngkey steps in", the ex~mi nat i on by its consultant.:,,::,,: 
froin -La.wren'ce -L fvermore:Nat fonal Laboratory> '''' ;, ': ':. ,,' ,., ,-,' 

":,I(-,j-.:' ",' 

Based on the field 'observations' and a' pre 1i mi naryexami nati on in the 
1 ilboratory, the first 'fi ndi ngs . reporiC!d are'~u;;:':'" 

• The fracture surface shows a stable slow crack at the>'start' .,.; < 
"" ;, 

- The' butt welds on the stfffener' ·rings:'d~not{'h-a.ve the ,:fract~i~n: :of:'full 
metal expected for aful f penetration' weld " ' ';-,: 

• ;'.', " 

,", . 

• Ultrasonic 'testing detected a small crack in the cyli nder~allunder the '.' 
dista'l sti,ffener,ring at the failed butt, we-ld :";:, "--' 'li,' :i 

• '- -The only evi,dent thi nni ngof' the,! cylinder wall occurred :in' the ,area,;-.under, 
fracture. - , :):_:-t'r, 

ThE!sefindings are not i nconsistentwi'th'the'prenmi nary fi:e 1 d i nves,tigation : ' 
results. ',;"" \ ," " ,i, 

A final report will be prepared and, sUbmitted. When available, the Battelle 
final report will be issued separately. 

.: . :' 

2.6' Draindown of Process Equipment 

(' Three 'days before theaccfdeiit,the ,coldtra.ps ha.dbeen drained, comp'letely for 
an accountability inventory, according to plant management. With only a'short 
period of operation to account for, it is expected that a reasonably good 
estimate of UFsproduction can ·be made' on the bas'is of opera.tingcondit';ons;n 
the plant and 'amateri'al bal~ilce can be conducted,.' Once: process equipment UFe; 
drai ndown is completed, and the amount on hand i·s subtracted from the amount . 
estimated to have been produced, the difference, will represent an estimate of. 
the a,mount ~hat wa,s in the cylinder that ruptured. 

Although th;smethod is not precise, it is one more means to estimate the 
quantity of UFs that was in the affected cylinder. 

The licensee has submitted a plan for NRC approval that outlines the steps to 
betaken to aChieve this by-differencemeasurement.-,. 
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3.0 FACTS SURROUNDING THE INCIDENT 

3.1 Background Information 

3.1.1 Facil.ity Description 

The Sequoyah facility is one of two facilities in the United States that 
convert urani~m oxide concentrates received from milling and mining operations 
to urani.um hexafllJori.de (UFs) .. TheUFs , in turn,. is~hipped.to endchm.ent 
.fa~ilities located in the United States andabroadl Uranium~ccihcehtratesor 
"yellowcake" is received in powder form in 55-gallon drums or in slurry form in 
tank trucks.. The UFs product i sshipped ·from the plant pr;mari ly , in 10-ton or 
14-ton cyl i nders. .:' 

. . , . 

The facil i ty began operation in 1970with a convers.i on capaci,ty of4, 550 metric 
tons of uranium per year. In 1978, plant expansion doubledthe,conv,ersion 
capacity. The plant operates 24 hours per day using four rotating work shifts. 

The p 1 anti ~ located on' State Highway 10 approximately .4 mil e~south':ofGo're, 
Oklahoma, a,nd 25 miles. south of Muskogee, Oklahoma, at a .. potnt near, 'the 
confluence of the 1111noi,s and Arkansas Rivers. Interstate 'Route AOlie.s 
1 mile south. of thep 1 ant. . '.' , 

Sequoyah F~els CQrporation is holder of NRC Licens~Number SUB~1010i(Docket 
No. 40-8027), whi,ch .was renewed on $eptember.20, ·1985., Thelice,nseeand 
supporting staff analysis ·is attached as Appendix. C. 

3.1. 2 . Managemen{Organization 

The newly appointed facility manager h~d only been at the site several days 
when the incident'occurred. As indi'catedin the license renewal application, 
the variou,s manag.ers, reporting directly to the facility manager include, the 
Manager of Production, the Manager of Health Physics and Industrial Safety,the 
Manager of Conversion Engineering, the Manager of Maintenance and Construction, 
the Laboratory Manager, and the Manager of Industrial Relations. 

The following description is depicted graphically as Figure 3.1. 

Reporting to th~ Manager of Production are thre~ Area Supervisors, each of whom 
is responsible for production activities in an assigned portion of the plant 
complex as follows: ' 

(1) One Area Supervisor directs activities related to waste treatment and 
yellowcake sampling through a Supervisor assigned to the day shift. 

(2) A second Area Supervisor directs intermediate plant processes such as 
solvent extraction and denitration, and supervises solid waste disposal 
and the plant's utilities. Each of four individuals identified as 
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Assistant Shift Supervisors* is assigned to one of the four rotating 
shifts ahd reports directly to the Area Supervisor., 

(3) A third Area Supervisor directs final plant processes such as reduction" 
fluorination, and product shipping. This supervisor oversees four Shift 

, Supervisors also assigned to the rotating shifts. 

3.1.3 Process Description 

The UFs production process is depicted in a simplifiedblO,ck flow diagram as 
Figure 3.2., 

.- ,' .... 
" .-.:,,',.: . . 

The uranium ':¢pncentrate";s weighed,sampled, andthendfgested using'rii'trlc':',>,":" 
acid to produ,ce uranyl nitrate , ",whi ch; then undergoes a}sblvent extract'i'Qfi",;($X)':" 
process by,wh·ich impurities are':removed from the product;; ',' ,',' ,', '; ",,' 

,',':",:, 1 i 

The impure uranyl nitrate solution! enters at one endbf theSX circuit,\vhiT~:a 
mixture of organic solvents that have the ability to absorb uranium'enters'at"",! 
the other. Passing in countercurrents, the two solutions enter six st~ge,s of' 
mixing and settHngduring which::the .. ,uranium is extrac~edfromthe acid .,;',': 
so 1 ut tonandthe,i mpuriti"esrematn,:i'n the add.' " '" ", " 

" '."" .' •.... :: .. : .. , .. 

The b~rren~cid so 1 uti on, or raffinate, is neutral ized a'~d is further processed 
to remove radioactive uranium 'daughter prodLicts,~such:as(radium, ,which Tare """:, 
stored onsite:,a's sludge. The pro'cessed raffi,nate ;n:dw"vi rtuallyfree of"'''?'''''; 
radioactivity, is stored onsiteinholding ponds and its Volume reduced"bypond 
evaporation. It is also used as fert il i zer on property owned by the lie'ensee." 

The SX solution,containing the purHied uranium i'sre":"e~tracted intow.a~erina 
countercurrent, pu.l se column' and enters an evaporat i on~ and boil-down pro~ess. 
Evaporation concentrates the ,weak uranylni trate :so TUtion;'nto molten ~'lj'rianyl 
nitrate hexahydrate (UNH). Thi s i ntermedi ate form ofur,ani um is subsequently 
converted by, therma 1 decompos it i on to urani urn trioxide':'lUOs}1 n a denitration 
process. El~w~rit furnaces heat the denitrator troughs" which are equipped 
with agitatoi':"arms that const~lit'ly, st;'r theUNH. The UOa drawh from the' " , 
deni trator troughs i sshaped"i:nto'orange-co 1 ored pri 11 s ,or pellets, measuring 
about a millimeter in diameter. Grinding pulverizes the prills to a fine ' 
powder. ' 

* It shoul d be noted that theassi stant shi ft supervi sors report administra;' 
,tively to, the second area manager and not to the'shift supervisors." ' ' 
'However ,it is informa11y understood, a'sdetermihed through NRC' 

interviews, that, in the case ofconfli"ct or emergency, the assigned shift 
supervisor is the ranking site production manager. The assistant shift 
supervisor serves iri lieu of the shift supervisor in the latter's absence. 
Although there is no formal succession of authority delineated by the 
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, the accepted practice is for the authority and 
responsibi 1 ity to pass downward. ' 

, , " \ , 
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The U03 powder reacts with hydrogen in a two-stage, countercurrent-flow, 
fl ui d-bed reactor to produce U02 as a brown powder . The U0 2 powder flows into 
a two-stage, stirred-bed reactor with countercurrent flow. Reacting with 
hydrogen fluoride (HF), theU02 is converted to uranium tetrafluoride (UF4 ), a 
bright green powder. 

The UF 4 powder is transferred by conveyor to tower reactors where reaction with 
e 1 ementa lJluori ne produces the final product, UF s . Elemental flUori nei s 
produced byel ectri cally decomposi ng hydrogen fl uori de (HF). High temperatures 
in thefh"ori nati on towers convert the UFs to a gas. The gas enters 
refrigerated cold traps, which directly solidify the gas. The traps are then 
heated to Ii quefy t,he .UFs , which then can bedra; ned into shippingcyli nders. 
The product in thecyli ndersreturns toambi ent temperature ,andsQ lidi fi es . 

. 3.1.4 Detailed Description of Cylinder-Filling Process 

The cold traps that collect the solid UFs product ar,e'located on"the Second 
floor of the process buil~ing. On~ of thesetr~ps i~ shown in.Figure j.3. . 
There are four primary traps ,three secondary traps, ,and two cleanup re?C;tor. 
traps. While certain traps are valved into the~roces~line tocol1~qt't~e .. ' 
product, others are isolated from the process line and can be heat~d;to enable 
gravity feed of UFs liquid to the cylinders. Still other traps, hav.ingbeel1. 
drained of their contents, are evacuated and remain at ambient temperature; 
The suction available from these traps may be used to dr~w off UFs frOm 
cylinders. c '. ,. 

An empty cylinder to be filled is placed on a four~wheelec:lcart~~hi.ch>:.Ji .. 
propelled on rails by an electric: motor. This isshqwninFi.gure3.4 .. ,. Th~. 
cart with its attendant cylinder is moved to one·of·two drain bays each of . 
which is equipped with scales. The general layout of the drain stations; final 
weigh stations, and steam chests is shown in Figure 3.5. The .cart .i,smoved 
onto the scales and a scale counter'weight (tare poise) is adjusted to cancel the 
weight of the empty cylinder and the. cart, as shown in Figure 3.6. Thescales 
are set to indicate only the net weight of the p,roduct as the cylinder is . 
filled, as shown in Figure 3.7. The time required to fill a cylinder may vary 
from one to several 8-hour work shifts depending on the production rate and the 
size of the cylinder. The maximum fill capacity for each type of cylinder is 
posted on a large sign located in the fill hay. There ~re no warning signs 
against heating overfilled cylinders, either in drain area orstea~ chest 
areas. The operator manuany termi nates the flow ,into the cyl i nderwhen the 
targeted fill weight is reached. There is no interconnection between the 
scales and the fill valve to allow for automatic termination of flow. 

The cylinder is filled by attaching a flexible "pigtail" line from a header to 
the product cylinder valve. This is .illustratedin Figure}.8. The unvepted 
cylinder at this point has been evacuated to facilitate the flow of material 
into it. The header is instrumented with a gauge to monitor fill pressure and 
cylinder vacuum. Fill lines are heat traced to prevent clogging and to enable 
removal of material from the lines after the cylinder is filled. The liquid 
UFs enters the cyl inders at a temperature of approximately 210°F. 
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. After the cylinder is filled, the operator ~loses the valve on the cYlind~r,
detaches the. pi gtai1.· 1 fne . from -the header, and 'moves .the; 'cyl i:nder· off: the 
scales, A fork truck ; 5 us'ed to transport the cyl i nder to oheof four steam 
chests, o,uts 1 de 'ancJnorth of the main'p'rocess building,' The steam chests are' 
covered -eric', osures, . each' of which can ac'c()mrnodate Ohe cyli nder. . The steam 
chests ·areshown in Figure 3.9. The steam chest enclosures canbe raised':or . 
10w,eTed by electric winch .. Steam ducts in the chests enable the heating \:f the 
cyt;:nder:s(th:a,tthe'c0rttent,scan bel i'quefi ed~nd hqrnogen; zed. : Based, on: . :. 
reported steani'¢>'ressure's: 'aii(l operatirig cohdftions:, calcuTations show that' ,the' 
ma)dmum'temperature of·the jincoriii ng ste·8m.,and therefore: the :maximuni';,": ..... ' 
temperaturE!attain:abfe:.'for .~ cylfnQerin; asteanj-'chE!'st, ;'i's'approxima:te"y~ i250.qF·. ". 
Ifa cyli nder.'i:~filledwi't~ oneciraini.ng ,()r twodraintngs iless :than 4 i~ours.. ~. 
apart;pro-cedu'respr'ovide for'imme(tfate's'ampTihgwlthout ,he'8t:ing.'· However, ':ff':"':) 

. more than 4 hours el'apsebetwe~n' drainingstheproce.dures req'uire'the cylinder ' 
to be heated for 12 hours in the steam .chest before it is removed and '. .. '. 
transported by for·k truck to the' nearby 'ac¢ountabfl ity' wei ghtsc~!l e,room:for ' .. : 
product sampling .. The ,scale room has a floor sc:alesim1larto, butrnore.' 
accurate than, 'thesca les i n each bf the, dra.in 'bays; ,;: Aliso 'av'a i la'bl e ~iatthe :: '.": 
accountabil itY';~ei'gHt scale. is·'aheader'to all ow:~a c,}Hi nd~r:':;'td; be ',co;nneciUd to'" 
a co 1 dt, rap, ~c)!; removeUF sfar samp li hgand, 'asnecessarY,·tc), atta in;the""'l'? 

. allowab'eshi'ppi'ng~'weight of"~thE!';cYTindE!r.'/ ,."" " .-;)",' ii, ~'r.·':i:" 
:' i 'I':;:,. . ,:.,;. 

. -i _,. ~. 

The i nves t'i gat ion' team hasconst ruc:t$dthe .fo llowi ng<chrono logy:;of <ev.etits"based 
1 arge lyon the i ntervi ews of the employees. The statements made by the . . . 
employees were .verified, where possible, byexainination of existing records, " 
logs, procedures, etc. ~o'~atabr inftirmation i.:a~.11~blethat~()uld pe~mft 

.' an i nde.pendent'retbnstrllcti()'~; of' the; events;",: The planti s not equipP'edw;th> ' , . 
recording instrumentation that'would provide':"suth data, .·.Ii ". 

• '. ... " '.- ~.; :., ' ~ :'"1 .•. :- ,'. : ."..' .. ~. I " • 

3.2.1~Sepiember 20~ 1985 
-, ';' ", .. ' .'. ,. " .. ' ," . 

"f'.' 

;., 

Cyl ; nde\'- NO: E-2047 fs received at the Sequoyah'faci i itY, empty.'except for 
45 poundsof",es i dual UFs as' Cl ",~eel" in the:cylinder .. 

"" ",. ,', .. ' "," .. ";" ... 

3. 2. 2Sep~'ember 27;' 19B? 
, . '.' '" r I ; ~ 

.'i . 

The cylinder passes a20-point'quality inspection administered by a licensee 
engineer experi'encedin'theinspection andtestfng of such containers,The 

. inspectlon,includes:vislJalexaminations of valves, welds."and other component~ 
for evi dence j of"damage'.;· ',;, . /. . . . 

,'I ' .' 

3.2. 3 J~nuary 3, 1986., Day Shift 
",- ," . '. :.;. 

At apprdx; mate 1 y 10: oir am, the'cylinder is' mov'ed from storage to the south ;' 
drain bay of :thep.roc:ess building and i sagai n subjected to the same 20-poi nt 
inspection byaday shift'chemicaloperatorbefore-filling starts~' The 
chemica1.oper~torp"aces the cylinder on the south scale and connects it to the 
No. 4 prfmar'ytrap'andrecordsthat 1,230'pounds of'product'wereloaded in the 
cylinder before the trap was emptied. An 'additional 10,000 pounds ·of product 
are recorded as being drained into· the cylinder from the No. 3 primary trap. 
At the end of the day shift, :the chemical ()perator records that a total of 
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11,230 pounds of UF 6 has been 1 oaded into 'the cyl i nder and that the cyl inder'i s 
still being filled. 

3.2.4 January 3, 1986, Evening Shift 

At the end of the evening shift, the chemical operator ~ssigned t.o the drain 
station'recordsthat anaddi"tional 3,140 pounds of product were drained into 
the cylinder before the No. 3. primary trap was emptied and that 9,060 pounds 
were added from the No. 2 primary trap. The chemical operator summar,izes the 
record sheet by noting that the net weight of the cylinder is 23,430 pounds at 
the end of the shift. . 

3.2.5 January 4, 1986 ~ .Midnight Shift 
";":":. 

The midnight shift chemical operator has relieved t~e evening ~l1i:ftche~ical 
operator and is aware that he wi llcomp 1 ete the fiJ J ing,'Of,.the cy]1 nder. during 
his'shifL .' He is assi"sted by.a relief. op~·ra~or~ .. ·· Tbe ·c~~mjfal\·~p:e.rat~r', ' .. ', '; .. 0 ...• 

camp 1 etes hi 5 paperwo'Y'k' in advanCe noting 'that 4 ;070 pounds' of' !1laterial are " 
need:d to fill the cyli nder to hi 5 t.argetedl oad of 2T,SpO pound$~ The ' , 
chemlcal-'operator initiates'heating'ofa cleanup reactor: 'trap (No~ 6 ·trap) in . 
order>to'continue cylfnder fill ing". Heating of the trap requires' about 1. S ,. 
hours to complete. Drainingo'f this trap to the cylinder begins'at) , 
approximately 2:15 a.m. 

.". : ~. 

At a registered net weight of 26,400 p'our'lds', the chemidal operato~, ob'$~'rvi ng! . 
the lack of weight gain on the scales, concludes that no.more material'can be" 
added to the cylinder .. , The chemi calop~rat~r, wh9 stat~d': that,'he.'hadneVer, ,','," 
experienced this phenomenon before, investigates the cylinder a:nd'its . . "<: 
connect ion to the fi 11 header.' He also recogni zes that the cylinder has been', 
oriented on the' cart ina manner that would not permit thecart'tobefLJ'llyon. 
the scales before the valve end of the cylinder is at itspr()perposi'tion next' 
to the fill header. He discovers that one wheel of the ,cart holding the 
cylinder is not f~lly' On the·~cales. Presuming that this condition aff~cts t~~ 
scale reading,he attempts to mOve the cylinder fulJYonto.-the· scales. To 
correct,this condition; h~ attempts to activatetheca~t'~otor'to move'the 
cylinder off the scales so that the fork truck can be used to readjust the 
position of the cylinder on the cart. However, the electric motor on the cart 
"trips." 

Resetting the motor1s breaker permits another try, but this time the motor is 
unable to propel'·the baCk wheel from·scal~.j>latform to the adjacent floor. The 
scale platform is aligned at a slight angle:with reference to the floor, 
creating a step of approximately ~ inch for the cart to overcome. Because of 
these difficolties, the operator was unable to 'adjust thepoiitfonof the 
cylinder on the cart. 

The chemical operator moves the cart in the other direction back onto the . 
scares' and manages to orient all of the wheelS . onto the scaleplatfo.rm. The 
regi stered net weight is now about 29,500 pounds' on the scales', which have a 
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maximum dial indication of 30,000 pounds. * In effect, the scales have actually 
"bott,omed out" and the actual weight of the material in the cylinder cannot be 
preci.sely known. 

The chemical operator consults with his super~iso~ and ihe d~cisio~~; made 'io 
initiate evacuation of materialfrom the overfilled cylinder, by use of yacuum 
ava; la~l e from. previ.ous ly empt i ed'!:'o 1 dtrSlPs . This actionfs,.i nac(:Qrdimce : ' .. 
with ·tWe proc'~dures'~stabli~hedfo'r this 'operatfon. The oper'ator~lignsthree 
traps-;..a primary, secondary, and a cleanup reactor trap--with the header and 
the q/J~nder.:·· .. " '.,," , . 

. .•.. ; .. ", 

The scale counterweight, previously adjusted to counterbalance thewe'ight of 
. the empty cylinder, is now readjusted approximately 6-eincbe~ to th~ right .to 
allow the ~cale dial indiCator to move off its physical stop so that.whenOFs .,'. 
begins to flow from Jhe cyl; nder,a drop in ; cy1 lnder wejght<:w; 11 b~:,i I'ld,ic~J~i:L:;:\ 
Although this,procediJre~ 5 notcontai ned.i n a written-:procedur,lh it: dpe,s giye,,: .. , 

. the . ?perator,.~he· ab i; 1:i ,ty to.pbserv'¢. W~)g,~,~ l?ss,.,< an {TP()r~afl:t.;,.O.b.s~r.:yati on~ ::;Jh~L;.· . 
chem1 ca 1 operator marks the counterwelght;s 11 de' barwTth;a ,pen,.,to,J)O;t~: the.::!)) .. ," 
point to which the .",~ight must be returned later, ,in, order toindica:te;the . i,,) ,1+ .' 
corre~t, wei g~t ofthE!Cyl i~~'er~Although, thi s,jpJro~uc~s sofu~ .un~e,rt~il1tYGJpr:.:: ,j. ':'.:'<," 
anyf~t'ure measurements, the amount of unc.ertain,ty~s,,:o:('littr!! signiJi~an¢e •.. : '.' 
since the error would bes.·inall compared to the weight.pf the·.cyl inder.,I ' . ,,' . .. ".', ~ 

The scale dial indicator now reads approximately 28,000 pounds. Later 
calibration of the t~re comR~nsatil)g mecha,ni sm·;j ndi ca,testha.t moving the, .. ·, 
counterweight 6-8 inches would intr.oduc.ea bias,.Of about 3000 to.4000 pounds; 
Thus, the estimatedweigh:t':of the.cylin~et ,content$ is: .. placed about. ". " 

. 31, 00()':':32, OOO"pou'n,d~{; " Ev~euat i on<of the:,¢yl ind~.r:begin.~ at.approxiro~telY: .. ". 
6: 15 a,·m .. The rell,ef'operator hears the material' flowing from thecy1 inder ~nd 
note~ that t~e sca1.e, dia,l i~di.ca,to(drop,~,~pproximate1y 150 pounds in the first 
10minute~ of evacuation .. ,. .,. . ....... ..... ". .• ......... . ," 

At the~end,of the shift, the ch~mi~~l ope~ator records on thecold~trapand 
productcylil1der status sheet that the cylinder has ~een overH1]~d b~~ause the 

"cart wa~notfullyon' t~e'scal es.The chemi cal .operat.0r brief~the ,oncomi ng 
day shift chemical operator (who had originally placed the cylinder cart 00 the 
scales) regarding t~e.statl,lsof the cylil1der and the scales. 

3.2.6 January 4, i986, Day Shift 

The day shjft supervisor i sabserit, having tak~ll,the .dayoffbe.cause of earlier 
overtime worked,. ane ... 'the ass; stant . shift .. superYisor· is 'theraQki ogproducti,on .. 
manager on site. Although there is no formal succession of authority 
delineateci bySequoyah Fuels Corpora,tion, .. the accep,tedpractice .is for the 
authority; and responsi'bility to pass downward. Although'the assistant shift 

., , • , I • 

Thesca 1 e has a bunt-:- i n mechal'!i'sm that 1 imi ts the extent of travel of the 
dial. i ridi cator. .Subsequent exami nat i oil.of thescal e mechanism showed that 
this mechanism was adjusted so that the dial indicator movement is 
physically stopped at an indicated reading of 29,760 pounds, about 1% 
above what the operator reported as having observed. 
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supervisor normally oversees work in areas of the plant other than product 
draining and shipping, he is familiar with the area because he had formerly 
worked there as an operator. 

The assistant shift supervisor stated that the day shift chemical operator, on 
the basis of observations of manifold pressure, had concluded that he was no 
longer able to draw off additional material from the cylinder presumably 
because the UFs had begun to solidify. The operator consults. with the 
assistant shift supervisor, who tells theoperato~ that they ~ill transfer the. 
cylinder by forkl·ift to a steam chest located outside the. process building.* 

Before moving the cylinder, the operator reweighs it by returning. the 
counterweight to its original .position.The dial indicator is observed by the 
assistant shift supervisor and a maintenance worker, both of whom stated to the 

'investigation team their belief tha.t the indicat.orwas free !(not. p.egged) and 
that it indicated approximately 29,500 pounds.** The operator ,then closes the 
fi 11 valve on the cyl i nder and detaches the cyl,i nder from the fj 11 header. 

The assistant shift supervisor and the chemical operator move the cylinder to 
the northwest steam chest. The assistant shift supervisor m~nually turns ,on 
the steam supply to commence heating. It was his instruction to heat the 
cylinder for 6 hours to liquefy the UFs . The cylinder is then to be returned 
to the process building SO that material extraction can be resumed. After the 
cylinder is moved to the steam chest, the chemical ,operator continues his other 
duties in and about the process building while the cylinder is heating. (As is 
usual during heating of cylinders in steam chests, the fill valve is closed and 
no means of venting the cylinder is provided during h~ating.), 

3.3 Chronology of Events During and After the Incident 

At approximately 11:30 a.m., the, cylinder ruptures in th~ steam chest causing 
the cylinder to spin in its cradle. The 4-foot, lengthwise rupture which 
occurred along the top of the cyl i nder.i s ori ented approximately 120 degrees 
from its 

* 

** 

Heat i ng an overfi 11 ed cyl i nder is prohi bited, by Sequoyah Fu.e 1 s Corporation 
Procedure No. N-280-1, Revision 6, dated January 23, 1985. (Pertinent 
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation procedures are included as Appendx D.) 
Ther.eis no way to confirm o.r deny this observation by the assistant shift 
supervisor and the maintenance worker. It is not consistent with other 
i nformat i on gathered by the ,i nvest i gat i on team. Observation of the 
physical limitations on the scale movement, and inferences drawn from 
testimony as to the relat.ive,amount ofm.aterial withdrawn .from the ' 
cyl i nder.l ead to the conel usion that thei ndi c;ator ,was likely not free to 
move and give a true reading~ 
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initial position after the cylinder comes to rest. Th'eforce of the explosion 
also ruptures the top of the steam chestenclosute. (See Figures 3.10 and 
3.11.) '. Li-quid UF6 flows from the rupture and rapidly reacts with moisture in 
the air to form uranyl fluoride (U02 f 2 ) and hydrofluoric atid:(HF).·· The 
resulting vapor cloud is carried south by southeast by a wind gusting to 
25 mph. . ... ,' 

. . . ". i ~ . :. ~ i': 

lhe c10ud envelopes the pr'ocessbli'ild"ing;and theatidic vapor fatally injures 
the chemical operato~ n6~ located within a scrubber building. (shown in 
Figure 3.12) approximately 70 feet southwest of the cylinder.Otherworkers i . 

nearby include' a worker ih'themaintenance bay located on thenorth,:s:ide ofi'the 
proce~sbuilding and the assistant shift supervisor, Who is in. the protective 
clothing change room south of the main process area .. The vapor'qufckly'ehters: 

. the ventilation intake ve'hts;'of the'proc'essbullding'ahdis'Visibletch) ','i', . 

:. . employees. MO'st of the ap~-rbximat'ely40':worke;y.i{ at the 'site' are' in· the' lunch'.",:;·",· 
room and quick,ly, evacuate the bui 1 di ngthroughthe south door' :he'ar''the p 1 ~nt!"'" 
office's or the. 'west door from the process a.rea.::Manywo-r·kers:.had.- to.t:iass:,J/ 
through the 'vapor cloud duringthE!ir' evac'lJationi' • The":fatally: -;'nj-ured'i;op'eriat6r'!' . .-
also evacuates through the south door. . ',- -

An operator in the c9ntrol iroom· of the p laht s:ouhds:'a'n ·ev'acua:tiohf··s'i ren~'~tha't;J i ',"d<::' ,T: 
autoniati calli~hutsi'down ·theVentnation Isystem" 'tothe>buildfng;;. 'HeJ)a.lsO'''shuts·: L. 
downcritica;l plant processes before 'he himself evacuates. Workers '~eassemble J. 

near 'mobile trailers'"used by contractors and lo.ca,tednortheas:t' andupwind'of, 
the pr'ocess bUiTding~· Th'e airborne release; continues."·fbr'approximcl·te'ly ~Oi:";> 
mi nutes' before endi"ng. .' , . . , . '.:. "'; 

The licensee's Manager,. HealthPtlysi csand- I ndu:s'trial<S'afety';' i s'on,:s'i teat·the .. 
time of the incident and takes the lead in the licensee's onsite immediate' . 
response to the incident. The manager .stated ::to. the investigation team that 
.withinl0 minutes he went toa construction area upwind from the accident ·and, 
assisted by two'secretaries:, startedtonotifY'per'sonnel' who were no-tonsite.· 
In addition, the licensee's Director of Licensing and Regulation in Oklahoma 
City joins in to notffyauthorities.· Notificat'ioninc1'udes: . . . . '.J . . 

(1) A private physiCian in nearby Vian is notified andproceeds to the site. 

(2) 

(3) 

Upon arrival at 12:15 p.m. ,the physician examines workers who have not 
'been transported to a:hospitaT.· . . :.' 

'", ; 

. .' . 

The Sequoyah County Hospital in Sa 11 i saw is not Hied that four inj ured 
workers are being transported .. byprivatealitomobHes to the hospital. 
,'; '.' . '.: '. . . .": 

The Director ofi·Nuclear Licensing and Regulation 'in the Ticensee"s 
corporate office in' Oklahoma City is 'notified of the inCident and briefed 
on the" condfti onS:atthe :faciffty and :thestatli's ofinjuredperso!1nel. . 
The Di rector'of Nuclea·rU·censir'ig'and Reguhtion, assisted by other>staff 
personnel, notifies the Oklahoma State Department of Health; the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (through a staff member of the Office of 
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards); .Oklahoma Highway Patrol in 
Muskogee, Oklahoma; the Sallisaw, Oklahoma Police Department; and other 
members of the corporate staff of Kerr-McGee and Sequoyah Fuels 
Corporat i on. The NRC Regi on IV Duty Offi cer i"s notified of the i nei dent 
by the NRC:HQ Duty Officer by pager at approximately 12:25 p.m. The 
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Region IV Incident Response Center is mann~d, .and communication links with 
NRC headquarters .and the .licensee begin at 12:55 p.m. . .. 

(4) The Gore, Oklahoma PciliceDepartment is noti·fied and requested to assist 
in notifying other law enforcement agencies and to block Interstate 40 and 
Okl ahoma State .Hi ghway 10 to prevent traffi c flow through ar.eas that may 
have been affected by the release. The Gore Police Departmel")tnot.ifies 
the Sequoyah County Sheriff's Department and the Oklahoma Highway Patrol 

.in.Sallisaw, Oklahom~, .. ,to,initiate traffic con~rol to t.he facility, and 
areas ·along Oklahoma State Highway 10 and Interstate 40 affecte.d by the 
inc1dent. '. . .... . .. 

(5) Critical plant personnel offsite are notifi"i!ci'and requested\o<C()~~ to the 
. site. Included are allhealth physics ·technicians. "After .se,veralhours, 
the licensee requests additional support from Sequoyah Fuels Corporation's 
Cimarron facility near Crescent, Oklahoma. 

(6) The general public is first notifi~d bylo,cal radio. Nearby residents ,in 
the path learn of the accident in yarious, ways" For example, 'an employee 
at the facil itycalls ,hi s -wife and. tel h .. ner, to get,the.children,ang· drive . 
away from the cloud. Another residentsee.s the. cloud,.cal H' a .. lqcal, ',c ." 

. health department, and receives the sa'me advice~' The Manager of Personnel 
at the Sequoyah facility and a representative of ~he ,Gore GiNil.:.Qefense . 
goes to each home southeast of the facility, starting at about 12:30p.m. 
He advises those~esidents he finds at home togo to a hosiP~tal for an 
examination. He explains that the cylinder explosion had c:aused a,release 
of hydrogen fluoride. Kerr-McGee also releases this message:to"tOemedia, . 
urging all residents who were in the cloud ' s path to go tonearby. ' 
hospitals and clinics for examinations. . 

According to workers who wer~. involved, thet.irstrpersons on the'S(;~ne:i9f the " 
ruPtu~ed ,cyl i nder found UF sSci 1i ds dispersed Qy~.r.:,a ~d de area. Ther;eportedJY 
small pieces were evidently ejecte9 from the cylinder with great force '~hen it 
ruptured ... 

Even though the initial breach of the cylinder caused a large spontaneous 
release of airborne fumes and vapors, the dispersed UFs contin~edto evolve 
fumes and vapors, contributing to the total release. The first actions taken 
by those on the scene were to bri ng in fi re ho.se,s and spray the area wi th a 
fine mist of water created by IIfogll nozzles on the firehoses. While the fine 
water spray tended to accelerate the hydrolysis of the UFs , it also pr.obably 
reduced the effects of the release through the physical uscrubbing"~ction of 
the water droplets and di 1 ut i on of any vapors that escaped. . . ' 

At the same time as the area was being sprayed, workers,t.ooksteps to quench 
the flow of fumes and vapors which continued to escape from the damaged 
cylinders. A large number of towels and rags were soaked in water and stuffed 
into the opening of the damaged container. The evolving UFs reacted with the 
water in the towels, forming uranyl fluoride, which formed a crust-like 
material that helped to seal the pores in the towel fabric and make the 
temporary plug effective. 
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These mitigative actions continue for 30-40 minutes after the initial release. 
The 1 argeamount of contaminated water generated flowed mostlY to the 
northwest, where it was intercepted by adrainage ditch and eventually 
collected ina holding pond. 

Health ~hysits technicians arrive at approximat~ly 1:00 p.m. Local, state, 
federal, and company officials arrive at the site during the ensuing hours, and 
recovery operat:ions begi n; 

Representatives of NRC's Region IV office and the Oklahoma State Department of 
Health's Occupational and Radiological Health Service arrive at the site at 
6:00 p.m. Representatives of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
visit at the site on Monday, January 6, 1986. 

3.4 Preliminary Assessmentof Cause of Cylinder Rupture 

3.4.1 Conclusion 

As a result of itsprel iminary i nlJestigation at the !sfteimmediatelyafterithe 
incident,. the investigation team concludes that the cylinder was not defective ' 
but fail ed because of stress caused by hydraul i c pressure thatwclsdl.leto the 
expansion of UFs in the cylinder when it was heated. 

3.4.2 Cylinder Description 

The cylinder is a!Model 48Y container with a capacity of approximately ']4 tons 
of UFs .. It is made of 5/8":inch-thick steel .. The bodyof'thecyli!nderis' 
approximately 117 inches long with an insidediameterof48 inches.,' Three. 
circumferential stifferiing ~ings are welded around the~o~tside of th~ cylinder 
body. Semiellipsoidal heads, also made of 5/8-'irich-thick steel, are welded to 
each end of the cyl i ndri ca 1 body. The container has an overa 11 1 ength of 146 
inches;. The nominal weight of an empty Model 48Y cylinder is 5,200 pounds .• 
The maximum; net wei ght of the contents is not i ntendedto exceed 27, 560 pounds. 

Model 48Y cylinders are designed for a service pressure of 200 psig. Each 
container is hygrostatica11ytested to 400 psig at the time of fabrication and 
at 5-year intervalS th~reafter. In addition, the container is visually 
inspected when i fi s recei ved and before it i sl oaded. 

The following information wa5 st~mped on the nameplate of the cylinder that 
ruptured: 

'" 

Serial No.~ 3~047 
Manufactured: May 5,1977 
Water Capacity: 4,072 Kg 
Max. Wf. of pur~ UFs: 12,501 Kg [27,560 pounds] 
A516 Steel Tens; le 70,000 psi 
Last hydrotest: September 15, 198Z 
Owner: El Dorado Nuclear* 
Manufacturer: Trinity Industri~s, Dallas, Texas 

*Kerr-McGee had subsequently acquired ownership of the cylinder. 
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3.4.3 Cylinder Damage 

A visual examination of the damaged cylinder was made on January 6, 1986. 
Although a large portion of the cylinder was covered by the steam chest, a 
sufficient ar~a was exposed to reveal the nature and extent of the damage. The 
cylinder was oriented so that the fill valve which is normally ata 12 o'clock 
position, was in approximately an 8 o'clock position~ 

The cylinder was ruptured fora distance of approximately 52 inches in the 
axial direction along a line passing through the location where the stiffening 
rings were buttwelde~closed. The crack resembled a long, narrow slit, 
approximately 8 inches wide at the wiijest point. The crackijid not appear to 
be jagged or irregular. (S~e Figure 3.13.) 

The three circumferential stiffening rings were separated at the pofntwhere 
they were previously welded closed. The shell bulged radially outward with the 
maximum deformation appearing to be hal fway between the stiffenin:g rings; The' 
cylindrical shell hadundergoneconsiderab 1 e pl asti tdeformatton' inpoth the 
region of the rupture and in regions away from the rupture 'at the opposite end 
of the cylindrical shell. Figuresl.14 through 3.16 show this damage. ' 

The cylinder did riot rupture along its longitudinal seam weld;' The 
longitudinal weld is approximately 6 inches away from the' longitudinal rupture 
crack. From the nature of the damage, it is evident<that the internal pressure' 
was large; enough to produce stresses exceeding 'the yield strength of the' ' 
material. At the service pressure of 200 psi' or even thie hydroslatictest 
pressure of 400 psi, the stresses in the shell would be well below those needed 
to cause general yielding or extensive outwarijradial bulging. The evidence 
suggests that the shell was subjected to an internal pres5ure'subs'tant i ally 
greater than the 400-psi hydrostatic test pressure before the rupture occurred. 
The internal pressure needed to produce the onset of general plastic 
deformation was calculated to be about 1,000 psi, assuming material and 
dimensions as described by the manufacturer. Similarly, theiriternal pressure 
required to actually rupture the cylinder was calculated to be approximately 
2,000 psi. 

3.4.4 Analysis of Damage 

The plastic deformation of the shell before rupture indicates that the failure 
was ductile in nature rather than brittl~.' Brittle fracture is characterized 
by crack propagation driven by elastic strain energy. Because the material was 
strained well beyond its elastic limit, the failure mode was not brittle 
fracture. Also, if the shell had failed in a brittle manner at stress levels 
belOW yield, the loss of contents would have reduced the pressure so that 
general yi e 1 di ng of the shell woul d not have occurred in regi ons of the shell 
away from the rupture. 

Figure 3.17 graphically depicts the relative volumes occupied by Ubs in a 
normally filled cyl~nder when the UFs is in the solid phase at 100 F and the 
liquid phase at 200 F and 2500 F. The UFs undergoes an inc~ease in volume of 
about 36% when it changes from solid to liquid form at 147 F. Large internal 
pressures can be produced hydraulically when liquid contents expand to a volume 
greater than the volume of the vessel in which they are contained. 
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The Model 48Y cylinder that failed is suspected of having been loaded with 
substantially more UFs than its fill specification of 27,560 pounds. ,At the 
time of failure, the overloaded cylinder was being heated in a steam chest. 
Although the quantity, purity, and temperature of. the cylinder contents are not 
known precisely, heating of the overfilled cylinder is judged to have caused 
the cylinder to fail by hydraulic rupture. Listed below are temperatures anc. 
associated quantities of UFs with which the cylinder can be filled: 

TemE~rature UFs Density guantit~ to fill 
~' (lb/ft /3) (lb) 

146 303.8 (solid) 43,784 
147 227.7 (liquid) 32,816 
200 215.6 31,072 
235 207.1 29,847 
250 203.3 29,300 

Because of the long (approximately 20-hour), fill interval during which the 
cylinder was at ambient temperature, it is likely that a portion of the 
material solidified and shrunk in the cylinder before it waS completely filled. 
This would have enabled additional material to have been added to the cylinder. 
When the cylinder was heated in the steam chest, this solid portion would have 
liquefied and expanded to 'cause the rupture. The above data suggest that a 
cyl i nder heated to 2000 F in the steam chest would have had tobefil led with 
more than 31,072 pounds of material in order to rupture by the above-described 
mechanism. In the limited time the cylinder was in the chest, itis not likely 
that the temperature would have exceeded this value. 

As noted earlier (see 2.5), a detailed metallurgical examination ;s underway. 
Early results are consistent with these preliminary findings. 

3~5 Personnel Training 

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation Procedure N-280-1, "Uranium Hexafluoride Product 
Handling and Shipping," Revi,sion 6, which was 'approved by facility management 
on January 28, 1985, states in two places within the portion of the procedure 
regarding cylinder filling: 

Note: Do not heat ~ cylinder which has been overfilled. Evacuate the 
overfilled cylinder without heating until the maximum net weight is 
attai ned. Thi sis necessary to prevent r,upture of the cyl i nder due to 

" hydrostatic pressure. 

The assistant shift supervisor stated that he ~ould not remember receiving or 
be; ng i ndoctr; nated in thi s procedural requi rem'ent. "He di rected that the 
overfilled cylinder be placed in the steam chest to liquefy the contents so 
more material could be removed. 
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The NRC investigators reviewed the licensee's program for establishing, 
approving, andmaintaini~g plant operating procedures and the program for 
training workers in regard to their jobs and the contents of the procedures. 
The investigators obtained information in these areas through interviews of 
plant workers and managers and through subsequent review of pertinent records. 

Area supervisors have written or coordinated the writing of new procedures. 
The facility manager has then approved the procedures before they have been 
distributed through plant m~il to line management personnel. The procedures 
showed evidence of having been reviewed and revised over many years because 
issue dates ranged from/the early 1970s through 1985 and revision numbers were 
sometimes well advanced. 

The mechanism for training personnel in procedures was found to be weak iri that 
,there has been no formalized plan or procedure for accomplish1ngthis task, and 

supervisors have been left to their own devices to see that their workers are 
made aware of procedure contents. ' Some supervi sors have di stri butedd;,ples' ,to 
workers; others have only notified workers of new issues and have made ' 
available a set of procedures at various locations within the plant. 

Many of the shift supervi sors and workers stated that procedure contents :have, '" 
been discussed during safety meetings held by supervisors with their workers 
each month. A review of safety meeting minutes by an NRC investigator 
disclosed that the meetings have served as a forum fora wide variety of 
discussions ranging from worker stress and how to safely jump statt ~ car to 
operator training and discussion of procedures. However, minutes for, the past 
year indicated that there had be~n a discussion on two 6f,the f~ur shift~' 
regarding Operatin'g Procedure N-280-1 and operator training for cylinder' 
shipping and handling. There is no record of training in these procedures for 
the shift on which th~ incident occurred; , , 

Licensee management stated that a program for reviewing all operating 
procedures had begun during July 1985 whereby all shifts w~uld allocate 2 hours 
per month to classroom review of procedures with a view to completing the task 
within 12 months. Interviews with workers confirmed that this training had 
been initiated, but most of those interviewed said that Operating 
Procedure N-280-1 had not yet been covered. 

An interview of workers disclosed that some were well acquainted with the 
procedures, that they had acquired their own procedure copies as necessary, and 
that they had studied them on their own. Other workers were far less 
acquainted with procedures and their contents. One interviewed worker 
currently assigned to cylinder filling duties stated that he had never seen the 
procedure or received training in regard to Operating Procedure N7280-1. 

The NRC investigators found that new workers teceived only on-the-job training. 
Supervisors have provided initial orientation to new employees and have then 
assigned them to an experienced worker who has taught them the details of their 
assigned tasks. There also has ,been no formal testing of workers either orally 
or in writing before they take independent responsibility for assigned tasks. 
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Workers and supervisors stated during interviews that chemical operat()rs were 
required to complete a self-study course created by DuPont that. dealt generally 
with basic plant phys:i.calscience,andmectlanic~such as:gaugereadf~g.and . 
physical phenomena, but nOReof this training hac;( focused on particular .. 
processes. at the conversion facility or on specific operatorassigl1ments. 

3.6 Staffi n9 .Adequacy, 

On the day shi ft, Saturday, January 4, the Shift SuperVi SOl" WaS not on duty:,· 
havi ng. taken, the day off :because of overt i.me worked earlier. ". In. addition ,~the. ,.' 
area sl,lpervi s9,rs we.re,n()t·Qn duty, since it was Saturday, a::normal ,day ,0ff.fQr' . 
them. As a consequence, the ass i stant sh; ft supervi SOl" was the . ranking: . 
individual present and,a~cording to common practice, was in charge of the 

.' shift, operators. .' " i,.".: '~. ·:;i' .. 
" " ;.' 

The quest i 9n that thi 5 arrangementrai sesi s whe.ther or notth~ nu~~~~ ancl:" 
makeup of personnel, available made. any.djscernablecontrjbutj'.()I;l .. ,tothe ,.' 
accident. . . '. 

: , .. { ','" ··i .. ~ .:: ." 

There is no way to real i st i ca llY' assess whethe'r the i nci dent woul d have tak~n a 

.::-'.: 

, differ,ent cour.~e if .the shift sUPer"isor~;,hadb~e,npr~sent~,$I,J~h spe~ulati:on ",' 
would serve no purpose. His abse:ncedoes.not .appear to have, put 'an'undu.e .. 
burden on the assistant shif,t supervisor. From his interview, a,ndthoseof, 
others, there: does not seem to .be .a.ny delliandson' his, time or,attentj,QI':t, that:(· " 
would have cohtributed to the incident.'.:. . . ..... " 

Si nce the areasupervi SOl'S WQrk, 1;.h,e day .~hift Mon~~y.thr.ough: Fr.ida,y" .. j,t is, .' 
common for :the.ar.ea sup,erv,;sors ,t,o be absent d4ri ng shi-ft ;op~ra·tiolls~ .,' The;,·· . 
situation on the Saturday day shift was no different than th,at on the evening 
and midnight shifts during the rest of t~e,week. In their absence,. the shift 
supervisor and assistant shift supervisor. carry out their assigned duties ... , On 
the day of th~ accicjent, the assistant 5:hift supervisor·telephoned ·hi·s area 
supervftsor to discuss operations. Thus,. the relationship between the shift 
workers and the' area .'. supervi SOl" wa,s normal and does not seem.·to have 
contri~utedto the incident; . ';: 

A frequently voi cedcomment by those i ntervi ewed was that th.e number. of workers 
assigned to production shift work wa.s frequently insufficient to carry out'the 
normal dutie~.assigned to them. For example, ,perators ofte~'leavesome 
operations unattended in order to provide assistance in a job where two persons 
were requi reci .. The: effect of thi s.y;eportedunderstaffing on ,the, incident 
cannot be jUdged. In reviewing the events leading up tQ the, accident, there is 
nothing that was reported that would let;lclto a conclusion that the general 
level of staffing made,any directcontribution to~the accident. Indirect 
effects on worker morale, efficiency~ and work habits were beyond the 
investigat'io!1 te~m's ability to judge.· 
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What th~ investigation team concludes from ~heir consideration of this question 
is that any contributions to the causes of the accident that resulted from the 
size and makeup of the w~rk force are, not identifiable, if they exist. What.is 
a much more important factor than the number and titles of the workers is how 
well they were trained to do their jobs. As noted earlier, this was clearly a· 
deficiency in the Sequoyah Facility's operations. 
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Figure 3.3 UFs col~ traps 

Cold traps receive gaseous UFs and condense the material to a ~olid form. When 
loaded, traps are heated to liquefy the UFs for draining to cylinders, two 
floors below. 
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Figure 3.'4 Cyli nder-l oadi ng stati ons 

Two 14-ton cylinders are positioned on scale platfo~ms to receive liquidUFs 
from heated cold traps.overhead. Weight;s observed on a·large dialindi:cator 
in'the background. 
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Figure 3.6 ; Tare~co:mp~n~a{fng: wei ght 

! 'T:he,Jare~egh,tol ,'an'eropt.y:,cYlj;n~er an;dth~,:~a,rt" ;;s:eli,";i'~~~~~>fr6in:~h~,' ; " 
, observed we ght bymovi'n'g ''the poise on:the oeamuhtiTthe dfaT fndicat(j'r reads 
zero. 
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Figure 3.7 Scale dial indicator 

With an empty cylinder on its cart and the tare-compensating mechanism adjusted 
to, zero, .the dial indicator records the net weight of the lcylinder content.s. 

< " "I 
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Figure 3.8 Flexible cylinder connection 

L i qui'd UF 6 enters the cyl(n'der through thi sflexfble line, whic~is connected 
to'the cylinder fil1 valv~.:' .. " " ';"" 

. '. ~ ! j • 
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.I . 
Figl,Jre 3.9, Steam chests 

. ,.T~q;qf theu~dal1lage,.~;st<~1!m chests, are, shown .. "Th,e, near~r che,~t, ,~over has been " 
'rai'S'ed, Showihg' the cradle' or. whic'h the,UFs' cylind~r js;place(;Land:.'the,.ste~m 

manifold through which steam is introduced. In the backgrouild'~ 'the cover has 
be,enlowered for heating. 
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Figure 3.·10 Rupturedcyli nd~r· 

The ruptured cylinder, with its temporary rcag plug in place, rests in the 
damaged steam chest. The fill v~lve, in the 8 o'clock position on the near end 
of the cylinder, was at 12 o'clock before the rupture occurred. 
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The force of there 1 ease, caused damage to the' ste'ain chest cover. , . 

. ;"" 
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Figure 3.12 5ctybber building 

The worker who was :f~tally 'injuredwas working on the upper,JeveTof,the 
two-story white structure. He was engulfedbY',atloud of vapors·;andgas·e.s ., 
consisting of hydrofluoric acid (HF); uranyl .fluoride (U02F2.),andur:aoium 
hexafluoride (UFs). The nearest steam chest is barely visible at the right 
edge of the photograph. . . 
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Fi gure 3.13 Damaged 'port i on of the cyl i nder 

The rupture is shown in <this picture, whi chwas', taken shortly after ,the 
temporary rag plug was removed. The cylinder has been rotated from its 
position immediately after the ~ccident. 
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Figure 3.'14 Separation of stiffener ring 

The stiffener ring farthest from the rupture clearly shows separation at the 
butt weld joining the ends of the ring. 
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Figyre 3.15 Separation of stiffener ring 
.;.J ","-:;:'::1":' . 

The mi ddl e stiffener ring, next to t~e rupt~,r~, also shows signs of separation 
Offt:s butt weld. :.'. ,;', '." ·C •• 
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>' " ' ", 

Ftgur~3.1~ .. :, Deformation of cyl inder wall ' 
",. ,;'; 
'<".\1 

Bulgi ng of the cyl i nder'~alj;:'6etween the stiffener ri ngs is cl early evident. 
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4 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT 

The following factors, which are discussed in further detail in Se~tion 5, were 
identified as primary contributors to the accident. These causes are listed in 
chronological order, pointing out the primary factors in the order in which 
they occurred. The individual factors are closely interrelated in many cases. 
Separating them and ranking them by importance would not only be difficult, it 
could give the impression that the solution can be approached piecemeal, ~n 
approach not consistent with the complexity of the problem. For example, a 
procedure was not followed; in addition, training in procedures was judged 
inadequate. How can these two factors be separated and their relative 
importance judged? The investigation team has not attempted this task. 

(1) The cylinder was overfilled because it was not placed fully on the scales. 

The fill bay was.not designed to accommodate 14-ton cylinders. 

The fill bay and associated equipment were not designed to prevent 
improper positioning of cylinders in the bay so that the cylinder would 
not be on the scales. 

(2) The time required for filling the cylinder was long enough to allow 
partial solidification of the UFs , which inhibited product removal from 
the cyli nder. 

(3) The precise weight of the cylinder was not readily determinable after it 
was overfi 11 ed. 

(4) There was no secondary or alternative way to measure the quantity of 
material in a cylinder being filled. 

(5) Employees violated company procedures when they heated an overfilled 
cy1 i nder. 

Workers, including line management personnel, had not been sufficiently 
trained in regard to company procedures. 

Procedural controls such as checklists or approval points were not used. 

(6) Equipment for monitoring or automatically venting cylinders that are being 
heated was not used. 

In summary, the factors can be aggregated into the following causes of the 
accident: 

• The physical equipment and facilities used for filling and weighing UFs 
cylinders were inappropriate for safe use with 14-ton cylinders. 

• The training of workers in operating procedures and ensuring the 
implementation of these procedures were not carried ~ut effectively. 
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5 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Improper Positioning of Cylinder on Scales. 

The first event that led to the incident was the improper alignment of the 
cylinder on the scales in the drain bay. Interviews with workers have not 
enabled the investigators to determine with surety how the misalignment 
occurred or the identity of the shift during which it occurred. The worker who 
first moved the cylinder onto the scales during the day shift on January 3, 
1986, was also the worker who was kill ed duri ng the accident on the subsequent 
day shift; therefore, no information regarding his activities can be obtained. 
The chemi cal operator on . the: eveni ng shi ft of January 3 stated that he. was 
unaware of the misalignment as did the midnight shift chemical operator of 
January 4, who only became aware of the error, when he was unable to add. more 
material to the cylinder ... He stated that he thennoti cedthat the northeast. 
wheel of the cart was partially off the scales;" The.chemicaloperator.:stated . 
that whereas this one wheel was partiallyoff.the scales, the wheel~atthe 
oppos i te end of the axl e was fully on the scales; The NRC investigators .1 ater 
observed that the cart was slightly misaligned and showed evidence of having 
been struck with great force on an earlier occasion .. The bent steel plate 
beside the northeast wheel likely was struck by a vehicle such as a fork truck. 

. . 

The midnight shift chemical operator also stated'that a re~son fo~the close 
clearance between the wheels and the edge of the scale platform,was that the' 
14-ton cyl i nder is longer than· the more frequently used 10-ton, mode h .,He also 
noted that placement of the cylinder on ,the cart is critical to ,ensure that the 
front end, of the cylinder does not contact the filling bay header before the 
cart ;s fully on the scales. He stated that it was standard practice to,place 
the edge of the cylinder stiffening ring against the side of the cart in order 
to afford the maximum available clearance. (The orientation on the cart is 
critical only for a 14-ton model; the shorter 10-tonmodel provides more 
flexibility in regard to cylinder/cart orientation.) Figure 5.1 shows the 
position of the cart on the .scale platform for a properly positioned 14-ton 
cylinder. The operator stated that the subject cylinder had been located on 
the cart so that the ring was several inches away from the cart. This 
decreased the available clearance between the wheels and the edge ·of the scale 
platform. This misorientation of the cylinder on the cart inevitably 
contributed to the cart bei.hg off the scales. 

The investigators observed that the fill bay and cart are designed in such a 
way, as to requirestrictrelfance on visual observation to ensure that the cart 
is on the scales.' Thatis~ there are no gates or interconnectst~ ensure that ' 
the cart is on the'scales before. filling begins. Also, the· fill bay ori.ginally 
had been designed to accommodate a 10-ton, rather than a 14-ton,cylinder; 
thus, the c,learance available forthe 14-ton model was marginal. Employees who 
had worked at the p1ant since it had first.begun production stated that 14 .. ton 
cyl i nders were not used until many years after the plant opened. Also, a 
review of licensee records indicated that only about 10%. of product cylinders 
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filled are of the 14-ton design; thus, the infrequent use of this model may 
have contributed to an increased probability of error. 

5.2 Extended Interval for Cylinder Filling Resulting in Product 
Solidification 

Cylinder filling began at about 10:00 a.m. on January 3, 1986, and was not 
completed until approximately 6:00 a.m. on January 4. Cylinders are filled at 
ambient tsmpera~ure with 1i 9u~d .UFs enter; ng the cylinder gt a temperature of, 
about 210F. Sl nceUFs so·l1d1 f1es at a temperature.' of 147 F,atleast some of 
the product in the cylinder. would have solidified duringthe20-hour fill, . 
interva 1. When UFs changes phase from liqui d to sol id,i ttmdergoes a;;" 
considerable decrease in volume .. This would have allowedadditiona1iliquid UFs' 
to be added to the cylinder before it was fil1ed.toits.v61umecapadty; 

',". 

Apparent 1y thecy1 i nder was indeed fi lIed toils volume capacity , sincethe,,·,:t}; 
midnight shift operator stated that he was unable to add any morepreductinto' 
it. OnceUFs has soli difi ed,i ts reduced vapor pressure makes! 
withdrawal of excess material by;vacuum a long procedure. The later inability 
of the dayshi ft operator to remove materia 1fromthe:cy1 inderwouldsuggest 
that even mater; al at the top of the cyl i nder, had begun to sol idify. The <,:\j. ':'/1;i~J?" 
subsequent heaUngof the cy1 i nderwi th steam wo'i.Jldhave caused the ·so li dHied 
product to change phase, drastically increase in ivolume, and ultimately result 
in the bursting of the 'cy1 i nder. 

5.3 Inability To Determine Cylinder Weight 

As a result of ani i nSpe·ct i onef the scales by a Nat iona 1 Bureau of Standards 
(NBS) engineer and a representativeiof the scale manufacturer, it is apparent 
that the scale,dia,l indicator, which reportedly r'ead about 29~500 pounds for 
thefi.lledcyl inder, was: at; that time indicating the maximum wei ghtreading, 
that the scales·were capable of providing, even though the sca1e.dia1 ranged to 
30,000 pounds. The NBS inspection revealed that the dial indicator would not 
register beyond 29,760 pounds, a weight less. than 1% higher than that reported. 
As previ ous1yi ndi cated "themi dni ght shift operator moved the counterwei ghton 
the scales to free the dlalindicatorso that a drop in wei.ght would register 
as product was removed. Thus, the weight of the product in the cylinder was 
likely to have been considerably more than 29,500 pounds, and it is likely that 
the workerswoul d have been unawareef the considerable overfi 11 wei ghtat the 
time the cylinder was transferred to the steam chest. 

The NBS investigator also noted that moving thecou[lterweight 6 inches to the 
right to allow a free dial indication at about 28,000 pounds would have . 
compensated for approximately 3,000 pounds; Thus, the' cylinder is likely to . 
have been filled to a net weight of approximately 31,000 pounds. It is unclear 
how.muchmateri al was removed fr·om the cyl i nder beforeit>was transferr.ed to 
the steam chest; however, the net weight was clearly no less thiin29,500 
pOlJnds, the maximum observable weight on the scales~ As previously indicated, 
at least 31,000 pounds of product would be expected to produce the hydraulic 
rupture. 

Most of the chemical operators who had worked with the scales for many years 
stated that they had encountered no problems in the use or performance of the 
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scales; however; a few ind.icated that sometimes the scales would stkk and 
would require a nudge to restore free indicator movement. There is no 
indication that faulty scales contributed to the cause of the incident. A 
rev·iew of .records d i scl osed that the scales had been inspected andca 1'1 bra ted 
by a service vendor on September 17, 1985. 

Although the zeroing of the. scales when an empty cylinder is first movedl)nto 
them isnot a contrib.utor. to the cause of the incident, the NRC .investigators 
noted that it leads to the' false assumption that the cylinder is indeed empty. 
Most cylinders do contain·a.smallresidual 'I heel II· of material weighing'less 
than 100 pounds which, is·notremoved from'acY:l inder when it is empt:i:ed. In 
fact, the;cylinder thatrupluredcontaineda45 pound heel, according to plant 
records. Thus, the net weight read from the scale indicator as the cylinder is 
filled, excludes the heel weight., Although· paperwork accompanying:aeylinder 
records both :the ori gina ltare and thepresentta rewei ght of 'thecyl i rrder, 
failure. to compensate for an unusually large heel could result in significant 
undetected cylinder overfill. 

5.4 No Redundancy of Measurements 

There is no secondary' or"alternative way to~ea;~ut~ the quantltyrif m~terial"in 
a cylinder being filled., The.UF6 gas is collected in cold .triipsand··:ls< . 
accumulated there asasol id before. it is. transferred as a'liqu,id to:·the· 

. cylinders at the weigh station~ When the' UF6'1 iqliid transfer':is:;made, i'nO means 
are .:available to the operator' to determine :thequantity of liquid· dr.alnE!dfrom· 
the trap. The only information available to the operator is thE! obse'rv'ed 
weight of the cyl inder contents at the beginning and end of a transfer.:' These 
are important contributing factors in that the operator had no way of: knowing 
hew much UF6 had been delivered to' the cylinder ether than by observing the 
loading scale. As a result, the eperater overfilled· the cylinder that . 
even.tually ruptured (In. the basis of erroneouslY low' scale readingScilUsed by 
the cart wheel being off the scale platfO'rm~ . . .: 

5.5 Violation of Licensee's Procedures by Workers 

SequeYah Fuels Cerporatien Precedure N-280-1, "Uranium Hexafluoride Product 
Handling and shipping," Revision 6, which was approved by facility management 
and effective en January 28, 1985, states in twO' places within the pertion of 
the procedure regarding cylinder filling: 

Note: Do not heat a cylinder which has been overfilled. Evacuate 
the overfilled cylinder without heating until the maximum net weight 
is attained. This is necessary to prevent rupture of the cylinder 
due to hydrostatic pressure. 

The assistant shiftsuperviser stated that he could not remember receiving or 
being indoctrinated in this precedural requirement and directed that the 
overfilled cylinder be placed in the steam chest to liquefy the contents so 
more material could be removed. There is no record of this assistant shift 
supervisor or his shift having been trained in Precedure N-280-1. Interviews 
of workers and supervisors alike confirmed that there has been little initial 
or refresher training in regard to operating procedures. They did state, 
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however, that they were aware of the existenc'e of procedureS' andhadaccess'to 
'proceduremanua 1 s lo'catedat various '1 oeat ions . ~i:thi n the plant. ; 

Pro~ed~re N~280-1 p~oVidesthat cyli nderti lli'ngmust be stopped when' the scale 
readi' ng. reaches 100 pounds over the maximum a 11 oWab 1 e. The cyt fnder is then to 
be evacuated to withdraw approximately 100 pounds of material such that the 
maximum specification capacity is achieved before the cylinder ',is sent to a 
steam ,chest if homogerii zati on is needed. A review of recorQsforcyli nders 
previously filled iridicatedthat cylinders ar~ sometimes stilloverfilled by 
abOut 100 poundsbefore.bl!ing heated. irithe steam chests.·Eachcyl:inder is 
then;.dispatched toa::baywhere a ,sample 'is obtained and an amo.unt.of"UFs'· 

,necessary to obtai n the ',spec'ifi cati on welgh1'.::before: Shipment;iseVa¢l.I~ted. 
. - . .: .... : .. ': :";:"'.:. i ;-. . ", . ;,;".:,':"' 

A r.eview of the prpcedures also disClos.edthat·.therehasbeen·'h;~:ptov;isionfor 
checklists or other forins of approvalpo-intswhereby asuperV;:'sor; mi'ght: 
authorize the disposition of a filled cylinder. Operators stated'llt;hatthey 
themselves were authorized and responsible for moving. a fi'lled'cy'Ti'nderto a 
steam chest for heating before sampling and final weighing. 

5.6 Failure in Design of Steam Chests To Enable Cylinder Press.ureReiief 
: .... ,~ '::'.:;.~!:":':.":~";':'" ,}:-~ ':.< ','<,," 

The fill valves 'of. cYli,nd~rs: are closed<when.thecyliriders a;reh~atedinthe. 
steam chests" thus providing' no means of pressu're: relief inan'oV'erj:)ressureo' 
situation. Only one ,steam -chest--not the· one 'involved :in t~e";:fnciQent-""i 5' . ' 

supp 1 i edwith a conn,ection·' i neto the col dt·raps:to enableiN!mova,' of product 
contami nat ion sUc:h as chromi.um or molybdenum, hut the cyl inder, ,i svented to 
this line only after it has :been heated in. the £hest long enoughto~nsure that 
the ~ontents are fully liquefied. ' ., 

; 

A pressure transd4ce.r or, relief valve ins,talled at the cylinder valve. would 
have· given early warni n9 of. an overpres~ure conditi on and allow acti ons to 
reduce temperaturea.nd/orpressure to begin'. 

. ~':. :.":.... ':';': 
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Figure 5.1 Cart wheel alignment 

With a 14-ton cylinder placed in its optimum position on the cart and moved as 
close as possible to the drain station, the rear wheel is less than an inch 
from the edge of the scale platform. 
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Repo.rt o.f Investigatio.ri at the Kerr-McGee Co.rporatio.n 
Sequo.yah Facility, Go.re,Oklaho.ma 

January 28-29, 1986 
Ot~o. K. Warnlo.f 

National Surea'u o.f Standards 

We arrived at the plant at· 8:00 a.m. o.n January 28, 1986. At 
appro.ximateiy 9: 45 a.m., a gro.up o.f 16 perso.ns was gathered fo.r a 
briefing by the plant manager. There were representatives fro.m 
Kerr~McGee, the Nuclear Regulato.ry Co.mmissio.n (NRC), 
Streeter-RichB.rdso.n .' Scale Co.mpany,Oklaho.ma WeightS and Measures 
Di visio.n, Oklaho.ma Scale Co.mpany ,'and: the "Natio.nal stireau o.f Standards 
(NBS). Individual names were no.t reco.rded • 

.. ~ :. 

The briefing inclUded health arid safety' precautlo.nsanl'1·requirements. 
A brief descriptio.n of the metho.dof weighing at the plant and the 
equipment used was also given •. It was stated' th~t t.his survey was 
under the direction of the pl'ant manager and Dale Smith; NRC, and a 
procedure was circula~ed and briefly discussed. After each individual 
was issued health and safety ciothlng, ete., the gro.~~ gathered at the 
scale site. The plant manager briefly reviellJedthe .pl~nt weighing 
o.perations. 

Scale Descriptio.n 

Manufacturer:·Ho.we Richardson 
Model: 2800 
SIN: 2800 
Capacity: 40,000 lbs 
Dial Capacity: 30,000 x 30 Ibs 
Ungraduated tare bar and poise 
Platfo.rm: 54 x 96" equipped with 

'Scale'Co.ndltlo.nas'Fo.und 

DialIndlcatlori~ "0" 

rails fo.r cart 

'." Tare pofse" In .. c'olncidenc'e w'ith the right most referenc'e mark on beam 
Scale Platform: Lo.aded with cart and empty cylinder 

The group then began a visual inspectio.n of the condi tio.ns, found. The 
principal participants were representati veso.f Streeter-Richardso.n, 
Oklaho.ma Scale Co.. ,and NBS. The fo.llo.wing co.nditions and events were 
noted: 

The . forward end o.f the' cylinder (lo.cated o.n the scale) was 
apparently in contact with some piping and valving that was not a 
part of the scale •. 
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A scale serviceman "pushed" on the cylinder to "rock" the scale 
platform. 

The scale indication advanced to approximately 50 lbs. 

A scale serviceman pushed down on the tare bar and released same 
and the action of the scale di~l indicator appeared normal .as it 
returned to the same equilibrium. 

The fill connection and dust collector were removed from cylinder 
and the dial indication changed to 30 lbs. 

The two lines were reconnected to· the cylinder and the dial 
indication changed to 60 lbs. 

The floor area above the extension levers that connect the scale 
main levers to the stillyard rod and dial head copsists of open 
grating. This allows debris to gather on and about these vi tal 
components of the weighing system. 

The weighing platform consists of two steel rails on which the 
product to be weighed is moved and three steel plates. The steel 
plates are secured with bolts. Of the 25 bolt locations, only 5 
bolts were in place, the reamining 20 were missing. 

One of the four bumper bolts which limit the lateral movement of 
the scale platform was missing: 

There were appurtenances attached to the cart that transports the 
cylinders which extended beyond the scale platform with the cart 
on the scale. The clearances beneath these attachments and the 
work floor were minimal. If any appurtenance attached to this 
cart did come to rest on the work floor, Significant weighing 
errors could result. However, it was later observed that when the 
scale was fully loaded these attachments did not come into contact 
with the work floor. 

Conclusions at this Juncture 

The oscillation of the dial indicator seemed normal and free of 
any friction. 

Small weighing errors (30 lbs - 60lbs) could result when the 
weighing operation is accomplished with the l1nesconnected. 

Small weighing errors could also result if the cylinder was 
tou6hing the piping during a weighing operation. 
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Recommendations 

Piping should be relocated so, that with the cylinder "scale 
borne," it could not come in contact with anything surrounding the 
scale. 

Observations should be made when weighing a full cylinder to make 
a posi ti ve determination of the affect on the weighing result with 
the hoses connected. If the results are larger tharidesired for 
the weighing process, ample instructions should be provided to 
make certain that, when a final weighing resul t is obtained, the 
piping is disconnected. 

Weigh rails and dead rails should be modified to provide a smooth 
transition of the cart to be weighed~"on" and "off" the scale. 

The scale extension levers should be protected from falling 
debris. 

Some provi sion should be made to lessen the chance that the cart 
is not "scale borne" during a weighing operation. This could be 
in the form of positive stops at the forward ,portions of the rail, 
and to require "chocks" to be manually inserted at the trailing 
end behind the cart wheels. 

If the appurtenances attached to, the cart 'that extend over the 
work floor are considered necessary, it is recommended that they 
be raised to provide more assurance that they will not come into 
contact with the work floor. The personnel conducting the 
weighing should be instructed that, as part of the weighing 
operation and before any weighing observation is made, an 
inspection should be made to positively determine that there is no 
obstruction and ample clearance between that which is to be 
weighed and the work floor and any other objects surrounding it. 

The investigation continued. The back of the dial cabinet and dial 
head were removed and an inspection was made of the condition of the 
dial parts. The following observations were noted with some resultant 
recommendations. 

The stillyard rod (rod connecting lever system to dial head) was 
so located that it could come in contact with a cabinet housing 
bracket.· This' condition could cause small wE:!ighing errors and 
should be corrected. 

The dash pot (cylinder and piston to "dampen" scale indicator 
action) was low on oU and should be cleaned and refilled. 
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The assembly that protects the dial head from dust has leaked oil 
over the shelf lever power pivot and the bear ing 'assembly and the 
linkage that allows the dial head to swivel. This assembly should 
be serviced . Thiscondi tionshould not have .resulted .in anything 
other than small weighing errors. The scale test that followed 
confirr;ned this. 

The dial indicator locking mechanism was placed in. the "locked" 
position. The dial indicator came to rest at an indication of 
29,490 lbs. The locking mechanism was placed in the "unlocked" 
position. The tare bar, was moved .tothe limit of its movement to 
simulate a fully loaded scale condition. The resultant dial 
indication was 29,760 lbs. This indicated that the' stop was not· 
properly adjusted and that , with· .thethelockingmec\,1anism in an 
"unlocked" position, the maximum travel . of the dial indicator is· 
an indication of 29,760lbs. Thus, with any load in excess of 
this amount on the sC;;lle, the' scale indication would 'n'ot exceed, 
29,760 lbs. This mechanism must be adjusted so that .theindicator 
will travel freely beyond the graduated portion of the dial and 
come to the. limit of i tsindication.at someposi tion· near the 
center of theungraduated portion of the dial (between.the 30,000 
lb indication at the "0" indication). This will indicate to an 
operator when a load on the scale exceeds 30,000 lbs . 

..,. It was also found that the locking mechanism handle could become 
"disengaged, "thus moving freely without· providing the desired 
action of "locking"of "unlocking. II, .' This condition should be 
corrected and some ind,ication should be provided on the dial 
cabinet to clearly indicate to an operator '. theposi tion of the 
locking mechanism handle when it is in a "locked" position and an 
"unlocked" position. 

All exterior activity was eliminated and, with the dial indicator 
at rest indicating' 60 lbs, 400 lbs of known test weights were 
added in 100-1 b increments. The results were recorded by the 
Streeter-Richardson representative. My observation concluded that 
there· was no apparent malfunction. 

The cart and tank were removed from the scale platform and the 
tare poise moved to a "zero" position. The scale indication was 
"negative'! toa value that could not be determined., 

The tare poise was returned to its marked reference position and a 
load of 3700 lbs of known test weights was applied to the scale 
platform. The scale indicated approximately "'"'"10 lbs." 
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The load on thesoale was adjusted to 3710 lbs to provide a "zero 
indi oation." A test was oonduoted and the resul ts;:~.e att~ohed as 
Appendix A. All observations of the weight indications were made 
by me and re,corded by the Streeter~Richardscm representative., 

SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEHDATIONS 

The· envi.ronmen~~l and maintenance conditions as noted could result in 
weighing errors ~ These weighing e.rrors ~Quld probably range from "0" 
to,:1 PO 1bs. Theinvest1 gationdi d not tnol-lide a :'pOSi ti ve.determination 
of 'a quantifiable weighing errorthatoo.uldresult when the load 
applied was not entirely scale borne. It 'would,require an extensive 
study t6 quantity any ,weighing error that oouid '_occur, 'and any test 
protocol developed would probably not pr'oducer,es'uits ,that COUld be 
replicated. It can be' positively concluded that when the object .to be 
weighed_ is not. entirely "s.cal,e borne" a negativ.e_. error will result.· 
This c~rl be illustrated by installl'n.rfa 'person wei,gher s~that·the area 
immediately adjacent'to the platform isori ,the, same plane a.nd level 
with the platform. Tl')en, apply a kn:own load that is partially "on" and 
partially "off" the sCCiI'e Pl~tforin' and obs,erye tl1e,results •. , 

, ' 

Toe linear travel of the tare pOise is approximately, 20.375 inches 
which r.epresents a weight value of 10,000 lbs. . Thus" one inch of. 
t~$:vel is 491 lbs (ro!Jllded. to the nearest pound); three'inohes, 1472 

'lbsj six inches,' 2945 Ibs. 'Therefore,' if an op~r;a,t6r moved the poise 
on the tare bar. to .the right a drstanceof three inches, the dial 
inc1icatorwould1ndicat~ a quantity that is approximateiy 14721bs less 
than the weight value indicated priqr to the poise movement. ' 

Conclusions. 

It was reported that during the initial weighing process the cart and 
cylinder were not wholly scale ,borne. When "this condition was 

. c()rrected, the resultant scale ,indication was higher than the load was 
intended and COUldpossi bly . have' "bottomed out" at' Uie previously 
mentioned value of 29,760 1 bs. It was also reported that the operator 
moved the .poise <on the tare bar to 'determirie if the :scale indicator 
oscillated freely. It seems that'1t was determined tha't the cylinder 
,was in an overf ill condi tion and that some prqduct had to be removed. 
I t is not clear that a posi ti ve determination of the amount of overfill 
was determi.ned, and it is highly unl1 kely that the amount . could be 
determined correctly. It seems evident that there . was some operator 
error, and this S1 tuation was enhanced by the fact that the scale 

. ind~cator could riot travel freely beyond 29,760 lbs and did, in fact, 
"bOttom out" at thafindication. ' ' . 
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SHORT TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 

All of the previous conditions noted, to be corrected by and under 
the direction of a qualified scale mechanic. In addition, the 
tare poise and beam should be serviced so that the tare poise 
moves freely on the tare beam. 

If the scale mechanic makes any changes that in his/her oplnlon 
would affect the scale accuracy, a retest wi thknowrrstandards 
should be made. The minimum test that should be conducted after 
servicing is the application of the two test weight cylinders of ' 
4503 lbs and 25,509 lbs. The test of' ther~ferEmce scale and 
these weights made the next day were sufficient to determine that 
these weights are sufficiently accuF'ate:' to determine' the 
petformanceof t'he scale to within + 0.1 percent (1/1000). - ,. 

The scale should be adjusted so that, with 'no load on the scale 
platform and the tare poise at a "zero" posi hOh (extreme left), 
the scale dial indicator will indicate "0." > Thus , when the cart 
and empty cylinder are placed on the scale; 'the dial indicator 
will indicate 'the weight of these two components. ; This 'will 
provide the weigher with a level of confidence that the scale 
performance'is normal. The scale operator can then move the tare 
p~.se to the right until the sciiie dial 'i:ndicatorisi in 
coincidence with the "0" graduation.' The operator canthen'make 
the connections to the cylinder necessary to complete the filling 
process. After these connections are made, the operator can note 
any change in the scale indication and complete the filling 
operation providing the change is considered'negligible. When the 
cylinder is filled to the desired amount, the hoses can be 
disconnected and the weight indication observed and noted. 

It was observed that there are weight values and other notations 
on and about the dial face and housing. It would seem that a 
"noteboard" could be located near the dial head on which properly 
instructed weighers could make notations concerning weighing 
operations or conditions. This would aid in eliminating any 
problems that develop and may not be readily apparent when wOl"k 
shift personnel changes are made. 

LONG-"I:ERM RECOMMENDATIONS 

The ,scale dial" indicator should be replaced~i than electronic digital 
indicator. This will require a strain gage load ceil to be mounted in 
the stillyard rod. There are electronic digital indicators available 
wi th a variety of operating character istics and features. 'Set points 
for different weight values can be "input" and, when these pOints are 
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· reached or exceeded, an .audible and/or visual signal can be produced. 
Other operating features such as "keyboard tare," push-button tare,"' 
and printers are alsO available. This will eliminat.e the problems 
cau~e~by the tare poise position, the dial mechanism maintenance, the 
ambigui ty of the weight results caused by the value of the, graduated 
intervals of 30 pounds, and the indicator travel. 

Of particular concern in obtaining an appropriate digital indicator, is 
·the "hostile" environment in which it must operpte.These . hostile 
environmental conditions include but are not lim.i ted to electromagnetic 
interference (conducted and radiated) caused .bycommllnlcatiol'l equ.ipment 
such ~s "walkie-talkies" and the operation of electr6m~ch~nical 
equipment such as motors, etc. Evidence '.Shouldbe . provided by the 
supplier that the indicator is suitably protected so that t"t will 
perform correctly in this environment.,. 

Another concern is the affect on performance caused by. temperature .and 
humidity variations. The temperature and humidi tyranges . tha,t exist 
should be quantified so that the equipment supplier can provide' equipment: 
that can perform properly under the' conditions specified.,i 

A visual examination of the weighing element, that is., the levers, 
pivots, and bearings located beneath the work floor, was not made. 
From the results of the test made on the scale ,it seems th.at they are 
sufficient, and with proper maintenance can continue to be utllized. 

RECOMMENDED SCALE INDICATOR -- GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Capacity: 40,000 lbs 
Vallle of the Scale Division, Cd): .. 10 lbs 
Number of Scale· Di visions (n): 4000 

; , '.", ," ' , 

The tolerances in NBS Handbo.ok 44 for:' such a device are as follows: 

Test Load Acceptance Tolerance Maintenance Tolerance 

o - 5,000 lbs + ~ Ibs (1/2 d) + 10 Ibs (1 d) 

5,010 - 20,000 Ibs + 10 Ibs (1 d) + 20 Ibs (2 d) 

20,010 - 40,000 Ibs + 15 Ibs (1 1/2 d) + 30 Ibs (3 d) 



Results of Test of Control Scale and Test Weights 

A test was conducted of the control scale and test weights described as 
follows: 

Control Scale -

Manufacturer: Fairbanks 
Serial Number: 81041 
Capacity~40,000 ~ounds 
Main Poise: 40.000 x 1000 pounds 
Fractional Poise: 990 x 10 pounds 
Subfractional Poise: 9 x 1 pound 
Platform Dimensions: 6 x 14 feet 
Butt Multiple: 200:1 

Balance Indicator -

Manufacttirer: Fairbanks 
Model: 91320 
Serial Number: (?) D 38562 

Two Cylindrical Test Weights Marked: 

4.503 pounds 
25.509 pounds 

Conditions Noted 

i' .' 

The beam notches were cleaned prior to test. The accumulated 
debris in the notches were not considered· sufficient to cause 
weighing errors in excess of two pound~. The main poise did not 
"pull" into the notches correctly; the circular rollers on which 
the poise travels seemed to have a flat space. The subfractional 
poise did not come to rest properly and the index of the indicator 
was ambiguous. it is recommended that the entire poise assembly 
be serviced. 

The change in weight indications with repeated opening and clOSing 
of the trig loop was ~ one-half pound. 

The change in weight indications with repeated "seating" of the 
main poise under a constant load on the platform was + . two 
pounds. 

There was some debris collected between the scale platform and the pit 
wall that could cause a weighing error. The test condu.cted on January 
28, 1986. was with the scale in that condition. This debris was 
cleared before the test conducted on January 29. 1986. 
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Test of Weights 

1. Cart placed on platform wi th the left end wheels of cart over 
Section No.1. (Left end of scale platform.) 

Scale Indication: 4352 Ibs 

2. Cart moved so that it was located as nearly as possible at the 
center of the platform. 

Scale Indication~ 4352 Ibs 

3. Cart moved to locate the right end wheels of cart over Section No. 
2. (Right end of scale platform.) 

Scale Indication: 4352 Ibs 

4. Cart removed from scale platform. 
Scale Indication: "0" 

5. Conclusion: There was no apparent cJ:1ange in the weight indication 
of the cart at any location on the scale platform. 

6. The cart was placed on the scale and located at the center of the 
platform. The scale indication was adj ustedto a "0" balance 
indication. 

7. The cart was removed from the scale and loaded with the weight 
marked 4503 pounds and relocated on the scale platform at the 
"centered" position. 

Scale Indication: 4506 Ibs 

8. The cart and weight was removed from the scale and returned to the 
same location. 

Scale Indication: 4505 Ibs 

9. The procedure in 7 above was repeated • 
Scale Indication: 4505 Ibs 

10. Cart and weight removed from scale. 

11. Conclusions: The most recent test conducted on the scale produced 
results at a 4000-lb test load positioned at various locations on 
the scale platform as follows: Section No. 1 - 4002 Ibs, Center -
4001.5 Ibs, Section No.2 - 4004 Ibs. A test load of nine pounds 
produced an indication of 10 pounds with the use of the 
subfractfonal poise. 

I t was also noted that the change in weight indication resulting from 
opening and closing the beam arresting mechanism was + 0.5 pounds. 



Thus, the accumulated error of +105 pounds at a test load of '4000 
pounds centered on the scale platform and the eqililibriumchange of 0.5 
pounds resulting from opening and closing the beam arresting mechanism 
indicates that the value of the test weight cylinder is within .::. one 
pound. 

This evaluation was not intended asa calibration of the test weight 
"cylinder at'a. value of 4503 pounds; but rather -t-o determine the 
indication .' of the scale with' the appi'ication of, tne, test weight 
Cylinder. An analysis of thesedata,'$eemedto indica.tethat .the value 
of the test weightcyHnder as 4503 pounds can be utilized for testing 
the scales used' to'· weigh, the cyl,lnder-to anaccuracy:'oft',{):~05, percent 
(1/2000) . However, since the scales'used to weigh cylinders have 
graduated intervals of 30 pounds, it would seem more appropriate that 
the value of the test weight cylinder be established at a value that is 
consistent with a scale division, e. g. , .4500 pounds.,. 

1-2. The cart was loaded with the weight marked 25,509 lbsand placed 
on the ,'seale at the center of, the platform. ." 

Scale Illdication: 25,508~5 lbs<'··' 

. 13. The cart was .. removed, from and·' returned to the "scale' :a:t . the same 
location. 

Scale Indication: 25,509 lbs 

14. The cart was moved approximately 13 inches to ·the'left (toward 
Section No; 1) ••. 

Scale Indication: 25,509.5 lbs 
..... , .. : .. 

, 5. The cart was removed from thE!" :scale, the test weight cylinder 
removed'jandt-he empty cartreturne'd to the scale at the center of 
the platform. The scale was' .adjusted to' ." a,"O" balance 
indication. 

16. Conclusion: An analysis of the test results of this scale and the 
results of 12, 13. and 14 above are essentially the same as given 
in 11 above. The same consideration of establishing a value of 
the test weight that is consistent with a scaledi vision of the 
scales used to weigh the cylinders is also applicable, that is, 
25 ,500lbs with, a30-lbsoale d!vfsion or 25,510 lbswith the 
recommended 1 ()-lb . di visions. . . 

" - "'..;"' 
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APPENDIX A 

Operating Scale - Test Report 
January 28, 1986 . 

Test 1 
Weights 
Applied Load 

(11)) Position 

0 ° 2,000 Sec. 112 
4,000 Sec. 112 
6,000 Sec. 112 
8,000 Seq. n 
8·. boo Sec·. #1 

8,000 Sec. #1 
2,000 Sec. 412 

8,000 Sec. 111 
4,000 Sec. #2 

8,000 Sec. f/1 
6,000 Sec. /12 

8,000 Sec. /11 
8,000 Sec. 112 

8,000 Sec. 111 
7,000 Sec. #2 

18,000 Dist. 
20,000 Dlst. 
22,000 Dlst. 
24,pOO Dlst. 
25,000 Dlst. 
26,000 Dlst. 
2.7,000 Dist. 
28,000 Dist. 
28,300 Dist. 
29,000 Dist. 
29,100 Dist. 
29,200 Dlst. 

.29,300 Dist. 
29,400 Dist. 
29,500 Dist. 

1 The ini tial applica.tion of 3710 
"0" was disregarded. 

20bservation to the nearest 5 lb. 

Scale 
Indlcation2 

(lb) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7",970 

9,975 

11,985 

13,995 

16,005 

15,000 

18,015 
20,020 
22,010 
24·,000 
25,020 
26,010 
27,000 
28,000 
28,305 
28,995 
29,100 
29,190 
29,290 
29,385 
29,480 

lb to provide a 

A-ll 

Error 
(lb) 

Balance 
·0 

0 
·0 
·0 

... 

-30 

~25 

. ..... '-:-:15 

-5 

+5 
" !. 

" " 

·0 

+"15 
+20 
+10 

0 
+20 
+10 

0 
0 

+ 5 
- 5 

° -10 
-10 
-15 
-20 

scale indication of 



Test 1 
Weights 
Applied 

(lb) 

29,600 
29,700 
29,750 
29,740 
29,760 

Load 
Position 

Dist. 
Dist. 
Dist. 
Dist. 
Dist. 

Scale 
Indication2 Error 

(lb) ~ 

29,580 -20 
29,680 -20 
29,730 -20 
29,720 -20 
29,730 -30 

At this position, the scale indication "bottomed out" and the indicator 
would not travel beyond this. indication. 

29,810 Dist. 29,730 -80 

At this point (1: 45p .• m.), the test was discontinued and the group 
broke for lunch. On· return from lunch, the test load was decreased 
to 24,000 lb and the test continued. S-Rrep no longer presel'lt. OBS 
by OKW. 

24,000 Dist. 24,045 +45 
22,000 Dist. 22,035 -1;35 
20,000 Dist. 22,030. +30 
18,000 Dist. 18,030 +30 
16,000 Dist. 16,030 +30 
14,000 Dist. 14,010 +10 
12,000 Dist. 12,005 + 5 
10,000 Dist. 10,005 + 5 
8,000 Dist. 8,000 0 
6,000 Dist. 6,000 0 
4,000 Dist. 4,005 + 5 
2,000 Dist. 2,020 +20 

0 0 20 +20 

1 The initial application of 3710 lb to provide a scale indication of 
"0" di sregarded. 

20bservation to the nea~est 5 lb. 
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Control Scale - Test Report 

January 28, 1986 (2:30 - 6:00 p.m.) 

T~st1 
. Weights 
Applied 

(lb) 

0 
2 

-2 
0 

1l,000 
8,000 

10,000 
0 
0 

4,000 
8,000 

10,000 
0 

4,000 
8,000 

10,000 

10,000 
1l,000 

10,000 
8,000 

10,000 
10,000 

10,000 
10,000 

ll,OOO 

10,000 
10,000 
8,000 

30,000 
8,000 

0 

Load 
Position 

0 
Dist. 
Dist. 

0 
Sec. 111 
Sec. 111 
Sec. 111 

0 
0 

Center 
Center 
Center 

0 
Sec. 112 
Sec. 112 
Sec. 112 

Sec. 112 
Center 

Sec. 112 
Center 

Sec. 112 
Center 

Sec. 112 
Center 
Sec. 111 

Sec. 112 
Center 
Sec. 111 

Dist. 
Sec. 112 

0 

Scale 
Indication2 

(Ib) 

0 
SR 
SR 

0 
1l,002 
7,997 
7,997 
-0.25 

0 
-4,003 
7,998.5 

10,000 . 
-0 

1l,003 
, 7,999.5 
10,002 

14,002.5 

18,001 .5 

20,003.5 

23,9911 

27,993.5 

29,987.5 
8,000.5 

1.5 

Error 
(lb) 

Balance 
R~ght Edge2 
Left Edge2 
Balance 

+ 2 
-3 
- 3 

Bal. Change 
Balance 

+ 3 
.- 1.5 

0 
Bal. Change 

+ 3 
- 0.5 
+ 2 

+2.5 

+ 1.5 

+ 3.5 

-6 

- 6.5 

.,... 2.5 
+ 0.5 

Bal. Change 

10bservations to the nearest one-half pound. 
2Four pounds changes the equilibrium of the balance indicator from an 

equilibrium at the left edge.of the central target area to an 
equilibrium at the right edge of the central target area. 
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Control Scale -Test Report 

January 29, 1986 (9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) 

Test 
Weights 
Applied 

(lb) 

'" 0' 
',9 

990 
1,000 

0 
4,000 
5,000 
8,000 

10,000 
0 
0 

~,OOO , 
8',000 

10,000 
0 
0 

4,000 
8,000 

10,000 

10,000 
4,000 

10,000 
8;000 

10,000 
10,000 

10,000 
10,000 
',1 ~ooo 

10,000 
10,000 

4,000 " 

Load 
'Position 

0: 
Dist. 
Dist.' 
Dist. 

0 
Sec.'fF1 
Sec~ 111 
Sec. fF1 
Sec. 111 

0. 
0 

Center' 
Cent'er 
Center 

0' 
0 

Sec. n 
Sec. #2 
Sec. 112 

Sec. 112 
Center' 

Sec. 112 
Center 

Sec. fF2 
Center 

Sec. n 
Center 
Sec. fF1 

Sec. ,,112 
Center 
Sec. f/1 

Scale 
Indication1 

(lb) 

° 10 ' 
987 
996.5 

o 
4,002 
5,001.5 
8,000.5 

10,001' 
+"1' ',' 

a 
,4,001'.5 ,,' 

',7,999.5 
10;601 

+ 0.5 
o 

4;004 
8,000.'5 

10,001 ~5 

14,003 

18,002 

20,004.5 

20~999 

23,995.5 

.... ' 
" ," 

Error 
(lb) 

Balance 
+ 1 

" "'3 
,,'.,. 3.5 

Bal. ,Change 
""'+"'2': 
,'+'1.5' 
,+ 0.5 
+1 

'Ba.L:.q:hange 
Baiance 

+ lo5 
- 0.5, 

'\"1 
Bal. Change 
Ba.lance 

+ 4 
+ 0.5 
+ 1.5 

+' 3'" 

+ 2 

+4.5 

- 4.5 

10bservations to the nearest one-half pound. 
2Four' pounds changes the equiHbrium of the 'balance indicator from an 

'equtlibrfuniat the left'edge< 'of the central'target area to an 
equllibr1~ at the right edge';of the central t.arget area. 
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Control Scale - Test Report (Continued) 

January 29, 1986 (9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) 

Test 
Weights Scale . 
Applied Load Indication1 

(lb) Position (lb) 

10,000 Sec. 1~2 
10,000 Center 27,995 
8,000 Sec. 1~1 

30,000 Dist. 29,998 
31,000 Dist. 31,001 
32,000 Dist. 31,994.5 
32,000 Dist. 4 

10,000 Sec. 1~2 
10,000 Center 24,999~5 

5,000 Sec. 111 

0 0 - 0.5 

Error 
(lb) 

- 5.0 

- 2.0 
+ 1.0 
- 5.5 

SR 

- 0.5 

Bal. Change 

10bservations to the nearest one-half pound. 
2Four pounds changes the equilibrium of the balance indicator from an 

equilibrium at the left edge of the central target area to an 
equilibrium at the right edge of the central target area. 
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PROCESS AND INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL INVESTIGATION 

An inspection was made of the areas of the cold trap room and steam chests to 
verify if a failure in a process control or instrumentation system was a 
contributing factor in the failure to detect the UFs cylinder being overfilled 

. by P 1 antemp loyees. 

The NRC reviewed the following Piping and Instrumentati6n Diagrams (P&ID's) : 

l. . 270-M-103 Rev . 13 - Primary Fluorination Cold Traps 

2. 280-M-101 Rev. 2 - Product Shipping Flow Sheet 

3. 280-M-102 Rev. 7 - Product Shipping Flow Sheet. 

The P&ID's were reviewed and the NRC verified that the system reflected the "as 
buil til desi gnof the drawi ngs. The NRC observed that no process control 
systems are involved in the 1 oadi ng of the UF s cyli nderson the scales or the 
filling of the UFs cylinders. There are no automatic shutoff values or alarms 
associ~ted with the filling of the UFs cylinders, locally or in the control 
room. 

It was also observed that there .is no process control or instrumentation 
associated with the steam chests. The heating of the UFs cylinders inside the 
steam chests is done by steami essentially at atmospheric pressure, System 
design indicates that no high pressures could be introduced in the steam chests 
which could cause a UFs cylinder to rupture without other contributing factors. 

The NRC reviewed P&ID's to verify if pressure indicators or level indicators 
were installed on the primary and secondary cold traps to indicate the levels 
being introduced into the UFs cylinders. The drawings did not identify any 
means of measuring levels in the cold traps. The NRC investigator "walked 
down" the cold traps to ascertain if level indicating instruments were 
identified on the cold traps. The NRC talked to plant employees to clarify if 
level indicators or pressure gauges were used to indicate levels in the cold 
traps. The plant employees stated there was no instrumentation on the cold 
traps to indicate levels. A plant employee stated that the primary and 
secondary cold traps are installed in series. If the primary traps become 
overfi 11 ed or soli dfy, the overfill is carri ed over to the secondary co 1 d traps 
or the back pressure in the system wi 11 cause the process to be shut down. 

The NRC also interviewed a shift supervisor concerning the use of the load 
cells on the cold traps. The shift supervisor stated that the load cells were 
not used to monitor the levels in the cold traps. He stated that filling of 
the cold traps is mainly controlled on a time basis. The shift supervisor 
stated that times for filling cold traps are calculated with a high degree of 
accuracy .. He further stated that the time required to fill cold traps is never 
extended because of low levels in the traps. According to the shift 
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supervisor, the timecou1d be shortened, but never extended~ !twas stated 
that procedures were available. The soperviso:rstatedthatthe road cells were 
very se 1 dom used for the purpose of level i ndi cati on. I twas stated that , ' 
'operators experience and the filling times are all that is used to control cold 
trap levels and that operators are confident in the accuracy of these controls. 

In conclusion, it appears that no instrumentation is usedto'monitor UF6 levels 
in the cold traps. The instrumentation which is suppl'ied with the system is 
seldom used. The NRC could not verify if a preventative maintenance or 
calibration probram, is being implemented for these instruments., The 
reliability of theinstrullients, based on the limited fieldinv~stigation by 

,NRC, remains indetermtriate.' Logs used to time the process::were:rlot available 
for, inspection by NRC. There is no way to determine of theinstrumeilts (load 
cells) have departed: from normal perforlliance.,'fThe NRC insp¢ctor'was not able 
to obtain any information about the standards (ANS-15.18-1975) usee! at this 
plant. 

Als,o during this inspection, the NRC reviewed the latest documentation ' .I' 

pertaining to the' calibration, inspection andadjustment,ofth~'$cales us~dito 
" ,weigh the UF 6 cyli nders., ,The document i ndi ca;ted thefo 11 owi og:, seal es'hadnast " 

.. beeni nspected on September 17, 1985:'::!i.: :, '; • .': 

Model No. 

Howe 280.0.-5 ' 

Howe 2800.-$ 

,,71 .. 0.250.3 

71~025o.4 

In conclusion, the NRC did not identify any process control systems or 
instrumentation failures which may have directly or indirectly contributed to 
the'fai] ure of the, plantemp'loyees to detect the UFs cyl i nderbeing overfilled. ,,' 

Th~ p,rocessoffillingthecYlinders'is'stri~tlY a manual p~oce~'s.Thecontrol 
room'l1Iaintains rad-iocontact,but does notmonftor or contr.fbute",to the filling 
of the UF6 cyl inder. ,," ,,' ' 
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.FCUP :DAC 
40-8027 
SUB-lOlD 

' ... : .... 

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation 
ATTN: Dr. John C. Stauter. Director 

Nucl ear li censi ng 
Kerr-McGee Center 
Oklahoma City, OK 73125 

Gentlemen: 

SEP 2 0'1985 

r-· 
r-
I 

i 

iil\\ . SfP 7. 11985 
IU\\:. '. 
C~ .. ,; ... 

Enclosed is Sourc~ Materi~l License No. SUB-lOlD as renewed. This license is 
renewed for a 5-year term,. expiring September 30, 1990 •. ~ncl (;on~ain!L4~ditipnal 
conditions which were discussed between your Dr. J. C. Stauterand·Df.D. A.
Cooi of my staff. A copy of· the Safety Evaluation Report prepared in support 
of this renewal action is enclosed for your .information. . 

You are hereby advised that any requests for amendment to this license should 
be submitted in the form of replacement or additional pages to the License 
Conditions Section and, if necessary, to the Demonstration Section with the 
changes or new items clearly identified. 

This renewal is issued following preparation of an Environmental Assessment 
(NUREG-1157) related to the conti~ued operation of your facility. Based upon 
the findings in the Environmental Assessment, a Finding of No Significant 
Impact has been prepared, approved pursuant to 10 CFR Part 51, and published 
in the Federal Register. A copy of the Findtng of No Significant Impact and 
the supporting NUREG-ll57 are enclosed. 

Please note that as a condition of this license, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation is 
required to prepare and submit changes to the decommissioning plan which provide 
for permanent disposal of all solid wastes generated by the facility. In parti
cular, the decommissioning plan must address the disposal of raffinate sludge 
which is currently being stored onsite. The plan shall include an estimate of 
the costs involved~nd .the financial arrangements that have been or will be 
made to aSs~re that.adequate funds will be available to cover the costs of ~is
posal. If, at some time after the approval of the disposal plan, you determine 
that there is an alternative disposal method for these materials, an application 
may be made for NRC approval of the new alternative. 
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Sequoyah Fuels Corporation 2 SEP 20 1985 

As part of the license renewal review •. the staff.has reviewec:fthe changes in 
the Radi 01 ogi ca 1 Cent f ngency P1 an submttt.ed by 1 etter daT.ed August 24. 1984. 
The staff finds that these changes do not d~crease the response effectiveness 
of the Plan and are appropriate for the continued implementation of an effective 
response capability. 

If you have any questions regarding this licensing action, please feel free to 
call me or Or. Donald A.Cool of my staff at 301-427-4510. 

'. ··Encl osures: As stated 

' ... , ..... 

: '... , ~ 

Sincerely, 
. : . 

. ; ........ :;: .. . 
. ~111al slgne4 by: ,. .., ' ... ', 
Ir. f. Crow . >. 

W. T. Crow, Acting Chief", 
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch 
Division of Fuel Cycle and' "ie'; 

Ma~eri.al Safety, NMS,S" 
" ... ~ " . :- .---.J' .. ,. _ 

.. ~ . ~.: .. . -': ','," 

, "". :,',,' 

..... ;.: .... , .... :; .. :: .. ,' 
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NRC For"; 374 
'(5"841 u. S, NUCLEARREGUL~ TORY COMMISSION 

PAGE __ l:.-,.._oF .' 3 P~~E~ I 
'1 MATERIALS LICENSE 

Pursuant to the Atomic En~r~Act of19S4. as amended. the Energy Reorganizad~n Actti1974 (Public law 93 -438), and Title 1(":. .::< 
: I Code of Federal Regulations,Chapter 1. Parts 30, 31. 32, 33, 34, 35. 40 and 70, and in reliance on statements and representatior . 
, heretofore made by the licensee. a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire, possess, and transfer byproduct •. 

source. and special' riucle:lr material designated below; to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the place(s) designated below; to 
deliver or transfer such material to persons authorized to receive it in accordance with the reg~lations of the applicable Partes). This 
license shall be deemed to contain the conditions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic' Energy Act of 1954. as amended. and is 

.... subject to . all applicable niles; regulations and orders of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission now'or hereafter in effect and to any 
conditions specified below. . .. . .;. .... '. .... . 

Ucensee ····1 
.1. 

:.' .. " . ~ ; \. : : 

.1. Sequoyah Fuels Corporation 3. Ucensenumber' SUB-1010 

I 
. _.,." 2. Kerr~McGee 'Center .' ::'" \ 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma' 73125 4 .. E.xpiratio~ date. '. SeptelTlber 30" 1990 

5;. ·Docket or . . "". ", I 
1 _____________ ~~--__ ----~----~--~-··-'R~e-re-re~n-ce~;N-o~.~-'~.-4_0~-~aO~,,2-,1~:-.-·~~~~~~ __ ~1 

6. Byproduct, source, and/or 7. Chemica! and/or physical 8. Maximum amount that licensee' I 
special nuclear material.· form :::e~::;~:~:Y on~time.1 

6. 

9. 

Material 
"Source 

.: ',~' . 

7. Form' 
Any Form 

"",,' 

Authorized Use: For use in accordance with the statements, 
conditions contained in Chapters 1 throughS of the license 
August 23, '1985. . .. '. 

8. Q~antity . I 
20 million MTU , . ..:; I" 

representations, and, I 
renewal,application date; 

. :",< . '. " I 
10. Authorized Place of Use: The licensee's existing facilities at Gore, Oklahoma. I 
11. Within 6 months of the issuance ,ofihis ,license"the l'i~censee shall:prepareands~bJni 

to the Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch the following reports. These reports shall coni 
t~i n suffi ci e~tdetai 1 and ana ly~iS toa II ~w anindep~ndentrevi ewand shall contain I 
llcensee commltments for the actlons descrlbed. '. ' ..... . 

. a. A report detailing hand~ing pr'ocedure~ for product cylinders con~ainingriqU~d' \. 
UF6 . The report shall 1ncludea deta11edanalysis of each step 1n the handl1nga 
hot cylinders and ide"ntify the possible scenerios which could result in cylinder i 
rupture. The report shall also provide an assessment of the modifications and i 
actions which could be taken to reduce the potential fora UF6 release and justi'!! 
the procedures bei ng used. ..... .' . . . .' i 

. !. 

b. A report detailing measures and actions to mitigate the effects of a UF6 release.; 
The report shall deal with the potential release of material within .the facility;. . . II:. 
and outside of the facilitY'!I!' 
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION I 
PAGE 2 OF 3 PAGES Ii 

MATERIALS LICENSE 
SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET 

License number ~ 
~~~~~~S~U~B-_l~0~10~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 
I Docket or Reference number ~ 

r------4.:...=.0--'-8::..:;0=27=--_____ 1! 

:~ 
-:1:;-:2;:-.--;W~i:-:;t:-:-h-;i:-"n--:;3:-::m--=-0-=n7t-;-h-:-s -0-=-f~t;:-;h-=-e::--:-r-:e:-::n:-::e-:-w:-::a-:;1--:0~f~t-;-h7i -=-s :-1:;-:1" c-=-e-:n-s-e-,--:t7h-e-:;-1-:;-i -c-e-n-s e-e-s-:"":h;:-a=-'l;-:l..--r-e-e-v-a'"":;l:-"u-a"'7t-e--=-t-=-h-e-----1 ~ 

existing groundwater conditions in the area of the treated raffinate storage ponds and ~ 
prepare and submit for NRC review a report which describes these conditions and either ~ 

13. 

justifies the current monitoring program or proposes a new program for groundwater : 
monitori ng. I 

I~ 
Within 3 months of the renewal of this license, the licensee shall submit to NRC for !i 
review and approval a supplemental vegetation monitoring program to provide additional ii 
information for the radiological assessment on the ingestion pathway. The vegetation !i 
monitoring program shall include the sampling of food crops in the general area. The j-

vegetation samples collected shall be analyzed for uranium, Ra-226, and Th-230. The II; 
licensee shall be able to use these data to assess the radiological impact to any i 
member of the general pub 1 i c exposed- from the-' i ngesti on pathway. A report of the Ii 
findings shall be submitted·t~_NRC for review. Th~ program shall be initiated on the I~ 
next growi ng season upon approva 1 by NRC.' !~ 

.' t'" 

The licensee shall investigate and verify that the elevated uranium and nitrate :: 
concentrations found in Well-fTP-2A are not the result of the liquid seepage from I~ 
Ponds 3 or 4. A report of the~tnvestigation shall be submitted to NRC within 6 months Ii 
from the date of renewal of the. Ucense. , Ie 

~ '-", ,.;.. .. ):\ ;.=:--~:: i~ 
~ 15. The licensee shall .. propose an'ap·prb'p,riate"surface·.water monitoring program to deter- !~ 

mine the total quantity of uraniumidischar.ged to,the .environs from the runoff drainage if! 
ditches which are not included"-:trG·the.:;NP(YESpermit~. '·The proposed program shall be i~ 

~ 

~I 
I 

submitted to NRC for' review·!;-and -ap'p).ova'lr-within,;3-mo-nths from the date of renewal of Ii! 

the 1 i cense. "",.'_~, ~0-~~,~.~ -~~:a H n ~ ~ V:<> / .- , I! 
16. The licensee shall investigate":'the-.:!.cause'~of_.some~:of~·the elevated uranium concentra- I_ 

tions in the runoffs 'identifH!d 'in'.Conditfon 15~"-Within 3 months from the date of i: 
renewal of the license,' a. report of the investigation shall be submitted to NRC. The !i 
report shall describe what:' mitigating measures, if any, were taken to el iminate the 
source( s). f ,r •• :! 

'll 

I 17. The licensee shall conduct a comprehensive soil/sediment radiological survey to deter- :i 
mine the extent of uranium accumulation a,long,:the length of the effluent stream (001), :~ 
at the confluence, upstream and downstream of the Illinois River, and along the inter- ill 
mittent runoff areas identified in Condition 14. The results of this survey and any Iii 
recommendations for mitigation shall be reported to NRC within 12 months from the date Iii 
of the renewal of the 1 icense. Iii 

18. The licensee shall submit for NRC review and approval the plan and criteria for decom
missioning Pond No. 2 upon the completion of sludge removal from Pond No.2. 

19. The licensee shall maintain a spare pond having capacity equal to or greater than Pond 
No.5, unless the licensee's deep well injection plan has been approved. 

20. At the end of plant life, the licensee shall decontaminate and decommission the 
facility so that it can be released for unrestricted use. 
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I! NRC Form 374A 
(5·64) 

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

License number 
PAGE 3 

SUB-10lD 

OF 3 PAGES 

I MATERIALS LICENSE 
SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET 

Docket. or Reference number 

40-8027 

I~~~~~~~~~ I 21. The 1 i censee shall, by October 1, 1986, prepare and submit changes to the decommi s-
sioning plan which provide for the permanent disposal of all solid wastes generated by 
the facility. The plan shall include an estimate of the costs involved in disposing 
of these wastes and the financial arrangements that have been or will be made to 
assure that adequate funds will be available to cover these costs at the time of 
disposal. 

: 22. The licensee shall' implement, maintain, and execute the response measures of his 
Radiological Contingency Plan submitted to the Commission on March.11,l,982. The 

! licensee shall also maintain implementing procedures for his Radiological Contingency 
Plan as necessary to implement the Plan. The licensee shall make no change in his 
Radiological Contingency Plan that~woiJld decrease the response effectiveness of the 
Plan without prior Commission approval as evldericed'by a license amendment. The 
licensee may make changes to·.h:is'Radiological Contingency Plan without prior 
Commission approval if the .. changes do not decrease the response effectiveness of the 

~ Plan. The licensee shall ,maintain recQrds Of changes that are made to the Plan with-
iI out prior approval for·a'period of 2 yearsfron(t.he date of the change and shall I 
• furnish the Chief, Urani'um F.uel Licensing Branch', Division of Fuel Cycle and Material I " 
R Safety, NMSS, U.S. Nuclear·Re.9.~latoryCommission, ,Was~ington, D~ C.20555, _and the ..... 
! appropriate NRC Region~10t:f;:c;:e:;,specifie9 .j!" Ap,penciix D of 1;0 CFR Part 20, a report 
; containing a descrip~ion of'e~~~~,Chimge -w;i,ttiin,~.~_?~t~s after the change is made. 

;1' 

II 
I 

Date: 
SEP 20 1985 

'.~.~' .. -'. . . 

, ...... -
" ...... -- .... . .... .... ... ;t 

l' • , .~- -

.. ,'. 

.. ..... ".'.", .... -.•. - .... _---,. .~-' 

. ...... .,. ~ .,.,. .. ':' ... , .. 
= ,." . .-.. - -..... . .. 

.. 
~ .~ , "';-. ." 

• 'II' •• ' 

:.', , .. _"'''":. 

.. 
. .. .. ' .. ,", 

FOR THE u.s. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Or111aal sisned by: 
By: w. r. 01"0" . 

c-s 

Division of Fuel Cycle and 
Materi.al Safety, NMSS 

Washington, D.C. 20555 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General 

The Sequoyah Facility of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation functions under 
Source Material License No. SUB':"1010 to refine uranium from uranium 
ore concentrates and convert this uranium to uranium hexafluoride 
(UF6 ) for use in Department of Energy .enrichment plants .• Refinement 
and conversion is accomplished by a wet solvent extraction process, 
oxidation to uranium dioxide (U02 ), and fluorination to produce the 
ultimate UF 6 product. 

B. Location Description 

The Sequoyah Facility is located 2~ miles southeast of Gare, Oklahoma, 
about '40 mi 1 es west of Fort Smi th, Arkansas, and 150 mil es ,east of 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Figure 1 shows the geographical location:of 
the plant site, which is bounded by'"th.e , Illinois,an~ Arkansas ,Rivers 
on the west, U.S. Highway 64 on the south,)Inter~tate Hignway40 on 
the south, and the eastern section line of Sect. ion 22 (approximately 
2 mi les east of the Arkansas River) on the .east. '.' operations are con
ducted within a fenced restricted areaaccessibi~ fromU~S.Highway 10. 

C. License History 

Source Material License No. SUB-1010, authorizing storage only of 
uranium ore concentrates, was originally issued October 14, 1969. 
The license was revised on February 20, 1970, to authorize use of the 
material for production of UF6 • The license was last renewed on 
October 7, 1977, and has been amended 28 times. A listing of license 
amendments is gi ven in Table 1. The 1 i cense was schedul ed to expi re 
on October 31, 1982, but has remained in effect in accordance with 
the timely renewal provisions of 10 CFR 40.43(b) by virtue of the 
timely application for renewal submitted by letter dated September 24, 
1982. 

II. AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES 

A. General Summary 

The activities being assessed by this safety evaluation are related 
to the possession and use of natural uranium for the production of 
UFa from uranium ore concentrates. These activities include control 
laboratory procedures; treatment, storage, and disposal of process 
and contaminated waste materials; and storage of natural and depleted 
UFa· 
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DATE 

. July 7, 1978 

"July.,7, 1978 

March 26, 1979 

. Apri 1 16, 1979 

, July 12, 1979 

July 20, 1979 

September 14, 1979 

January 10, 1980 

January 28'-'1980 

April 28, 1980 

SEP 2 0 1985 

TABLE 1 - LICENSE AMENDMENTS TO SUB-i010 

, . 

DESCRIPTION 

Amendment #1 authori zes" c:()~ti'nued test 
di stribution of treated;raf;ftnate oVer 
exiS'ti I1g160 acres·6f"iQ.1.:C)wned 'land, 

: " ,duri ng 197~ growi ngseason.: . ' 
.. ' ':;.' 

. Amen,dm.nt #2 aothorlz,s,·c:on$t~tict-i on and .', 
I,Iseof a new 1 iquid}",aste Pond No. '3'. ' 

Amendment #3 inc14~e~' dec6~~i s'sioni ng 
, plans a~d financiar~!Jrety (Condition No. 

" 16). ,',:'.,.:." ,: .... : .. ::. . .,.'" 
i 

i .• Anieridmerit#4\'~iuthQri zlrig':; te's t di stri but i on~' ' 
Of:.treated,·~raff,iriat·e:-:.Qver270,acres of ,', '" 

, ,.'Kt-town,d·JahdCluri ng·~?:thei~1~79 ,growi ng ',' 
, :sea.son·~ ·:the conti nuation':':oftest di stri bu
'"t;i:qrl·,·Qt,treated , rafftna.t..~·.Q.v_r·,theexi st i ng 
~~Q~cr.es of KM owned lll,Od dlJ'rl ng the ' 

., 1919"gr-owingseasori, and the food chain 
~estin~i- of raffinat~fertilizer pasture. 

, "", 

. Amen9ment #5autho.ri zing re.dLJtt i.on . i n 
,: .. s,amp 110:9' frequency o:f ,2~ .samp 1 i ngs'tat ions . 

... '. . .. ", . . . ..;-. ' .. 

"Ain~:n~ent #6 -authoriiihg 'remodel i ng' of 
PoridNo. 1 aridttte installation of 

'C:lari-fi er-A.··'··' 

Amendment #7 authori zing the. construction 
and Use of a new liqui~~astePond No.4. 

Amend,"ent #8 exempting treated raffinate 
storag~ponds from the spare pond require
mentsof ConditionNo.'13~ ',; Amendment No., 
·8 to·eX-pire onSeptember'~, :1;980. . 

Amendment #9' .Order to Modify Li cense -
set ,conditions to limit radioactivity 1n 
effluents incompliance with 40 CFR'190. 

Amendment #10 changes Conditions 9 and 
12 to remove inconsistencies in the 
license. 
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DATE 

June 17, 1980 

February 24, 1981 

July 21, 1981 

March 25, 1982) 

April 2, 1982 

May 3,' 1982 

June 30, 1982 

July 28, 1982 

Npvember 12, 1982 

January 18, 1983 

SEP 2 0 1985 
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TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 

DESCRIPTION 

Amendment #11 authorizes use, on a 
permanent basis, of treated raffinate 
fertilizer on KM owned land. 

Amendment #12 authorizes the use of 
hay grown on the test site for non-' 
forage use, such as mulching, provided 
the hay contains no more than 1.0 pCi/gm 
Ra 226, 0.25 pCi/gm Th 230, or 2.5 ~gm/gm 
uranium. 

Amendment #13 authorizing use of treated 
raffinate for fertilizer on KM owned land 
in Haske 11 County, Oklahoma (Choctaw; mi ne 
property). "',,; 

Amendment #14 incorporates the Radiological 
Cant i ngency Pl an by adqi ng Conditi on 21. 

Amendment #15 authorizes use of treated 
raffinate for fertilizer on KM owned land 
in Muskogee County, Oklahoma (Rabbit Hill 
area) . 

Amendment #16 exempts the treated raffinate 
storage ponds from the spare ponding 
requirement of Condition 13 until 
September 1, 1982. 

Amendment #17 authorizes use of treated 
raffinate for fertilizer and release of 
crops which are not used directly as 
human food under 13 specific conditions. 
This amendment supersedes Amendments 1, 4, 
11, 12, 13, and 15. 

Amendment #18 exempts the first 3 million 
gallons of treatedraffinate from the 
molybdenum requirement if used only on , 
KM owned land. 

,Amendment #19 exempts the treated raffinate 
storage ponds from the spare ponding re
quirement. Expires on September 1, 1983. 

Amendment #20 changes Conditions 3.b. 
and 6 of Amendment #17. 
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DATE 

April 20, 1983 

May .. 18. 1983 

September 28, 1983 

'. I .' D~'cember 16, 1983 

January 24, 1984 

February 16, 1984 

October 1, 1984 . 

February 5, 1985 

S£P ~ ~ 1985 
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TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 

" >.: ..... 

;".-

DESCRIPTION 

Amendment #21 changes Condition 15 to 
terminate benthic organism sampling but 

.to continue sediment samples. 
;. 

" ,"''',', 

. Amendment #2.2 authori zes'the:i nj ect ion:' 
of 5 mill; on gallons of treated li qui d' 
raffin.ate in the Sequoyah waste disposal '. 
well. 

Amendm.ent #23 exempts the treate<;l raff; nate" 
storage ponds from the spare ·poodingre-. 
quirement. Expires on September 1; 1984. 

Amendment #24 chang.es Itemiof 1 icense .:';:~::!~~.:r:·:' 
No. SUa";1010 to read: '. Sequoyah Fuels 
Corporation. . , 

Amendment #25 permi ts' storage of raffi nate 
sludge from clarifier in Pond No.4 and re
quests a comprehensive plan for waste 
disposal by January 2.4, 1985. 

Amendment #26 changes Conditibns 5, 6, 
and 7 of Amendment '17. ,Modi·fi es 

.... samp 1 i ng and ana 1 yt i ca lrequi rements. 

Amendment #27 exempts the treated raffi nate'
storage ponds from thespare-ponding re- . 
quirement. Expires on 'September 1, 1985.·· 

Amendment #28 authorizes the construction 
and use of Pond No. 5 and requires the 
construction of a spare pond by September 1, 
1985. 
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B. Proces s Oescri pt ion 

The process used by Sequoyah Fuels in the production of UFs from 
uranium ore concentrat~s. is presented in Figure 2 and outlined below: 

1. Samp1 i ng - Ore concentrates are received. in SS-gallon drums 
which are weighed,.samp1ed by the.fa11ing stream meth9d, and 
redrummed Or sent directly toa digester feed bin. . 

2. Oigest.ion- O~e~oncentratesare digested with preheated nitric 
acid in a .batchprocess to form uranyl nitrate. . . 

3. So lvent 'Extract ion - Uranyl nitratei s puri fi ed by sol v~nt extrac
tionusing tributyl phosphate in n-hexan~ followed by reextraction 
to an aqueoussolution~ . 

4. Oenitration'- Purified uranyl nitrate is. decomposed at 
approximately SSOO Fto produce uraniunitrioxide. 

. , 
S. Reduction - Uranium trioxide is pulverized and then reduced to 

uranium dioxide in two fluid~bed reactors using cracked ammonia. 

6. Hydrofl uori nati on- Uraniumdi oxidei sconverted to uranium 
tetrafluoride using anhydrous HF vapor in two stages of stirred 
fluid bed reactors. . 

7. Primary Fluorination - Uranium tetrafluoride is converted to 
uranium hexafluoride by reaction with elemental' fluorine. 
Uranium hexafluoride is condensed in cold traps, then melted 
and drained irito shippingcont~iners. 

III. POSSESSION LIMITS 

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation has requested the following forms and 
quantities of source material as limits for the renewal of SUB-IOIO: 

6. Material 
Source 

IV. FACILITIES 

7. Form 
Any Form· 

8. Quantity 
20mi 11 ion MTU 

The principal structures at the SequoyahFacility include the main process 
and administration building, the solvent extraction facility, and the yellow
cake slurry receiving faciHty. The administration and laboratory area, 
main process and sampling area, shop and utility area, fluorine generation 
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area, and boiler area are all located in the main process and administration 
bui 1 ding.. Retenti on-ponds for sani·tary sewerage, 1'1 uoride treatment and 
clarification, and raffinate storage are located west and south of t~e 
plant building$. The relative locations of these structures are shown in 
Figure.3. 

. . 

V. LICENSE APPLICAT+ON 

A. Revi~w History 

T~e'safety review of the Sequoyah Fuels renewal app'lication included 
an eva 1 uat·i on of the appliCation transmitted Ily 1 ~t~:e.rdatedSeptember 24, 

.1982, i.t~~evision ;dat~dO~t~ber 17,' ~983 (by 1ettef,,'~ated;November 4, . 
1983), subsequent page :revlSl0n$ dated May 21, 1984. (~y letter dated 
May 23 , 1984), August 13, 1984 (by letter dated Augus~ 20, 11984) , 
September:18" 1984 (by;letter~.ted ,September'.24! .'19~), a~~f Deceaiber 6, 

'1984 (by letter dated Decelilber;iI4, 1984), and the,rev:1sion,;of Chapters .' 
1 through 8·'dat~d August 23,'1985. r' 

. :' .' '.' . . ....:,' .' !!,:,. 
D~r;; ng:the rev,i ewl~:a n~liIber, of 'sfte',vt~i t~.:, ~~r~t'lIIaQ~' '~o:~1::l:Ief f~ci 1ity 
bY!ilembers of the NMSS'st"ff,.Th'ese,intluded visits pyB.Kosla on 
February 14-18, 1983; B.- Kosla., 'and W:' T. Cro~'on November2a-27, 1984; 
al1d D'. Cool andM. Horri..Qn June,S":6,"198S>' "l'heNMSSlitaff has a1.so, 
met:with representatives of Sequ~yali,Fuel~ andK:e~r~Mc(JeeCor,poration 
at the NRC offices in Silver Spring"Maryl'and. . ': 

Th~ application for renewal is"divided into two basic. sections, the 
li,~ense cond; tio\'-\$ section, cont.:ai nec;t-i,nChaptersl'- 8 ,and:: the demon
-s trat i On :''S~ction'~'' Chapters 9 ·-17.' In~he' li:cense;c~ndi t ion~ section, 
th~ 1i censee has. commi tted to mi n1 mum, requ1 rements for whi Chi he wi 11 be 
hel~ accou'lltaple. Accordingly, Condition No.9 inCor;poratesChapters 
1 ::.., 8asclcond1:tion of the license and shall read as"follows: 

9. 

..... , .. _ ! l' 

Authorized Use: 
. ,r~pres:ent~t i (ms, 
through 8 of. the 

. 1985 ... 

For use in accordance with the statements, 
and co~ditions contained in Chapters 1 
licen$8 renewal application dated August 23, 

Theopera~ions desc~ibedin the application have been and will 
continue to be conducted at th •. existing facilities. in Gore, Oklahoma. 
Accor~ingly, Conditi,on No'. 10 incorporates this location as the 
author.,ized place of use and shall' ,read as follows . 

. . . ' .~. :.. .';...:. . ... .. . 

10. Authorized Place of Use: The 1icensee l s existing facilities 
at Gore, Oklahoma. 

VI. PERFORMANCE HISTORY 

A . Reg':' 1 atory Camp li ance 

The compliance history of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation was reviewed 
based upon the eight health and safety inspections conducted by 

C-17 
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FIGURE 3- PLOT PLAN OF THE sEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION FACILITY 
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Region IV personnel since October 7, 1977. A summary of the inspection 
results is given in Table 2. 

During the time period since the last renewal, a total of 15 violations 
or items of noncompliance has been observed. These violations were 
classified as infractions from 1978 through 1980, and Severity Levels 
IV, V, or VI from 1981 onward. These are considered to be the least 
significant types of violations. Several of these have been for re
peatedproblems such as inappropriate use of half-mask respirators 
for respiratory protection, failure to survey and collect appropriate 
samples, and failures to properly post and control access to radiation 
areas •. WhiT e these items are not severe in terms of thei r consequences 
to employee Health and safety, the total number of violations is exces
sive, and the presence of repeated problems indicates a lack of 
management oversight for operations involving source material. 

In response to NRC staff concerns regarding management oversight, 
SequoyahFuels has committed, in Chapter 2.8, to a monthly inspection 
of all radiation safety-related activities and quarterly audits by 
the Director, Regulatory Compliance, for compliance with federal and 
state regulations. NRC license conditions, permits, corporate policies, 
and facility procedures. The inspections and audits shall be conducted 
in accordance with preconceived written plans and reports and recom
mendations made to the Facility Manager. These commitments should 
irilprovemanagementoversight: and control and thereby reduce the number 
of radiation safety problems encountered. 

At Sequoyah Fuels; 96 percent of the employees receive an annual 
external dose of less than 500 mrem .. This le~el is 10 percent of the 
occupationalexposure'Hniits given in 10 CFR Part 20. 

Table 3 presents a summary of exposures for ~979 through 1983. During 
this time period, the distribution of doses has remained constant 
without any obvious trend towards increased or decreased levels. A 
pattern such as this is expected in a facility in which operations 
and procedures have been improved and there are no major changes in 
the processes being conducted. 

c. Internal Exposures 

The primary means for determining compliance with the requirements of 
10 CFR Part 20.103 is by measurement of airborne radioactivity. 
Table 4 gives air sampling averages for various areas within the 
facility for 1979 through 1983. These data indicate that airborne 
activity levels have been reduced considerably during the past 5 years. 

C-19 
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TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF LICENSE INSPECTION FINDINGS 

Inspect i on Dates 

August 10-11, 1978 

Decembe~ 4-5, 1978 

May 21-24, 1979 

July 23-25, 1980 

Februa~y 22-25, 1982 

Summa~y of Results 

1. Inf~actipn: Respi~ato~y P~otective 
Equipment. 

a. Incomplete fitting and t~aining . 
. b. Failu~e to tes~ h~lf-masks fo~ 

fit.·;, 
c. St~apsoverhard ha~rather than 

head. 

2. Infraction:. Failure to;,control 
. access toa, high, radiation a~ea . 

... .','. 

3. Infrac;tion: Failur~;toadopt 
approp~iate p~ocedures. 

4. Infraction: Licensa Condition 9. 

a .. Surface contamination in excess of 
control values. 

b. Failure to conduct tests of 
licensing effectiveness. 

5 .. Infracti.on:Soil samples not collected 
as specified in Condition 12. 

6. Infraction: Failure to collect 
sedimen~ samples as specified in 
Condition 15. 

Investigation of release of licensed 
material to unrestricted areas on Decembe~ 1, 
1978 .. No items of noncompliance. 

Infraction: Straps for half-mask 
~espirators worn over hard hat ~ather 
than head. 

Infraction: Straps of half-mask 
respi~ato~swornove~ hard hat rather 
than head. 

1. Severity Level IV violation: 

C-20 
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Inspection Dates 

February 14-18, 1983 

July 17-19, 1984 

March 11-15, 1985 

12 

TABLE 2 - CONTINUED 

Summary of Results 
2. Severity Level VI violation: 

Improper. posting of radiation area. 

3. Severity Level V violation: Failure 
to sample main plant stack. 

1. Severity Level IV violation: 
Failure to perform surveys. 

2. Severity Level IVviolatto~': 
Failure to properly sample HF off 
gas stack. 

. . 

No violations of NRC requirements. 

1. Severity Level VViolatio ll : . Failure 
to post radiation area. 

2. Severity Level V.violation: Failure 
to decontaminate areas in excess of 
action levels. 
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TABLE 3 - PERSONNEL WHOLE BODY EXPOSURE 

Annual Dose Ranges Number of Individuals 
(Rem) In Each Range 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

MiMimalExposure 8 10 23 18 16 
Measureable Exposure ~.10 57 88 89 80 45 

.10 to .249 52 ·35 42 36 51 
.250 to .499 33 38 23 24 33 
.500 to .749 4 8 4 4 9 
.750 to .999 2 1 1 1 4 

1. 00 to 1. 99 0 1 0 0 2 
2.0ato 2.99 0 0 0 0 0 
3.00 to 3.99 0 0 0 0 0 
4.00 to 4.99 0 0 0 0 I 0 
5.00 to 5.99 0 0 0 0 0 
6.00 to 6.99 0 0 0 O· 0 
7.00 to 7.99 0 0 0 0 0 
8.00 to 8.99 0 0 0 0 a 
9.00 to 9.99 0 0 0 0 0 

10.0 to 10.9" 0 0 0 0 0 
11.0 to 11.9 0 0 0 0 0 
12+ 
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Location 1979 1980 1981 1982 
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Sequoyah Fuels utilizes both in vivo and urinalysis bioassay to 
determine the amount of uranium which may be present in an employee's 
body. Table 5 presents the average urine uranium data for 1979 through 
1983. During this time period, the average urine uranium values have 
decreased in keeping with airborne radioactivity levels. 

In vivo bioassay, consisting of annual or biannual lung counting, is 
performed to determine if an insoluble uranium burden has been accumu
lated by an employee. Lung count data indicates that insoluble uranium 
in the lung is generally below detection levels. 

D. Concl usions 

Based upon the data presented in the preced1 ng sect i ons,.the staff 
finds that Sequoyah Fuels Corporation has operated within the basic 
health and safety principles and in accordance with the ALARA phil
osophy. Although compliance with regulations and license conditions 
has been marginal, an improved management oversight ·ofthe facility 
should provide a continued appropriate level offadiation prot~ction 

. and comp 1 i ance. 

VII. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 

A. Organization 

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Kerr-McGee 
Corporation. The Kerr-McGee Corporation (KM) is an integrated natural 
resource company whose divisions and subsidiaries include interests 
in oil and gas, contract drilling, uranium and nuclear fuels, plant 
foods, minerals, and preserved wood products. An organization~l chart 
for Sequoyah Fuels Corporation is shown in Figure 4. 

1. Supervision and Responsibility 

The Vice President is responsible for all nuclear manufacturing 
activities and for the selection of personnel for all safety
related staff positions and safety review committee memberships. 
The Facility Manager reports to the Vice President of Sequoyah 
Fuels and is responsible for safe and efficient operation of th·e 
facility and for control of all material at the site. Operations 
conducted under the direction of the Facility Manager areadminis
tered through seven departments: (1) Health Physics and Industrial 
Safety, (2) Production, (3) Maintenance and Construction, (4) Con
version Engineering, (5) Industrial Relations, (6) Administration 
and Accountabil i ty, and (7) Laboratory. 

The Manager of Health Physics and Industrial Safety is the facility 
Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) and is responsible for the conduct 
of the health physics and industrial safety program. The Conversion 
Engineering Manager provides and supervises engineering services 
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TABLE 5 - AVERAGED URINE SAMPLING OATA* FOR ALL PERSONNEl 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 
J-Igm/!** J-Igm/!** J-Igm/!** J-Igm/!** J-Igm/!** 

Max. Min. Ave. Max. Min. Ave. Max. Min. Ave. Max. Min. Ave. Max. Min. Ave. 

Sampling Plant 
Operators 26 12 19 26 5 15 12 6 9 11 4 7 14 5 8 

Production 
Personnel 45 7 18 54 4 14 27 4 9 22 3 7 58 3 8 

Maintenance 
Personne 1 58 9 22 43 5 15 51 2 10 16 3 7 16 4 7 

All Others 54 7 17 23 4 9 12 2 2 9 3 4 9 4 5 

(") Background 6 6 6 6 6 
I ~ 

N 

~ *Ooes not include special samples obtained because of unusual occurrences. 

**Concentration determined by fluorimetric method (uranium). 
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FIGURE 4 - ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
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for process design modifications, process evaluations, and the 
monitoring of operational conditions. The Manager of Production 
is responsible for all operational activities. 

The Director, Nuclear Licensing and Regulation, Kerr-McGee 
Corporation, is responsible :forfedera land state licenses and 
permits, liaison with the regulating agencies; and for coordinating 
with the Facility Manager in matters of licensing requirements. 
The Staff Health Physicist, Environment. and Health Management 
DiVision,is responsible for detailed standards for the preve'ntion, 
control, and monitoring of radiation exposure and for auditing 
health physics operations. 

2. Minimum Qualifications 

The safety-related positions shown in Figure 4 <are filled by 
i ndi v i dua 1 swho meet stated minimum quali ffcati ons of academic 
training and experi enceasfoll ows: . . 

The Facility Manager shall have at least 5,Years' experience in 
management of manufacturing facilities with at least 3 years 
management experience in nuclear manufacturing facilities. He 
shall hold a bachelors degree in sc.iericeorengineering and have 
demonstrated the proficiency to manage significant portions of 
required management activities. ' .. , 

The Manager, Health Physfcs and Industrial SafetY,shall hold a 
degree i !'1sci ence ()r engineering and have at least 2 years' 
experience in radiation 11I0nitoririgandpersonnelexposure or 
shall have a highschool diplo~a and at least 10 years' experience 
in radiation monitoring arid personnel exposure evaluation. He 
shall have demonstrated a'proficiency to: (1) conduct specified 
radiation safety programs, (2) recognize potential radiation 
safety problem areas in the operations, and (3) advise operation 
supervision ()nradiation protection matters. He must also be 
capable of directing the surveillance activities of health physics 
technicians. 

The Manager of Conversion Engineering shall hold a degree in 
science or engineering or equivalent, with broad experience in 
chemical processing; uranium processing, and chemical materials 
handling. 

. The Manager of Production shall. ho 1 d a bache 1 ors degree in 
science or engineering with 5years'experience in a supervisor 
position. He shall have demonstrated a proficiency to manage 
the operations of the Sequoyah Facility and to identify process 
changes which require health physics analysis. 

The Area Supervi sor sha 11 have broad supervi sory i ndustri a 1 
chemical processing experience or a degree in science or 
engineering with a general b~ckground in the production and 
handling of uranium materials. 
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The Sh~ft .Suoervisors shall have a bachelor degree with 2 years' 
experi ence in .worki ng w,ith ' .. radi oact i ve materi a 1 s or a hi gh school 
diploma with 5 years' experience in chemi~al plant processing. 
TheShJft Supervisors shall ~ethoroughlyf.amiliar :with the uranium 
production act. ivit i es and have thorough knowl edgeo.f the approved 
ope rat tng procedures., 

TheDi rector i Hucl ear. Li censi n9 and Regul~ti on /(Environment and 
Heal th Mcinagement Divi s i on ofKerr~McGeeCqrporati on) , shall hold 
an ,advanced degree .in engil1eeringor .s.cience ordts equivalent,' 
with at least 8 years in technical. management~5 of which involve 
nuclear activities. ..' 

The Staff Health Physicist (Environmental and Hea'lth Management . 
Divi.sion .,of Kerr-Mc(iee Corporat.ion),.shalLbeprofessiona11y qualified 
with, a bachelors degree in science or engineering and shall have . 
had 5 years' exper.:ience,i nass igflment,s. inval vi,ng.radi at i on protection. 
He shall be capable of providing authoritative advice and counsel 
in matters of heal th phys i~s,;,:i ndustri a lhygi ene, and industrial 
safety. . 

1. ALARA 

The Sequoyah Fue 1 scommi tment to conduct operat,i ons, in accordance 
wi ththeALAR,L\, princlpl ei.sdemonstratedthrough ,a.dmi ni strati ve 
prac,t ice~and theh i story of ope rat.; ons ,atthefaciJ i ty. Improve
ment? through both engineeri,ngjind administrative~ctions have 
resulted in a decre9,se in high airbornera,dioactivity levels and 

,a significant decrease,(ft'om552to,153}in the number of persons 
requi ring speci al uri ne, sampling as a resul t oran inci dent. 

. . . 

An ALARA Committee .i s estai:>li shed ,as descri bedi" Chapter 3.1. 2 
of the Jicensee's application, to evaluate trends and analyses 
supplied by the Corporate Staff Health Physicist.' The ALARA 
Committee also reviews exposure and effluent release data to 
determine, if there are any upward trends,j fexposuresand 
reJ eases might be, 1 owe red, '9,nd if equipment foreffl uent control 
is operating properly. The ALARA Committee meets on an annual 
basis and documents its meetings. 

Membership of the ALARACommittee consists of indiv,iduals from 
both Sequoyah Fuels Corporation and Kerr-McGee Corporation. The 
membership includes the Corporate, Medical Director, Director of 
Licensing and Regulation, Staff Health Physicist, Vice President 
of Sequoyah Fuels, Facility Manager, Radiation Safety Officer, 
and managers of the Production, Maintenance and Engineering 
Departments. 
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2. Procedures 

As specified in Chapter 2.7 of the license renewal application, 
written operating procedures shall be established. maintained. 
and adhered to for all operati ons i nvol vi ng source materi a l. 
As specified by the license renewal application. the phrase 
lI adhered toll implies that all operations shall be conducted in 
accordance with the approved written operating procedures. 
These procedures shall be reviewed and revised as necessary on 
an annual basis and whenever necessary to reflect changes in the 
facility. 

Procedures are based upon the Health and Safety standards estab-
1 ishedand pub 1 i shed by the Kerr-McGee Corporal ipnEnvironment 
and H'ealth ManagementDivisior'l. T,heses.tandardsare prepared 
under the direction of the Staffijealth Ph~sicist.are reviewed 
for license compliance and operabilitY"bY Nut) ear Licensing and 
Regulation and the Facility Manager respectively, and approved 
by the Vice President, Sequoyah Fuels C~rporation. 

Operating procedures. prepared by production personnel, are 
reviewed by the Production Manager whoisr~sponsibl,e for formu
lating, developing, and maintaining detailedoperati~g procedures. 

These are reviewed by the RsO ar:'ld are approved by the Facil ity 
Manager. ' 

. ,,' . 

Radiation safety procedures are c:ontained in the facility manual 
which uses the c()rp()rate manual asa guide. The facility manual 
;s prepared by 'the RsO. concurred in by the Production Manager, 
and is approved by the Facility Manager. 

3. Radiation Work Permits 

Unplanned or nonroutine work is controlled by a radiation work 
permit system termed the Hazardous Work Permit (HWP). An HWP 
is an authorization to perform specific tasks ,which have the 
potential for increasing the risk of personal exposure to radia
tion or radioactive materials. HWP's shall be issued for all 
operations associated with licensed mater.al which are not covered 
by established procedures as specified in Chapter 3.1.1 of the 
licenlie renewal application. 

The development ar'ldapproval of HWP's are initiated by the work 
area supervisor and reviewed by the RsO or Health Physics Technician. 
Persons working under an HWP are informed of the hazards and 
precautions and a copy of the permit posted at the boundary of 
the work site. HWP's are terminated and reissued if the task or 
conditions change. 
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4. Records 

As specified in Chapter 2.10 of the license renewal application, 
all plant and personnel /1ealth physics data and reports shall be 
recorded and filed. The records of surveys and personnel exposure 
are retained in accordance with NRC regulations. 

C. Inspections and Audits 

Monthly inspections of radiation safety activities at the facility· 
are conducted by .the RSO in accordance with a writte'n plan. A report 
summarizing the results is submitted to the Facility Manager. 

Audits to evaluate and verify compliance with applicable federal and 
state regulations, NRC license conditions, permits, corpor,ate policies, 
and facility procedures are conducted on a quarterly basis by the 
Director, Regulatory Compliance in accordance with a preconceived 
written plan. A formal report of findings, observations, and recom- ' 
mendations is prepared and submitted to the Director by Compliance 
Speci ali sts who actually perform the audi t~ After revi ew; the report 
is forwarded to the Facility Manager. This report also serves as an 
i nformat ion base for the ALARA Committee .. 

D. Personnel Training 

Radiation safety training is given to all persormel, including contract 
personnel, prior to working with source material. The training consists 
of both classroom and in-plant instruction in the areas of radiation 
safety, plant operations,eq1Jipment operations, and e"1ergency procedures. 
A minimum of 6 hQurs of forinal lectlJre .and demonstrations related to 
health and safety is provided by health and safety personnel. An 
orientation checklist is maintained to assure attendance participation 
and coverage of the subject material. 

Retraining is conducted by line supervision or health physics personnel 
at monthly safety meetings for continual employee awareness of safety. 

E. Product Cylinder Handling 

A large number of accident scenerioS have been examined as part of 
the safety and environmental reviews. The staff has identified the 
rupture of a hot cylinder containing liquid UFs , resulting in the 
release of UFs to the main processing building and the environment, 
as the most 11 ke ly sceneri 0 havi ng potentially severe consequences 
for health, safety, and th~ env; ronment. " . 

Cylinde'rs, containing liquid UFslre moved and handled using a large 
forklift veti.icle an~an air driven weighing .scaledolly. Hot cylinders 
are moved by forklift from the. steam chests to the scales and from 
the scales to the storage area where cylinders are allowed to cool. 
The movement of cylinders involves both outdoor and indoor areas .. In 
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general, cylinders are lifted only a short distance above the ground 
whil e bei ng moved. Under these condit'ions; cyl i nders coul d be ruptured 
in a number of different ways including dropping and puncturing. 

The consequences of a cylinder rupture resulting in the release of 
UFs include inhalation of highly soluple uranium (UFs and U02 F2 ) and 
HF , acid burns from HF in the air, and ;contami nat ion offac; 1; t; es 
and offsite ar~a!i.~. To allow for a detai,le'd staff revie\iil,qf cyl inder 
handling procedures and the plans for mitigating measures in the 
event of a release, the staff recommend's that the following condit·ion 
be incorporated in the renewed 1 icense: ' 

11. Within 6 months of the issuance of this license, the 
licensee shall prepare ~nd ,submit to the Uranium Fuel 
Licensing Branch the following reports. These reports 
shall, contain sufficient detail ,and analysis to allow an 
in~ependen~ review and shall contain licensee commitments 
for the actions de~crib$d. 

a ... A report detailinghanql ing pr()cedures for product 
cylin,ders containing;,li,qi.!ld'UFs~.The report shall 
'inch.lde a detailed analYsis.of each step in the 
handlirtgof hcitcylinc1ers'and identify the possible 
scenerios which could result in cylinder rupture. 
The report shall also prqvide an assessment of the 
,~odi1ications and actions which could be taken to 
reduce the potential ,for aUFs release and justify 
the .. procedures being LI!ied. 

b.', A ~ep~'~t detailing ·l1Iea~u.re.andactions to mitigate 
the effects of aUF,'~;,r$lease. The .reportsha 11 deal 

'with the potential release of material within the 
facility and Duisi'deof thefaci·lity. 

F. Concl us ions 

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation and its, Parent company, Kerr-McGee Corporation, 
have established as part of the license renewal application an organiza
tional and administrative system for the safeoper~tionofthe Sequoyah 

", Facility. Positicinsof importancehav'e been ,filled with personnel 
which meet the minimum qualifications for their level of responsibility. 
Operat ions are conducted in accordan'ce wi th,approved written procedures 
orar,e 'subjectto aradiaticin work permit systems'uch that all activi
ties at the facility have been evaluated for radiation safety and 
appropriate precautions established. Employees are provided with 
training prior to working with radioactive materials and are provided 
with refresher instruction as part of an ongoing safety program. The 
stafff,inds that the licensee's organizational and administrative 
commitments are suffi ci.ent to operate the faci 1 i ty . and protect the 
health and safety ofell!ployees. ' " ' 
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VIII RADIATION PROTECTION 

A. External Exposure Control 

External exposure levels due to wo~k with uncontained uranium are 
generally not significant due to the low specific activity of the 
source material. Personnel working with source material are provided 
with film badges which are exchanged and evaluated on a monthly basis. 
In addition, random field measurements of exposure rates are made by 
the RSO using a calibrated ionization chambef. 

B. Internal Exposure Control 

1. Ventilation 

Areas which are used to process source materials are provided 
wi th venti 1 ati on measures in the form of buil di ng vent il at ion 
and containment systems. Building ventilation is provided with 

\ a minimum of 10 air changes per hour in the processing area,31 
air changes per hour in the fluorine cell, and 12 air changes 
per hour in the solvent extraction building. Air in the process 
building is exhausted through 113000 cfm powered vents and 11 
powered roof hatch exhausts with a rated capacity of 563,000 
cfm. The ventilation airflow is from areas of lesser potential 
for contamination to areas of greater potential. 

Containment systems, such ~s equipment enclosures, tank covers, 
and powder bins, 'are designed to operate under negative pressure 
with respect to the room to prevent the release of radioactive 
materials. Additional controls, such as shrouds and hoods, are 
provided to remove dust from potential leakage points. A minimum 
face velocity of 100 LFM is maintained at the entrance for all 
hoods and exhausted enclosures. Surveys are conducted monthly 
to assure that this condition is met. 

2. Air Sampling 

Airborne radioactivity levels are measured by 45 general 
air samplers located throughout the processing area. Samplers 
are located approximately 5 to 6 feet above floor level and are 
sampled at a flow rate of at least 1 cfm. Flow rates are checked 
on a weekly basis~ Sample filters are collected from the sampling 
heads once each work shift or'more often in the event of a known 
or suspected leakage. The representativeness of fixed air samplers 
is evaluated at least' once per year or whenever a major operational 
changei s made~ , ' 

Air samplihg results greater than the, facility action level of 
O.5MPC for general bre~thingair,when aver~gedover an 8 
hour work shift, require investigation and correction of the 
cause. A facility action level of 3MPC is established for 
abnormal airborrie incidents. When corrective action cannot be 
taken immediately and airborne concentrations exceed 1 MPC, 
respirators are used until the corrective action is taken. 
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3. Bioassay 

The bioassay program consists of urinary uranium analysis t.o 
determi ne exposures to soliJb 1 e urani urn compounds and in vi vo 
whole body counting to determine lung deposition of insoluble 
compounds. The program meets the requirements of Regulatory 
Gtiides S.9 and S.ll. 

Urinary bioassay samples are routinely collectea twice monthly. 
Special diagnost.ic samples are collected following a known 
significant exposure. Samples for non-transportable uranium 
compounds require the collection of 24-hour samples while trans
portable (especially UF6 and U02F2 ) require collection of single 
samples during the 24-hour period. An action level of 20 ~g/l 
requires a second sample andifconfirmed, the employee is placed 
on work restri ct ions until the concentrat i on drops below 20jJg/l. 
Concentrations greater than 100~g/1 require immediate work 
restriction. 

In vivo lung counting to detect internal d~position of insoluble 
(non-transportable) uranium is performed annually for employees 
whose routine IIrinalys'isfsconsistently above '20 ~g/l, is exposed 
to known insolubleuraniLlm~ or whose previous lung counts show a 
significant fraction of the lircmiLlm body bLlrden. All other 
employees are counted once every 2 years. 

4. Respiratory Protection 

The respiratory protection program used at the facil ity shall be 
in accordance with Reglllatory GuideS.1S. Respirators are used 
in locations where airborne concentrations ha~e the potential to 
exceed 1 MPC and as required by hazardous work permits. 

Before working in the controlled area, each employee is fitted 
with each type of respirator (half-mask, full face, supplied 
air) and checked for respirator seal by using a smoke tube and 
polydisperse DOP aerosol test system. The prot~ction factors 
ass'igned are in accordance with 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix A. 
Appropriate records are kept of the respirator seal tests. 

eC, ' • -' • , 

C. Contamination Control 

1. Access Control 

Access to the plant. operating area is restricted by a 6..,foot 
security fence fitted with intrusion detectors and monitored by 
a closed-tircut television system. A guard station is provided 
at the facility entrance. Employees and visitors must pass the 
guard station before gaining access to the restricted area. 
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All persons entering and exiting the controlled area must pass 
through a change room. Employees entering the controlled area 
are required to wear coveralls, process area safety shoes, hard 
hats and sa'fety glasses. Upon exiting the controlled area, washing 
and/or monitoring is required to determine·ifc;ontamination is 
present on skin or personal clothing. Specific approval of the 
RSa is required for exiting with conta~ination in excess of detection 
levels on the skin or 100 dpm/100 cm2 on clothing. 

All entrances to the confrolled areas are conspicuously posted 
in acco~dance.wit~ 10 CFRPart 20.203(e)(2). 

2. Surface Cont~mination Control 

Surface contamination moni~oring and controTare performed in 
accordance with th(! guidelines given in RegulCitory Guide 8.30. 
Visual inspection~ fors~rfac;e"c;6nta~inationrane performed on ' 
each shi ft and any observedc;o"ntami'nat i on removed promptly. 
Surface contamination surveysar,econduc::tedon a weekly basis, 
and any areas which exceed the guidelines given in Chapter 3.2.4.7 
of the license renewal' application are cleaned within 72 hours 
of notiftcation ~f the survey results. The action levels for 
smearable contamination are 2,000 dpm/100 cm2 for uranium proces
sing areas, 1,000 dpm/iOQ,cm2 for shops and storage areas, and 
500 dpm/100 cm2 ' for uncontroll ed areas. . 

3. Personne 1 Protective Egui pment .. 

Personnel engaged in operations where possible contamination may 
be encountered are provigedwith coveY;'alls, work shoes, hard 
hats, .and safety glasses .. ;When required through evaluations for 
Hazardous Work Permits, additional personal protection such as 
respirators, acid suits, shoe covers, hoods, and face shields may 
be used. 

D. Conclusions 

The staff finds that the radia.tion protection program established by 
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation:isin keeping with standard health physics 
practice, meets the requirements of the applicable NRC Regulatory 
Guides, and is sufficient to protect and monitor employees. 

IX. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

The. staff has evaluated the enviro.nme.ntal impacts ,of the contintled operation 
of the Sequoyah Facility in the Environmental Assessment (NUREG-1l57) dated 
August 1985. As a result of this Environmental Asse~sment, a Finding of 
No Sign,; fi cant 'Impact was prepared anq publ i shed in the Federal Regi ster. 
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The Environmental Assessment contains a number of staff recommendations 
forcondttions to ensure that operations continue to comply with the 
applicable state and federal standar~s. The staff recommendations may be 
implemented in the iicenslng process in several 'different'ways including 
incorporation of the recommendations by the lic~nseeinto the license 
renewal application and by conqitions written by the NRC staff at the time 
the license ~enewal isissued~., 60th of these options have been used to 
incorporate the staff recommendations into the li.cense renewal. The 
following is a summary of the staff recommendations and the method of 
incorporation into the license: 

1. The licensee'shall saRlple the main stack continuously and analyze for 
gross alpha on a daily or weekly bas.is. " , 

2. 

This condition has been incorporated by the licensee in Chapters 
3~2.2 and 5.1.2 of the revised :applicationdated August 23, 1985. 
The commitment made by the 1 i censeewas ,(or. the main stack to be 
sampled continuously and analyzed for gross alpha activity on a daily 
basis. . 

, , . ', " J .' ':" ; " : . '.' ;. ": . ~": 

The average urani, urn cancentrat ion in the. raffi nate used ; n ,the 
fert il i zer program shall not exceed.O .l,mg/l. 

This condition has been incorporated' 'by the 1 ic~ns~e in, Ch~pter 1. 8 
of the revised application dated August 23, 1985. The commitment 
,matte by the licensee is worded i denti ca,llytothe staff recommendation 
as it appeared in the Environmental Assessment. 

3. Within 3 months of the renewal of this license, theli;censee shall 
reevaluate the existing grountiwater condttions in the area of the 
treated raffinate s'torage ponds and prepare and submit for NRC review 
a report whichdescrib.es these conditions and either justifies the 
current monitoring program or proposes a new program for groundwater 
monitoring. 

The staff recommends that this condition be incorporated as Condition 12 
of the renewed license. 

4. Within 3 months of the r~newal of this license, the licensee shall 
sUbmit to NRC forrevi~w andapprovaJ asupplem~ntal vegetation 
monitoring program to p,rovide additional information for ·the radio
logical assessment on the ingestion pathway. The vegetation monitoring 
program shall i nc1 ude. the sampli ng of food .crops.i nthe general area. 
The vegetation samples collected shall be analyzed for uranium, Ra-226, 
and Th-230. The licensee ,shall be able to use these data to assess 
the radiological impact to any member of the general public exposed 
fr()m the ingestion pathway. A 'report of thefindi!,\gs shall be submitted 
to NRC for review. The program shall be initiated on the next growing 
season upon approval by NRC. 
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The licensee shall report the concentrations of radio nuclides in 
", vegetation on a dry basis and supply the percent moisture. 

. ',."1 . ".. 

The staff ~e~omfflends that the fi~st p~tt,of thiscondittq~'be 
incorporated as,'Condition 13 oftherene~l!d license.- " 

The second:par'f;iofthis conditiOn' has been incorporatedby t,he 
'1 icenseei ri ChapterL 8 -of the revi'S~d ·ilpp 1 i cat i on dated" ' , 
August 23 , 1985. '-The -commitnient made 'by' the 1 i censeewas-i dent ica 1 
to the condi'tfo'Orecommended"byt~e"s'~'ilff., . :;<>,:', ',,;:;- • 

: >~. : '. ',' " :t" .I,." ;": • 

The licensee shall investigate and:~eri-:ryttiat the ete"at~'(f uranium 
and nitrate conc.ntrations found in Well FTP~2A are not the results 
of the liquid seepage from Ponds'3:rif"4:; ,A report of thei'i nvest i
gation shall be submitted to NRCwi'thi'ri!6months'from t.he'date of 
renewal of theli~ense. ' 

~ I'" ; 

The staff recommends that thi 5 -tonCJ:it i on be. i ncorporat-e;d <as Condi t ion 
": 14 of the renewed license. - , ,- , '",' , -1;', 

,.... ," .' ,",.. . ..: .. ",. . "i'.' .. ~':;.~., ;·Y·f;·'.. ..... - . /.:~", ", 

The 1 i censee shall propose an appropri ate surface watet<'m6t1itori ng 
program to determine the ,total quantity-of uranium discharged to the 
environs from' ·theruiiof'f draina-ge-d{t~hes'which' ,are 'not :fncluded in 
the NPDES permit. "'The proposed program' 'shall b'e subnHtteclto NRC for 
review and approval ,within 3 months, from the date of renewal of the 
license. ' , " " " , , 

. . ~ > 

The 1 icensee' 'sha'llinvestigate theC;quse of some of the elevated 
uranium concentration'si nthe abbVe ;·~un'offs. Wfthfn<3"mO'ri-t:hsfrom 
the date of_ renewal of the 1 i cense ,'a r~port of the invest,.igati on 
shall be sUbmitted~to NRC. The:repbrts:hal1describe,~hat 'mitigating 
measures, if any ,were taken to 'enini natE!~ the sOllrce('s}.'" 

.: ,.' . ":.::-- . . ....... ," -.: ': ':,:~ -. ;', 

The staffreconirriEmds that these condifi"onsbe incorporated as 
Conditions 15 andI6, of the renewed lic'ense~ 

7. The licensee shall conduct a comprehensive soil/sediment radiological 
'survey todete~mine'theextent of uranium'accumulationa:long the length 
of the effluent stream (001), at thecoilfluence, upstream and down
stream of the IllinOis River, and along the intermittent runoff areas 
identified abovEf-(Number' G). Tha'results of thi,s' surveyl 'and any recom-

" mendati,onsfor :mitigation shallbEf reported to NRC withH'I12month$ 
fromthe,'dateofther.newa'lofthe·l icense~ >': 

The staff recommends that this condition be incorporated as Condition 
17 of the renewed license. ' 

8. The lice'nsee shall follow the quality assurance, program as specified 
inNRC'sRegulatory Gulde4;lS', IIQuality Assurance for Radiological 
Monitoring Program (Normal :Operati ori}-Effluent Streams and Envi ronment. II 
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This condi ti on has' been incorporated 'by the 1 i censee .; nChapter 5.2 
of the revised application dated August 23, 1985. The commitment 
made by the 1 i censee was for campli ance with the qua 11t:Y assurd.IlCe 
procedures outlined in Regulatory Guide 4.14, "Measuring, Evaluating, 
and Reporting Radioact~vity in Releases of Radioactive Materials in 
Liquid and Airborne Effluents from Uranium Mills," and those sections 
of Regulatory·' Guide 4:15, "QuaJity Assu:rance for Radi 01 oglca1 Monitoring 
Programs,.(NQrmal Ope rat ions)-:Effluent Streams and the' Envi ronment, II 
wM ch' app 1 y' to' auran; urn conversion ·faei li ty~ '. .;- '" .'. 

", :',' '.'-"j, :' ", 
~'. : .;',. , .: . . ... :. .'" . .' 

9. If the radioactivity ,in plant"gaseolJs':effluents ·exe:eeds.,30,POO ... Ci 
per calendar'quarter~ the 1 icenseeshall ,';withifr-30';days', 'p'repare and 
submit to the Commission a report' which identifies \the: cause for 
exceeding the limit and the corrective actions to be takimby the 
1 i censee to reduce'· rel ease rates ~ ':,Ifthe parameters 'important to a 
dose assessment change .. a reportS:hall i be subinitted within 30 days 
which descri·bes the changesin'param'eters and includes an estimate of 
the resul tant change in dose commi tment. . . . 

. ":,. :..... . _ .. ,;.1,,:.,,:::< .;::', . ~.,: .... ;:~~;~S".~);;.r~ . 

. , The 1 i cef'lsee had previ ous ly -i nco·rptirated- a maj ori-ty'tof ;thi's'\i condi t ion 
iii Chapter;;5.1 of the: H tense' fenewa l' app 1 i cati on ... rlThe,>'1 i;c~nsee has 
i ncorporated,'the, remai ili ng provi sldns;'of tM scorldltiiiri'i'.'s'j'part of 
Chapter . 5~16·f ; the- revi sedapp 1 i~ati()n: dated Au'gust';j23",>1:985. 

10. 

:'., ,";;, : \ ' • .. ,~:: I· ",' .: ,'~ 

The licensee shall conduct a dose assessm~nt on a quarterly'basis 
using site-specific information and methodology in Appendix A of the 
EnvironmentalAsse.s~ent. If 'thequ~~t~rly dose c6mm~tm~nt't~ a 
maximally-exposed:·;ndividual in:th~g~neral' public iexce'ed,.s'6. 25 mrem 

. for any organs ,'a report sha 11 "be. sUbmitted to the;coilllhfs:s~ion within 
30 days of th~'determi riation:·of"' the quarterly dose~ln' :·the: event 

-that th~ :ca 1 cula-t:ed' dose to ' any member ; of:: the publ i c1'n;a:ny consec
utive . 12';;month period isabout'to;'exce~d the limits; sp~cified in 
40:CFR'190.10,th~'licenseeshall·take'immediate·st~psto·reduce 
emissions so as to comply with 40 CFR 190.10. As provided in 40 CFR 
190.11, the licensee may petition the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
for a variance from the requirements of 40 CFR 190.10. If a petition 
for a variance isanticipated~the'licensee shall submit the request 
at least 90 days prior to exceeding the limits specifiedin.40 CFR 
190.10. ". . .. 

This conditio'nhas been i ncorporatedby the 1 iC~nsee' in;' ~hapter 5. 1 
of,··the·rev-;sedap-plication dated August 23,- '1985.· .,';. 

1l.· Within 3 months of the renewal of this license/the licensee shall 
submit to NRC for review and approval an improved system for the 
transference of liquid waste from the plant to be discharged to the 
Illinois River. " 

By letter dated August 9, 1985, ,the 1 i censee slibmi tted for NRC revi ew 
and approval the above plan. Thus, there is no need for thisc.ondition 
to be incorporated into the revised license. 
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The NRC ~taff, in Chapter 4 of the Environmental Assessment, noted that 
because raffinate leakage had caused contamination of the soil and ground
water beneath and near Pond .2, Sequoyah Fuels was required to decommission 
Pond 2 and remove all sludges to a'plastic-lined pond for temporary storage. 
Thi s. requi rement wasapp li ed to the 1 i censee as part of Li cense Amendment 28. 

The licensee has~omp1ied with this ~ondition throug~ the construction of 
Pond No. 6 and the initi.ation of sludge removal f.rom Pond· No. 2. Upon 
completion of the sludge removal; the licensee. will .decommission Pond No. 
2. At the present time, the licensee has not provided for NRC staff review 
the plan for~ecommissioningthe pond or the criteria which will be used 
in the decommissioning. Th.e staff therefore recommends the following 
condition beapded tot~e license: 

~. ;; . 

18. Tpe. li~ensee s~all sljbmitfor.,NRC ;review and approval the plan 
and criteria fordec9mmissiorling~ond No. ,2 upoIJ,the completion 
of sludge remo.va 1 from Pond No.2. 

Another recommendation made by the staff in the Environmental Assessment 
which was.not reflected as a specific condition, Wa$' that-the licensee set 
an action leve) on every sampling media .. Ifan.action .leve) is exceeded, 
Sequoyah Fuels shall condl;lC;t an,i nVest i gat i onanp "if· necessary, take mi t i
gating measures. This action level and commitments for, action when the 
level is exceeded are contained in Chapter 5.2 of the re~ised application 
dated August 23, 1985. 

As part of License Amendment. No. 28,.ttle licensee was .required to construct 
by September 1, 1985,a.sp~re,pond having,capacity equal to.or greater 
than pond No.5; Sequoyah Fuels has attained compliance with this condition 
through the construction of Pond No. 6. However, the staff believes that 
Sequoyah Fuels should matntainspare pond capacity at all times. Thus, 
the staff recommends the following condition be added to the license to 
ensure the licensee .will always have a spare pond capability: 

19. The licensee shallmairitain a spare pond having capacity equal 
to or greater than Pond No.5, unl ess the 1 i censee I s deep we 11 
injection plan has been approved. 

X. FIRE SAFETY 

The Sequoyah Fuels Corporation facilities have been constructed in accordance 
with National. Fire. Protection Association Codes and have been ClPproved by 
the Factory Insurance Association. Noncombustible construction is utilized 
throughout' the faci 1 i ty.,· 

Fire pr9tection for the solveri'\i extraction building.is provided by a foam 
deluge system which is capable of providing a fOain-water mi'!'ture .for approxi
mately 8 minutes. A backup foam tank capable of producing an additional 
8 minut~s of deluge is a1s-9prl;:)Vtded .. Fire protection in the Main 
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Proce$S Building is provided py 43 wall ,mounted extinguishersandsp'rinklers 
over electrical cable trays in congested areas. 'Surrounding'the building 
is a 10-inchdiameter fire water main with 6-in,ch laterals serving nine 
hyc;lrant stations. The fire water system will supply 1,000 gpm at 100 psig 
to any 'hydrant. Aminim!Jm of 150,000 gal10ns'6f water are reserved for 
fire protection purposes in a water storage t~n~~ 

XI. DECOMMISSiONING PLAN 

,Ch~pte:r 7 of the Hcens'e, renewal app1 ic_tio" contains the dec:ommJ~sidrri'ng 
'plan' for the SequoY~hFuelsCorporationfacilitY. This plan:, i~:simnar 

to 'the'plan 'approved by'theNRCand incorporated'as Condition' No., 3 of the 
present license. Differences in the tw,o plans relate mainly, to ~he amount 
~f d~scriptive material provided to support ~he plan assomptions. 

DecQmmissioning of the facility has been assumed possiblewit,hout the 
com~l~te removal of all buildings. Certain floorarea~ and'~uch of the 
equ'ipment is assumedtobel"'enioved. ,T~e plan also a'ssul!les;t;he fluoride 
ahdraffinate sludges~av.e,be:enprocessed,,~nCl, di~posedor pr10r to the 
decommi ssi oni ng action. Ponds and 1 agoons' are'assumed to tie drai lied and 
the liners buried. According to 10 CFR Part 20,application lII~y ~e made 
to the Commi ss i on for buria lof radi oact ive 'materia LBur; al of "materi a 1 
without the approval of the,NRC is not allowed." The licensee has indicated 
that burial of materials shall not be made without theprior'~pprovalof 
the NRC.' " ' , . , , 

Financial assurance of the performance byS~qlJOyah Fuels'Corporationof its 
oblj,ga~.ion to provide funds for decommissioni"gwas pr9videdbyale~ter 
to' Mr~ J. 'B . Mart i nfrom Mr. ' F. A. McPherson ,p'res i dent 'of. Ker,r';'McGee 
Corporation, dated' 'Oc,tober'26, 1978., Thfsle,tter i s 'referenC'~diI'lG.hapter 
'7.5 of the license ranewalapp 1 i cati onahd; wfl1'therefore become part: of 
the renewed 1 icense. ", ' , 

, "The decommissioning'plan provides an adequate description of the steps 
which will be necessary at the end of plant life to decommiSSion the 
facility. However, the plan fails to make an explicit commitment on the 
part of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation to decontaminate and decommission the 
fac;i 1 i ty for unrestr,i cted use. The, staff therefore recommends the 
followi ng condi t i on be incorporated ; n~o the 1 icense: 

20. At the end of' plant life, the 'licensee shall decontaminate 
and decommissioiithefacility so that' it can bere"leased for 

.. linres,tricted use ... , . . '., ,.,", 

The decommissioning plan assumes,forthe purpose of estimating costs and 
the efforts required at the time 6f d~commissioning, that the processing 
of liquid and sludge waste materials 1.5 completed. The costs of processing 
of liquid and sludge materials is assumed to be part of the operating costs 
of the facility. 
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By letter dated May 24~ 1985, Sequoyah Fuels submittedfol" NRC cons,;der
at i on a comprehensive solid waste disposal and s~orage pl ani nresponse to 
Conc:ii t i on2 of License AmendmentNo.25. ' Thi s plan provi,des that raff~ 
i nate sl udgewill be storec:j indefi nita lyohs;te,cons i stent,w; th' the NRC 
Branch, Technica 1 PO~,ft fon"Dl sposa lor ,Ons i~e,.S~oJ'age of Thoriymor Uranium 
Wastes froin Past Operatfo,ns. u . Whilestorageorisit.e, ma¥beacc:eptable as a 
temporary position, it does not provide a solution for the ultimate problem 
of di sposa 1 of these raffi nate sludge materi,al s. Thestaffther,efQl"e.recom
mends that the following condition be added to the license to ensure that 
the,li censee has, as part of the, decqmmi.ssi Qning plansandc:ommitm!!n,~s, 
an, acceptable plan for ,the ultimatedfsP9sal.of tne,sewaste"materiarsand 
has comRlitled. the,financial.resource,~;to,carry\ out the .dJ~posal, PJ~n.' " 

21., The,Jic,en~eeshall, bY,October 1,1~la6,prep,Cire(arld,.'s,qb,~JtC:hanges 
to the decommissioning plan which provide far the pe'rtnaneht dis-

, ,pqsal of,all .solid w~st~s generii:ted by ,:\".heJadJ fty.jJ:h~"plcm 
shall include an estimate ofthe'costsinvorved indispo,sJh~i of 
these,wastes and ,the .' financial Clrran,gem~ntst~at. '·~ave,9.:~,e'h.()r 
wi It, be ,niad~. tOiisS ure" that,iiq~qqiite funl:i,s\tifll b~ ,avai;J ab,Je to 
cove,rthes,e costs at the, tiineof di,sposal. ' " ' " " 

': .",'1', .-' 

XII. RADIOLOGICAL C.oNTINGENCYP~AN 

Sequoyah Fue lsCorpori!ti9r{submitt~d a' J~adio,logi ca;f'C9,n~{ngenc~j)lal1 . for 
the facility on March 11, 1982,whlchwas' ~ncorpo'rated 'intothencense 
as Condition No. 14. Chapter 8 of the license renewal applicatiorirefers 
to thi s p ,?n and provic:1!!,s .Cl .... brtef des,cri pti,Qn of:t,l:le,,,ctjonswhi ,c~ ,mi ght 
be taken to mitigate, ,the,)f,fE!~ts .of 'a~ aC:,cfaent. , 'The, ,Haff finds ,thCit, the 
Rad i,o 1 ogi¢alContingencyP 1 an dated, March" 11 ,,1982,rema i,nsapp'ropri ate 
for the faclJityahd t~erefore,.recommends the'follqwingc:ondtttpn, .be ' 
added to the Hcenseto specifica]lyi'ncorp,0rate this. plan asacondttion 
of the renewed license: . 

22. The 1 i censeesha llilTlPl ement, ma i nta in, ,and execute~he response 
measures of. his Radiological Contingen~y P]an,,!iubmittedto, ~he 
Commission on March 11, 1~82. The l,icenseeshiill also maintain 
implementing 'proc~dures fprhisRadiologicaJ ContingencyPJan as 

'necessary toi mp lement thePl an..The,l i cens,ee!iha 11 make, no 
. changei n hi s Radiol ogica 1 Conti ngency Pl an that woul d dec.rease 

the response effectiveness of the Plan without prior Commission 
approval as evidenced by a license amendment .. The. licensee may 

. , make changes to his Radi 0 1 ogi cal Conti ngencyPl an, without prior 
Commission approval if the changes do not. decrease the response 
effectiveness of the Plan. The licensee shall maintain records 
ofchange.s that are ,made to the Plan wi thoutpriorapprova 1 for 
a period of 2 years from the date of the .changeand shall furnish 
the Chief, Uranium Fue] Licensing Branch, Division offu~l Cycle 
and Material Safety, NMSS, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 20555, and the appropriate NRC Regional Office 
specified in Appendix 0 of 10 CFR Part 20, a report containing 
a description of each change within 6 months after the change is 
made. 
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, ' 

By letter dated,A~gust24, 1984, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation submitted copies 
of changes made in the Radiological Contingency Plan which do not decrease 
the response effectiven~ss of the Plan. Staff review of these change~ 
indicates that the majority of these are the result of the change in cor
porate name from Kerr-McGee to Sequoyah Fuels Corporation. Other changes 
were made to update ,c~lling lists and personnel to be notified. The staff 
finds that these changes are appropriate to maintain an updated Radiological 
Cont i ngency P1 an." , ' 

XIII CONCLUSIONS AND R'ECOMMENDATIONS 
, , 

Upon comp1etionof'thes~fety'review of the 'i'icensee· s appnc~tionand 
compliance history, the'staff has conc11.1c1ed'that the activities authorized 
by the issuance of the renewed license ,to Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, subject 
to the additional conditions develop~c1,bYthe.Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch 
staff, will not const;;tute an undue ri~,k to the health and safety of the 
public. Further, the staff has deter~fMed that the application fulfills 
therequi rement~,ofJO CFR Part 49.32., ' ," , '" ' ",' ' 

The staff has d~,~c,Usse,Qttierenewa 1, ar'!d 'prOPOSed 1 ieense con,dit~onswi th 
Mr. RobertJ. Everett"',Section Chief, .~UchHlrMateri~l Saf~ty Safeguards, 
NRC Region IV. He f'eels, the license, as wHtten','addresse~'~l1' of Region 
iV·s,concerns from an'inspection anderiforcement perspective 'and has no 
objection to the issuanc~of the renewal. ' 

Pursl,lant to theprovis;'oris of 10 CFRP~rt 40, the staff therefore recommends 
that the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation license be renewed for a 5-year term, 
expiring September 30, , ,19~0. subject toth~ fo 11 ow; ng conditions: 

6. Material 
Source 

..... : ... 

7. Form-
Any Form 

8. Quantity 
20 mjllion MTU 

9. Authoriz~,dl!s~: F()r use io :a~cordante with the statements, 
representations, and conditions contained in Chapters 1 through 
8 of the license renewal app1icCl~ion dated August 23, 1985. 

10. Authorized Place of Use: The1icen~ee's existing facilities at 
Gore, Ok1 ahoma., 

11. Within 6 months of the iss~aneeofthjs1icense, the 
licensees,ha11 prepare and submit to the Uranium Fuel 
Licensing Branch the following reports. ' These reports 
shall contain sufficient detail and aria'lYsis 'to allow an 
independent review and shall contain licensee commitments 
for the actions described. 

a. A report detai,ling handling procedures for product 
cylinders cont~ining liquid UF6 • The report shall 
include a detaned analysis of each step in the 
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handling of hot cylinders and identify the possible 
$cen~ri oswhi ch caul d result;. in cy1 i nde,r rupt.~rEh,., 
ThE! 'repo'rt shall a1s0proiiidean assessment of the 
modifications and actib"swhichcoljld be tak~n~o 

,reduce the potential fora LlFs release and justify 
,the prot~dures beingu~ed~ 

.... r," "'"" '. 

b. Arepor~ l;ietailing me~~ure$and actions to,mit1gat. 
the effects" of aUFs"rEn~ase.:The report:J~aJ1.·~~al . 
wi th the potent i a 1 re lease of materi a 1 wi 't;.hi n' the' 
facility and outside of' t~~,;facil;ity. C,.,,'" ,.: 

Within3~onth$ of the renewed of·tbis license, the licensee 
shall' reevaluatethe'exis.ti'n9.~r~~Mdwater cond':~i6:hsii"'tli~'}rea 
of the treatE!d raffi nate st,orage, PQhds and prep~t'e ,anq ·':'s.u,bmi~ 
for NRC; review a report wbi c~,c;li:!s6'i bes thi!se C::onq1~i:9n$and.· -
either justifies the currerit~onitdririg, programo:t:pro'po~e,s;a 
new program'for gro~ndwatermohit.oring. ' ". " .: i ' 

, '. ,,',". . " "'i I.,' ,", ':.;-.: ; "! 'i' j 

Wi thi;, ~ months. of ,the reh~~'il;of:tHi S 11 ceris~~::~tJ\~";j'i'c:'~risee:": 
sha 11su~l1li t 't;.o .NRC~or revie~,.:al1d.~pprova Ja~upp tellJe.,I"!t.~l ,." 

. vege~atfonm()hit~ri ng program,:.to prQ"ide·a~Cliti,;on·'l:;trifo,rmati on 
for. the' radicH'c)git~lassessm.Q1; '),ry::,f;tle, itige~t,ionJ)at.~~.~:r:rh,e 
vegetati on'inorii tori ng program';sharlii ~clUdeth~.samP'ri#g.':of'food 
crops,n the general area. The, v~ge'tationsamples'col1~~ted ' 
shall be analyzed for urahium,Ra..:226, andth-230;' the 'licensee 
shall be able to use these ,data to assess the radiological impact 
to any 'me~b,er of, the genera~" p~b, 11~ :;expo~ed fr~~';'ith'~in'Qesti ,op 
pathwaY;',.Areport of thef, nc1"ngs',~hall,be ~ubmi:ttedto,NRC for 
rev; ew.':)Th~'program sha 11be iilitfated 'ori the;"next growi'ng s'eason 
upon~pproval by NRC. "", , ' 

',:", : .. :> .. ::;.~.; : . 
14. 'The 1ic;ensee shall investigate and verify thatttte'elevated 

uranium 'arid nitrate concentrations found in Well FTP-2A are not 
the results 'of the 'lfquid;'see'pagefromPonds 3"Or 4. ' A"report 
of the ;nvestigationshall'be submitted to NRC within 6 months 
from the dateofreilewalof theli'cense. ' 

15. The 1; cerisee s'hall propose an appropri ate surface wate~ moni tori ng 
program to determine the total quantity of uranium :discharged to 

. the environs from the runoff drainage ditches which, are ,not included 
in tH~;"NPDES'\permit. ,The::proposed program shall'be submitted to ' 

. NRC 'for review and approval' wi'thi'r.3 months, from' tti,e date of 
, 'renewal of the 'lic'elise~" " '. " , ' 

. . ',,: . .. . 

16. The' liCensee shall invest, gate the cause of some of the elevated 
uranium concentrations in the runoffsidentif1~d in Conditian 15. 
Within 3 months from thedate of renewal of the license, a report 
of the investigaUon 'shall be submitted to NRC. The report shall 
describe what mitigating measures, ifailY, were taken to eliminate 

"thesource(s).' 
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17. The 1icehsee shall conduct a comprehensiv. soil/sediment radio
logical survey to determine the extent of uranium accumulation 
along the length of the effluent stream (001), at the confluence, 
upstream and downstrea'm of the Illinois River, and along the . 
intermittent runoff areas identified in Condition 15. The results 
of this survey and any recommendations for mitigation shall be' 
reported to NRC within 12 months from the date of the renewal of 
the license. 

18 .. ' Th'e 1 ic:ensee. shall submit for NRC review and approval the plan 
and crfteria for decommissioning Po!,)d No." 2 upon the completion 
of sludge removal from Pond No.2. , '" .. 

" ,;,: ... 
',': .. 

19. The lic'ensee shall maintain a spar~ pond""having tapacity equal 
to or greater than Pond No.5, unless the 1icensee 1 s deep well 
injection plan has been approved. 

20. At the end of plant life, the licensee shall decontaminate and 
decommission the facility so that it can be released for unre
'stricted use. 

21. The 1 i censee shall, by October 1, 1986, prepare and submi t changes 
to the decommissioning plan which provide for the permanent di!!posal 
of all solid wastes generated by the facility. The plan 'shall . 
include an estimate of the costs involved in disposing of. these 
wastes and the financial arrangements that have been or will be 
made to assure that adequate funds will be available to' cover 
these costs at the time of disposal. 

22. The licensee shall implement, maintain, and execute the response 
measures of his Radiological Contingency Plan submitted to the 
Commission on March 11, 1982. The licensee shall also maintain 
implementing procedures for his Radiological Contingency Plan as 
necessary to implement the Plan. The licensee shall make no 
change in his Radiological Contingency Plan that would decrease 
the response effectiveness of the Plan without prior Commission 
approval as evidenced by a license amendment. Th.e 1 icensee may 
make changes to his Radiological Contingency Plan without prior 
Commission approval if the changes do not decrease the response 
effectiveness of the Plan. The licensee shall maintain records 
of changes that are made to the' Plan without prior approval for 
a period of 2 years from the date of the change and shall furnish 
the Chief, Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle 
and Material Safety, NMSS, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
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Washington, D. C. 20555, and the appropriate NRC Regional Office 
specified in Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 20, a report containing a 
description of each change within 6 months after the change is 
made. ' .. 

Orig1aU.s'l;ned by:· 
'PI. '1'". C'X-OY 

.~ .. COOl 
OO~ .... '""',..· . 

Donal d A. Coo l', Ph. D. .' 
Ut~nium ProceSs Licensing Section 
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch 
Divi s1.on 9f F~el eycl e ,and 

Materi a 1 Safety, NMSS' 

W. T. Crow, Section Leader, 
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u.s. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

FINDING. OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

7590-01 

RENEWAL OF SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE NO. SUB-lOlO 

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION 
(UF, CONVERSION) 

GORE, OKLAHOMA 
. :-,; ,.: 

DOCKET 40-8027 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the:Commission) is considering 

the renewal of Source Material License No. SUB-lOlO for the continued operation 

of the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation1s (SFC) UF, conversion facility at Gore., 

Oklahoma. 

Environmental Assessment 

Identification of the Propos~d Action: The proposed action would allow SFCto 

continue operation for another 5 years essentially as it has been operated for 

the past years. The SFCplant produceshigh-purityUF, using uranium concentrates 

(yellowcake) as the starting·:material.The manufacturing process. being used 

includes wet chemical purification to convert yellowcake to pure uranium trioxide 

followed by dry chemical reduction, hydrofluorination, and fluorination techniques 

to produce UF,. 

The Need·:for the Proposed Act10n: The SFC UF, conversion plant 15 one of only 

two·such facHities in theUn1tedStates.(The other is at Metropolis, Illinois.) 

The UF,production is one phase of the overall fuel cycle leading to production 
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of fuel elements for nuclear reactors. Currently. the Sequoyah facility supplies 

UF 6 conversion services for the commercial nuclear power industry. 

As long as the current demand for uranium fuel continues. the UF 6 production 

rate at either of the existing facilities is not expected to decrease. Denial 

of license renewal for the UF 6 conversion activity at the Gore site would require 

that similar activities expand at the only other existing UF, f~cilft~ or at a 

new,site. Although denial of renewal of the source material license for this 

plant is an alternative available to the NRC, it would be conside~ed only If 

significant issues of public health and safety could not be resolved to the 

satisfaction of the regulatory authorities involved. 

. ';- ''',"' '.~. ~ .. ~'\ ...... 
'>"'''' 

Environmental Impacts of the Proposed ,Action: The SFC facility at Gore, Oklahoma, 

has been in operation since 1970. The overall production iand'impactofthis 

facil ity from past operati onswere appraised by NRC in February 1975 and October 

1977 in the following references: (1) U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

Final Environmental Statement related to the Sequoyah Uranium Hexafluoride Plant, 

Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation, Docket No. 40-8027, NUREG-75/007, February 1975; 

and (2) U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Environmental Impact Appraisal by 

the Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety, October 1977. No significant 

modifications of the production procedures have been made since the previous 

envir,onmental assessment. For the current license renewal action, the NRC staff 

has determined that the scope of the environmental assessment should include: 

(1) review the operation of the facility during the recent 1icense period by 
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comparing plaFlt operation, effluent releases,and environmental monitoring data 

with license requirements or permissible lev.elsof environmental contamination; 

(2) assess the impact on the environment from ~ontinued operation of the plant 

in its current configuration; and (3) discuss the alternatives to the proposed 

action as required by Section 102(2)(E) of NEPA. The Environmental Assessment 

(NUREG-1157) applies only to the renewal of the current license. The radio-

logical impacts Of the SFCfacility were assessed by calculating the maximum 

dose to the .individual living at the nearest residence and to thelocalpopu-

lation living within an 80-km (50 mile) radius of the plant site. Based on the 

past monitoring data, the NRC staff had calculated the 50""year dosecolTlmitments 

to the maximally-exposed individual living at the nearest residence (730m NNE 

of the plant site); the committed doses are: whole-body - O.9mrem;bone - 6 

mrem;and lung - 15 mrem; The doses are in compliance with the 25 mrem limits 

set by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency for the uranium fuel cycle 

facil.ities (40 CFR Part 190). The c.ollective whole-body dose to the population 

within .an 80-km (50 mile) radius of the plant is 2.4 man-rem which is only 
4 

about 0.005 percent of the populstion dose of 4.6x 10 man-rem resulting from 

the natural background radiation dose in the area. Fornonradiological air 

effluents, the plant complies with the permit requirements issued by the State 

of Oklahoma. For nonradiological liquid effluents discharged to surface water, 

SFCis subject to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

permit issued by the EPA. Compliance history for past years indicated that SFC 

is generally in complisnce wi.th the NPDES permit except for a few occasional 

short-term violations. Therefore, the staff concludes that there will be no 

significant impacts associated with the proposed action. 
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Agen~ies and PersonsCo:nsulted: The NRC staff met with representativc!s of the 

'Okhhoma Water Resources Board on MaYJ, 1983, and the staff also cont.aCted the 

Oklahoma State Department of Health, Air Quality Service.' ' 

Fi.ndfng of No Signif.fcant:lmpact: The Commission has determined: not to prepare , 
" ", " 

an Env:ironmenta:llrilpact'Statement forth~p:roposed action. Bas~d: upon the:' : 

foregoi'ng Environilie,nta,l Assessment (NUREG-1l57:);' we,concl ude':;tha,t;;t;he proposed 

action will not have a significant effect on the qualityr'0'f'.the 1 human environment; 

The Envi ronmentalAs,sessment (NUREG-US7): fol-': the propo;se(l"a'ction', 'on >" 
:' . " " : . 

, " whi ch· ·thi s Fi ndi ng of No Si gn ifi cant' Impact"'i'sbased ,'re 1',; ed"ohithe/fQ 1 low; n9 
, ' 

'environmenta l' documents:' "( 1) Kerr~McGetrNuc~lea~Co'rporat; Ohl,;,Sequ~yah FaciJ 1 ty 

,License Renewal Application, License SUB;"lOlO, Docket No:. 40-8027,Septemberl, 

1982; (2) Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation, Response to U~ S.Nuclear Regulatory 

c.'omm:issi on l s Site',Visit:'.l:nformat i on Reque·st, July 11, 12, and 20, :and, August 
. '.. " :.... 

19,1983; (3) Sequ'oyah 'Fuels Corporat;O'f1~,:Seq,uoyah Fadlity,Li'ceris~ Renewal 

, App 1 icat; on (Revi seq); license SUB-1010,: Docket:'No .40-8027 t Oct'ober 198J.;and 

(4) Su'pplementa,l Environ'inental Information,from SequoyahFuels Corporation in 

letter dated March 15, 1985. 

" 

The Envi ronmental Asse:ssment (NUREG"1l57) and the above documents related 

to:this,proposedactionareavailablefor public inspection and'forcbpying for 

a fee at the NRC Public Document'Room,1717 H Street; N.W., Washington,D.C.<, 

and at the Local Public Document Room at the Sallisaw Cay library, l11 North 

Elm, Sallisaw, Oklahoma. Copies of NUREG-l157 may also be purchased by calling 
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(301) 492-9530 or by writing to the Public Services Section, Division of 

Technical Information and Document Control, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

Washington, D.C. 20555, or purchased from the National Technical Information 

Service, Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 

22161. 

Dated at Silver Spring, Maryland this 5th day of September ,1985. 

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Or iginal S1g.aed. By a· 
W. f.Ol'o.· . 

W. T. Crow, Acting Chief 
Uranium Fuel Lic~nsing Branch 
Division of Fuel Cycle and 

Material Safety, NMSS. 
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(~. _P_R_'OC_;' _E_D_U_R_E_ .... _____ l 
SEI}UOrAH FUELS CORPORATION 

INTRODUCTION 

OATE· 1/23/85 NO. N-280-1 
Rev. 6 

SUBJECT Uranium Hexafluoride Product 
Handling and Shipping 

PAGE 1 OF 9 

.This procedure defines the proper method for filling, sampling, inspecting, 
moving and shippingUF6 cylinders. . 

. -

The careful handling of hot liquid UF6is ext~emelr important: (1 ) There is 
potential for serious injury to personnel, (2) there could be a major 
detrimental impact to the envir6nment,and, (3) the financial los$could be 
large. . 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
. ,:./ .. :, 

I. Refer to Standard Operating Instructions,G-OOl, "Health and Safety 
Precautions and Requirements." In addition, observe the following 
precautions:" 

A. Verify that all emergency equipment is available to control or stop a 
UF6 release before starting a job." . 

B. Always have a dust collector hose ready for use when disconnecting the 
fill station pigtails and sample bombs. 

C. Lower the cylinder-holding arms onto the top of the cylinder before 
lifting or transporting, the cylinder. ' 

D. Open all valves slowly, expecting a pos$ible UF6 leak. 

II. Refer to Standard Operating Instructions. E-008. for instructions and 
safety precautions to be taken in the event of a'majorUF6 release. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 

All operations in this procedure are to be done in accordance with the Quality 
Assurance practices indicated in this procedure'and as specified in Quality 
Assurance procedures QA-OOI and QA-002. and additional Quality . 
Assurance-related procedures which may be issued. 
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SUBJECT Uranium Hexaflooride Product Handling 
and ShiWing 

NO, N-280-l 
PAGE 2 OF 9 
,DATE 1/23/85 

PROCEDURE 

I. Receiving UF6 cylinders 

A. New Cylinders 

1. A Cylinder Status Sheet (FormKM-3719-o) is to be fil,l,4 out for 
each new cylinder received. A Quality Assurance Inspector must 
inspect and approve each new UF6 cylinder prior to releasing the 
cylinder to production for filling. The Inspec,tor's'note of 
approval, including initials and date on the Cylinder Status Sheet, 
is required. The back side of the Cylinder Status Sheet includes a 
UF6 Cylinder Inspection Data Sheet. 

2. Each new UF6 cylinder must be leak checked prior to filling, by the 
shipping operator as follows: 

a. Pressure the cylinder with air to 70 psig •. 

b. Soap check for leaks around the valve and plug threads. Check 
that the valve stem seal does not leak with, the valve open. Check 
that the valve seat does not leak by when the valve is closed. 
This leak test must be obs~rved by and appr6ved by a Quality 
Assurance Inspector. 

c. Make the appropriate entry on the Cylinder Status Sheet to show 
that the cylinder has been leak checked. 

3. The operator must obtain and record the original tare weight of new 
cylinders prior to filling! 

a. Place the light test-cylinder on the transfer cart, center the 
cart on the scales, disconnect the air hoses on the cart. 

Note: It is important to always have the scale 
beam locked when moving the cart on or off the 
scales. 

b. Set the scale to read 4503 pounds and adjust as necessary by 
adding or removing shot. Stamp the weigh ticket and attach it to 
the Cylinder Status Sheet. -

c. Bring in the empty cylinder and tare weigh it. Attach the weigh 
ticket to the Cylinder Status Sheet. Retord the "original" tare 
weight on the Cylinder Status Sheet. Record the "original" tare 
weight in the UF6 cylinder weight log book. 

Note: The cylinder is to be weighed without the 
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SUBJECT Uranium Hexafluoride Pro:fuct Handling 
and Shipping 

valve cover. 

B. Returned Cylinders 

NO. N-280-1 
. PAGE 3 OF 9 
DATE 1/23/85 

1. Record in the shipping operator's log book the cylinder number, date 
and time received. The operator must sign all log entries. The 
operator fills out a Cylinder Status Sheet for the returned 
cylinder. 

2. Remove all non-applicable tags and markings. 

3. A Quality Assurance Inspector must inspect and approve each returned 
cylinder prior to releasing the cylinder to. production for filling. 

4. The Quality Assurance Inspector designates the disposition of the 
cylinder. . 

a. If the cylinder is 'OK to use,' thert this is written on the 
Cylinder Status Sheet in the Remarks section and initialled by 
the Quality Assurance lrispector. 

b. If the 5-year check is dtie,then move the cylinder to the storage 
ar~afor "hydrostatic pressure test due" cylinders. ' 

c. If not OK to use, then this is written on the Cylinder Status 
Sheet and a "Danger do not use" tag is put on the cylinder valve. 
The Quality 'Assurance Hanager is notified of the rejection. The 
Haterial Review Board reviews all rejected cylinders and decides 
on-their di~position. 

5. Cylinders shall be moved to designated storage areas depending on 
their disposition. 

II. Cylinder Filling and Sampling 

A. Inspection Before filling: 

Before a cylinder can be filled, the operator must inspect the cylinder 
and fill out the "prior to filling" inspection data sheet on the back 
side of the Cylinder Status Sheet. Any cylinder found unacceptable must 
be tagged and set aside for re-inspection by the Quality Assurance 
Inspector. The operator must verify that the cylinder meets the 
following specific requirements: 

1. The cylinder must have had previous approval for filling by a 
Quality Assu~ance Inspector. Approval is noted in the Remarks 
section of the Cylinder Status Sheet. 
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2. The cylinder must not be due hydrostatic testing on the date it is 
filled. This information is in the tare weight log book. 

3. The cylinder plug must be certified. A list of empty cylinders 
having certified plugs will be maintained in the UF6 scale room. 

4. The cylinder valve musthave at least one but no more than six 
exposed (visible) threads. Record the number of visible~threads on 
the Cjlinder Status Sheet. 

B. Product Draining 

1. Move tile empty cylinder to the drain statio~. and use the tare bar to 
set the scale reading at zero. Connect' the pigtail. Disc:onl'lect the 
electrical cord from the cari. 

2. To pressure check the pigta:ll connection, leave the cylinder valve 
closed, close the manual block ,valves on 'the secondary and primary 
drain headers. Open all valvesin.til~line that goes to the UF6 

. drain filter and pigtail •. Hook,t1p.thepurge air hose to the header~ 
Open the air supply vCllve fiist,·then open the manual valve in the 
air line to theheadef. This willpresj~re up the header and the 
pigtail. Close the air valve and observe th~ pressure gauge in the 
header. If there is a leak,the press~re will fall. Additionally, 
leakage should normally be visible·by white U02F2 smoke. 

3. If there are no l.eak~"dis;conne:ct t.h~ air hose ,and de pressure the 
header by opening the val vetoa primary or secondary cold trap that 
is under vacuum. Open the cylinder val veand the manual valve in the 
line from the secondary orprj,mary traps, depending on which trap 
you are going to drain. Make sure there are no leaks. 

4. When the trap is teady to drain, check thai all other cold trap 
drain valves are closed. Open the drain valve on the trap to be 
drained. Check the pigtail immediately to make sure there are no 
leaks. 

5. Check the scale reading to verify that the trap is draining. 

6. Draining must be stopped when the scale reading reaches 100 pounds 
above maximum allowable, for the cylinder being filled, or the trap 
runs empty. Close the trap drain valve and the, cylinder valve. Line 
up the header so that you can evacuate back into a primary cold trap 
that,is on the line through the drain valve. Open the cylinder valve 
and evacuate approximately 100 pounds back out of the cylinder and 
close the valve. 

Note: Do not heat a cylinder whic:h has been 
overfilled. Evacuate the overfilled cylinder without 
heating until the maximum net weight is attained. 
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This is necessary to prevent rupture of the cylinder 
due to hydrostatic pressure. 

7. After one-half hour. (minimum) of evacuation on the drain line, 
including .the drain filter, close all manual valves. 

Note: It is important that the drain filter be 
evacuated a minimum of 30 minutes to prevent 
hydrostatic pressure, build-up when the filter is 

··isolated. 

8. If the trap was emptied and the cylinder is not full, leave it 
connected until the nexttrap.is ready to drain. If the cylinder is 
full"diSconnect the pigtail and remove the cylinder from the cart. 

9. If the cylinder was filled in one draining or i.n two drainings which 
were less.than four hours, apart, it can be sampled immediately. If 
not, then it will go to the steam chest for 12 hours before 
sampling •. ' 

:Note:Do not heata:cylinder which has"':been 
overfilled. Evacuate the overfilled .cyli.nder without 
heating until the m~ximum net weight is' attained. 
This;isnecessary to prevent ruptureo!· the cylinder 
due to hydrostatic pressure. '. 

10. After filling the cylinder, and before moving the cylinder from the 
filling station, the operator makes an inspection and fills in the 
'after being filled' inspection. recor.d. 

c. Handling cylinders that contain liquid UF6 
.. ;< .: 

;", 

Note: Extreme cautionmllst·.::be·· taken' when handling liquid 
UF6. . .. 

1. Verify that the cylinder valve is aIllays in the 12 o'clock ,position 
before picking up the cylinder.' 

2. Never lift the cylinder higher than necessary. 

3. Always keep the cylinder as close to the ground as possible whil~ in 
travel. . 

4 •. Always lower the cylinder-holding arms onto the top of'the cylinder 
before lifting or traveling with·the cylinder. 

5. Always minimize the distance of moving a full cylinder of hot UF6. 

6. Always avoid sudden stops or sharp jerky turns. Hot liquid UF6 will 
shift the weight (center of gravity) of the cylinder from one point 
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to another, whereas cylinders with cold solidified UF6 are stable. 

D. Sampling 

1. Roll the cylinder over so that the valve is in the 9 o'clock 
position • 

. Note: Be sure to use the cylinder turning mechanism on 
the cylinder cart to turn the cylinder to the 9 o'clock 
position. 

2. Connect, ~l)e sample bomb and open the valve ori the bomb. 

3. Use a heat tape or a heat gun to prevent freezing of the connection. 

4 •. Open the cylinder val ve very cautiously about one-half to one turn 
and feel the sample bomb to see that it'is getting hot. Leave the 
cylinder valve open approximately 15 seconds. 

5. Cool the sample bomb with cool· water and then close the sample bomb 
valve. 

6. Disconnect the sample bombandweighiit ilJlIllediately. 

a. If the weight is between 300 and 2100 grams of UF6, label the 
sample and take it to the lab. 

b. If below 300 grams, hook'thebomb back to the cylinder and repeat 
Steps 3, 4, and 5. 

c. If over 2100 grams, get a new sample bomb from the lab and start 
over. This time, leave the cylinder valve open for a shorter 
period of time. Refer to Step 4. 

Note: The over-weight sample must be evacuated 
without heating the sample bomb until the net 
weight of UF6 is less than 2100 grams. This is 
done to prevent rupture of the sample bomb due to 
hydrostatic pressure. 

7. After sampling, set the cylinder out on the storage pad· for cooling. 
Be sure to place the cylinder so that the cylinder valve is in the 
12 o'clock position while the cylinder contents are cooling and 
solidifying. 

III. Replacing cylinder parts 

A. If any cylinder part needs replac~ng, for any reason, the replacements 
must be noted on the Cylinder Status Sheet with the following· 
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1. The replaced part must be marked and held in a designated area for 
disposal under the direction of the Quality Assurance Department. 

2. The Haterials Review Board will specify disposition of replaced 
parts. 

IV. Preparing Cylinder for shipment 

A. A cylinder can be prepared for shipment when the following conditions 
are met: 

1. The cylinder must have cooled a minimum of five days to insure 
solidification of contents. 

'. 

2. The molybdenum content must be less than 1 ppm. 

3. The chromium content must be less tpan.8 ppm. 

4. The v~cuumon the cylinder must be greater than 10 inches of 
mercury. 

5. Cylinder weight requirements: 

Cyl size Min. net \.,rt. Hax. nat Wt. Max. gross Wt. 
(Tons) (lbs. )* (lbs. ) (lbs.) 

2.5 A,B 4,800 A=4950 B=5020 not applicable 
10 20,030 21,030 25,500 
14 26,000 27,560 not applicable 

. . 

6. Vapor pressllr.e(at 200 F) must not exceed 75psia. 

a. If vapor pressure is 65-69 psia, evacuate the cold cylinder for 
.one hour or until 100 pounds have been evacuated •. 

b. If vapor pressure is 7(}.-74 psia, heat .the cylinder six hours and 
evacuate. out 100 pounds,over a one hour period. 
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c. If vapor pressure is 7S ps~a or above, reheat the cylinder for 12 
hours. Then evacuate:out 200"pounds over a one hour period and 
resample •. 

B.Final Weighing 

1. Put the proper full-test cylinder on t,he cart and weigh it. (14, 10, 
or 2.5 ton). The weightshouldbt! within +/-3 pounds of the 
test-cylinder weight. If it doesn't, contac~the .shi~t supervisor. 
If it does, record the weight on theCylinderStat'usSheet and stamp 
the ticket. 

. :':;:,: 

,'2.' Putthefuilcy1ihder 6nthe sc:aleand·wffigh.;·;{t. The cylinder va.1ve 
must be capped. (Weigh .the cylinder without.th~ v~lve cover.) Record 
the: weight :on :the Cylind'er Statu's' SheetJ'and'stampt,he ticket •......... " 

.:':." .... .' .. 

3. If the cylinder weight and other speci~ic,ati.ons in IV.A •. above-are·· 
met, set the cylinder on the shipping'.~ad.;> ' , : .:. ., 

. . 

4./Put"'Ule Cylfnder 'S'tatus Sheet'~ri:d ::~ef~ht 'ti~k~fS) {h:'~the Are'a 
Supervisor's mail basket .in the control rooma'fter' the Shift 
Supervisor ~as signedi t. ',., i 

, ... l:)~·,.: 'l .. " ~".' .. :,~:{!,;.,-:, '-:!.~,:.).'~'J-' .'~ ,'," 

5. The Area Supervisor will 'verify the r~~u;lts'f(jr molybdenum, chromium 
and vapor pressure and will approve tl1e, Cylinde,r Status Sheet • 

• . ~ ...' - ' , • , • • ! '": i <I,; .' ..... i:!' , , ", .. 

6. The Pro~uction Manager will approve the Cylinder Status Sheet and 
forward it to the Quality' Assur'allce Mariager~ ..... 

'.' 7. The' Quality ''Assurance Ha::n'ager will forward th'e approved Cylinder 
Status Sheet to Accounting. 

. ,- ,. , ..... . 

V. UF6 CylinderShippirig 

A. The Accountiilg Department will notify the Area Supervisor at least two 
'weeks in advance of' cylinder shipments. Notification will be 
. accompanied by the Cylinder Status Sheets for the cylinders to be 
shipped.' . . 

B •. The Area Super~isor will platetbe Cylinder Status Sheets in the 
"Scheduled Shipments" file ,in.the~cale room at1~ast one week in 
advance of shipme'ilt.Any recheckrequiremeni's will be noted on the 
Cylinder Status Sheet. . 

.. C. 'The:shipping Operators must recheck cylinders, 'as required by the Area 
Supervisor and arrange. cylinders for truck' loading as scheduled. 

D. The Quality ~Assurance Ins:pectorobserves the check of the cylinder 
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! :. 

vacuum, 'and makes a final check of the valve just before the valve 
cover is put in place. The Quality Assurance Inspector attaches a wire 
seal on the valve cover bolts. 

E. Truck Loading 

1. Pull the Cylinder Status Sheets on cyl~ndersscheduled for shipment. 

2. Lo~d the cylinders on the t:r~~k .•. (Recheckcylinder~tJmbers.) 

J'loteLAlwciys load cylinders so that thec;Ylill<l~:r 
. valves are toward the rear of the truck •. 

3. The driver will secure the cylinder to the truck with the tie-downs. 

4. Inspect the cylinder after loading, and fill out the "After loading" 
inspection data sheet on .. the back side of tbeCy1inder Status sheet. 
Note on the CyliriderStatus.She~tiftheQA ./;leal:. is intact on the· 
valve cOver. .. .. . 

5. Verify that the truck has.proper~shippingp~~catds installed, such 
as "Radioactive - Low Specific Activity". 

6. Place the Cylinder Status Sheets in the Area Supervisor's mail box 
after the Shift Supervisor has·reviewed and initialed them. 

7. The Area Supervisor \dll ;lnitial and then forward the Cylinder 
Status Sheets to accounting •.• 

No 
Date 

//2I/rr-
Date 
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INTRODUCTION 

This procedure establishes the method for' washing, inspecting and hydrostatic 
testing of UF6 shipping cylinders. It isa requirement of the NRC that UF6 
cylinders be hydros.t.atically'tested'andinspected internally and externally 
once every five years~ (Exception: Ifa cylinderis full at the five-year 
inspectioiltime,itrieed not' be inspected until~hat cylinder has been 
emptied by the customer, and shipped back to the facility. This cylinder must 
not be refilled until it has been hY'drost~tic-tes~ed and inspected.) '. 

SAFETY PRECAUTlmlS 

1. Refer to the General Operating Ipst:fu~tions,G:"'OOl, Health and Safety 
Precautions and Requiremelits~ ., . . .' 

II. Wear a face shield and rubber gloves while working on the cylinder 
cleaning portion of the procedure. .... 

III. The material washed from a cylinder will cqntain lIF acid unless it has 
been neutralized. Extreme catitionshould betaken to avoid contact with 
theskih or eyes. Treat HF burns immed:i.ately •. 

IV .. Be sure to use a lock pinonal1hosecoulpings~ Securely anchor the 
discharge end of the drain hoses. Hoses should be thoroughly flushed 
with water after use and stored properly. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE . 

All operations in this procedure are to be done in accordance with the 
Quality Assurance practices indicated in this procedure and as specified in 
Quality Assurance procedures QA-OOI and QA-002, and additional Quality 
Assurance-related procedures which may be issued. 

PROCEDURE 

I. Cylinder \";ashin8 

A. Determine which cylinder is to be washed or tested. Locate the 
cylinder and start a Cylinder Cleaning and Testing Status Sheet for 
it. 

B. Hove the cylinder to the cylinder preparation area. 

C. Carefully open the cylinder valve to verify that the cylinder is not 
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under pressure. 1f the cylinder is under pressure, it ~ust be token 
to the UF6 filling st~tion so thot the cylinder moy be evacuated into 
the plant UF6vacuum system. If the cylinder is under a vacuum, then 
close the valve. 

D. Remove the cylinder plug and install the dip leg discharge valve. 

Note: The used cylinder plug ia to be put into 0 
designated container for disposal. Pluns are not to be 
re-used. 

E. Set the cylinder on the "/ashing station ,dththe fill valve to the 
south. Install the valve connector and transfer hose from the 
solution pressure tank. 

F. Fora cylinder heel not exeeding 25 pounds, add 70 gallons of \{ater 
and 20 pounds of soda ash to the solutionjtank~ Heat the solution to 
approximately 140 F. Then bubble air through the solution to get it 

. thoroughly nixed. For any c.ylinder heel over 25 pounds add' 
approximately one pound'of soda ash for each one pound of heel. Above 
'50 pounds, see the Area Supervisor for instructions. 

G. Pressure the solution tank with air to 30-40 psig, and open the 
proper valves to transfer 'to the cylinder. 

H. Close the cylinder valve ,{hen the transfer is completed. Bleed off 
the pressure from the solution tank, and remove the hoses from the 
cylinder. 

I. Start the cylinder wash rotation. Operate 10 minutes level, five 
minutes tilted 16 degrees angle to the south, and then five minutes 
at 16 degrees angle to the north. 

J. \'lhile the cylinder is being washed in Step H., the rinse solution 
batch can be prepared. The rinse solution batch is to be the wash 
solution for the next cylinder. See Step F. 

K. Stop the cylinder rotation ,{ith the discharge valve dip leg at the 
lo\{ point. 

1. Reconnect the air supply hose to the inlet valve. 

2. Connect a hose to the discharge valve and to the transfer line to 
the digesters. 

3. Tilt the cylinder about 10 degrees to the north and check line and 
valve for transfer to the digesters. 

L. 'vith care, sample the solution for pH, which should be above 6. If 
the pH is below 6,more soda ash solution should be added to the wash 
solution to raise the pH. If the pH is above 6, the wash solution 
should be discharged to the digestors. Check the digester level 

. before transferring. 
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:I. Open the discharge valves and the cylinder inlet valve and pressure 
with air to 30-40 psig to complete the transfer. 

N i-Jhen the transferis.completed, close the air supply and allow the 
cylinder to depressure. 

O. Close the discharge and transfer line valves and remove the discharge 
hose. 

P. Pres~ure the solution tank to 30-40 psig, and open the proper valves 
to transfer the rinse solution into the cylinder. 

Q. Close the cylinder valve and bleed off the solution tank pressure, 
'. and then remove the. hoses from the cylinder. 

R. Start the cylinder rinse rotation. O?erate five minutes level, five 
minutes, ,tilted 16 degrees angle to the south and then five i:linutes 16 
degrees angle ,to the, ·north.. ';, .f 

, , 

S. Stop .the rotat,ionwith the discharge valve· dip leg at, th'e 10\'/ point. 
reconnect the air hose to the cylinder valve, and the. discharge valve 
hose to transfer the rinse solution back to the. solution pressure 
tank. 

T. Opeh the proper valves to cocplete the transfe~using 30-40 psig air. 

U. Close ,the air valve. and the cylinder ,inlet valve.Svlitch,the hose to 
st,eam. 

V. Open the cylinder inlet valve and open the stean valve to steam out 
the cylinder for 15 minutes. (If the cylinder is being cleaned only 
and not tested, continue the steam-out for one hour total tir.le and 
skip to Step II. I.). 

W. Close the steam valve, allow the cylinder t6 depressure, and then 
disconnect the hoses from the cylinder. Hove the cylinder to the 
cylinder preparation area,.,iththe inlet valve at the high point. 

lI~ Uydrostatic test 

A. Prior to the hydrostatic test, perforc a 'soap test,' as described in 
III. ,E.1. to 4~, as a check on the soundness of the valve and plug 
couplings. 

'B. LOOSen and open the cylinder inlet valve, reconnectth~ water hose to 
the discharge valve and start the water fill for the hydrostatic 
test •. The water: used. to .testthe previously tested cylinder will be 
transferred to this cYlinder. It normally take,s about 45 minutes to, 
an hour to fill the cylinder, so another cylinder can be handled on 
the, wash station while .thiscylinder,is filling. Stop the water when 

,the inlet valve starts,to spill water. 

C .. RePosition the cylinder back on the wash station and ,install the two 
tie-:-down straps. Tilt the cylinder nor.th and place the support jack 
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D. Water fill until all the air is diGplac~d from the cylinder. 

E. Hook up the connections for the hydrostatic test pump and bleed off 
all air. 

F. Pressure the cylinder to 400 psig for 30 minutes. Make an external 
cylinder surface inspection for cracks, defects, etc. See the 
attached Figures 1 and 2. Have the Quality Assurance Inspector verify 
that the hydrostatic test is OK and so note on the Cylinder Cleanin~ . 
and Testina Status Sheet. Bleed off the pressare. 

G. Remove the hydrostatic test pump connection, reinstall the inlet 
valve with the hose connection. Remove this cylinder from the wash 
station to the preparation area cylinder cradle. Position the 
cylinder on the cradle. 

H. Hook up the proper hoses so the \·/ater in this cylinder can" be 
pressured out with air and in to the next cylinder to be tested (also 
in the preparation area in a cradle). Make the transfer. (Nor~ally 
another cylinder can be \-lashed on the I,o/ash station during this tine.) 

I. After all the water is transferred out, hook up steam to this 
cylinder and steam for one hourallCn-ring the condensate to dump to 
the se\ver drain. After one hour of steam heating the cylinder shell 
temperature should be very close to 212 degreesF. (Condensate frow 
cylinders that are washed only should be discharged to the solution 
pressure tank). 

J. Switch the cylinder to an air purge for 30 pinutes to dry the 
cylinder inside. If an ejector is available, the air operated ejector 
may b'e used (instead of the air purge) to pull a vacuum on the 
cylinder.' The water inside should flash out to dryness in about 15 
minutes. 

1(. Remove the valve stem. Inspect the inside of the valve for distortion 
and corrosion. If necessary, replace the valve in step III. D. With 
the special inspection light inside the cylinder, make a thorough 
internal inspection with the Quality Assurance Inspector. The Quality 
Assurance Inspector is to sign the Cylinder Cleaning and Testing 
Status Sheet if the cylinder is OK. 

L. If there is any loose sludge or scale material remal.nl.ng in the 
cylinder, move the cylinder to a vacuum station. \;lith the special 
vacuum tube,' vacuum all the material out of the cylinder until clean. 

III. Re-assembly 

A. Clean the threads of the cylinder couplings at the valve and plug 
ends. Run a threa.d die tap in the valve coupling to verify that the 
threads are straight and true. 

B. Obtain a valve, if necessary, and plug to install in the cylinder. 
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Record the identification of cachon the Cylinder Cleaning and 
Testinc StAtus Sheet. Also record the identification of any parts 
intalled in the valv~. 

C.The plug, which is newly tinned, and has not been previously 
installed,must b~ turned in a minimum of five threads on the plug, 
but must have.two.full threads minimum $howing outside the coupling. 

D. The valve,if.replacementi~made, is newly .tinned and must not have 
.been previously installed. Verify.thatthe pac.ldng nut is tight. It·· 
must b.e turned in .(engaged) a minir.1Ul!1 of sev.enthreads andmllst not 
exceed an engagement of 12 threads. The val v.emustbe. torqued in by 
using a minimum of 200 foot-pound,s but not to~exceed400 foot-pounds 
of wrench torque •. The valve must·meet these NRC sp~cj,ficationsorbe 
replaced ,·,ith one that does. See Figure 3 • . .. 

. ' " , . . . 

E.Afterthe plug and valve arereins.talled,the. cylinder. is pressured' 
to 70 psig with dry air and "soap tested" for possible leaks 'using . 
soap solution. 

!' .~ 

1. -.!ith·.the:.Cylindervalve::closed;.soap •. t:het~i:~~ds,valve stem, 
packing nut threads and make abubb1eover;t:he valve discharge 
port for possible leakage. 

2. Install the val~e discharge cap and·open t.he valve 50% open. Soap 
the valve stem, packing nut threads and the discharge port threads 
for"possi~~e leakage. .. 

3. If there is no leakage, the valve and plug. are OK •. Be sure to 
rinse off the soap solution with ,.,rater when the test is, completed. 

4. If the soap test.is OK the Quality Assurance Inspector signs the· 
Cylinder Cleanills and.'rest .Status Sheet, and stamps the month and 
year on the. cylinder identific~tionplate. 

5. If the soap test is not OK, then the part which is leaking is 
reinstalled and checked as in.Ill.E. above.· 

F. Open the cylinder valve and allo~ all the air to vent off. 

G.Tare~eightne test weighttylinder and this cylinder for final 
weight on the Cylinder Cleaning and Testing Status Sheet • 

.. H. Verify that the inspector' has stamped,the cylinder and has OKed it • 
.. Be sure to. fill out· the log· book each day and complete each Cylinder 

Cleaning and Testing Status Sheet before turning it in to the Area 
Supervisor. 

I. Hove the cylinder to a holding area until the shipping area 
supervisor issues a process status sheet for filling, then move it 
into the· proce~.sing_area sJorage. .. 

J. The completed Cylinder Cleaning and Testing Status Sheet is approved 
by the Production Hanager and then forwarded to the Quality Assurance 
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Manager for approval. The Quality Assurance Manager gives the 
Cyl!inder Cleaning ~nd Testing Status Sheet to Accounting for filing. 
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The cylinder, which had been overfilled, ruptured while it was being heated because of 
the expansion of UF6 as it changed from the solid to the liquid phase. The maximum safe 
capacity for the cylinder is 27,560 pounds of product. Evidence indicates that it was 
filled with an amount exceeding this limit. 
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